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APPENDIX 1
Listing of Program and
Documentation of Use
44
S E OF S P E C T
THE FOtL'WINNG IS A LIST nF INPUT PARAMETERS AND DATA CARDS AND THEIR
INTERPRETATI )N S.
JOOMN-DJMAINJ OF ANALYSIS. 0 OR BLANK=PERIOD, 1=FREQUENCY.
J BANOS-H' 4 VcCT :P O F F R E c!F.NCY... O R _P ERL .__A . nS_WI__LL_3. E_Pr BTA1L.
3 ,OR L NIK=GENFRATE ACCOPOING TO LIMITS SUBSEQUENTLY READ IN.
I=REAn IN A VFCTIR OF BANOS TU BE USED FROM CARDS.
NBAN3)-H;W MANY FRE3J~ENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL ,E USED.
. .... NOBS-THF NJ M.I:ER OF n SERVATIONS IN THE DATA VECTOR
JANALY-HW. THE ')ATA SHALL BE ANALYZED.
O OR BLANK=ciO UNIVARIATF SPECTRUM, SEARCH FOR BEST K-VARIATE
MODEL
I=SIMPLY DO UNIVARIATE SPFCTRUM ........
2=oDr K-VAPIATE SPECTRUM ACCORDING TO MODEL PARAMETER READ IN
JDATA-TELLS S!i4ROIjTINE DEPVAR WHEQE TO GET DATA.
O OR BLANK=READ FROM CARDS ACCORDING TO FORMAT (10X,7F10.0O
1=GFNERArE DATA FROM M'47OELING PROGRAM CALLED BY DATA. THIS
'ODELING PROGRAM WILL ASK FOR MORE CARDS.
JCRITR-SELECTS CPITEPION FOR OPTIMIZATION OF K-VARIA.TE SPECTRUM.
0 OR LLANK=MlILTIPLF R-SQUARED
1=T-VALUE S
JPRINT-PRINTOUT CnNTROL DIGIT
O=DoNr PRINT ANY RFSUITS
1=PRINT 3NLY FINAL RESULTS
2=PRINT FINAL ANO INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
3=PRINT -S FOR 2 PLUS MATRICES, CORRELATIONS,ETC FOR EACH STEP
JPLOT-PLT ..CUNTROL DIGIT. - VALUES AS _ABOVE EXCEPT. FOR- 3.
BANDLO-LOWCST FRQj. OR LONGFST PERIOD, AS APPROPRIATE TO DOAILN.
PANI)EL-OFLTA(FREQ.) 3 DELTA(PFRIOD), AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN.
BANDS-VFCTOR OF BANDS.
NSIN-NUM-ER OF SINE WAVES IN SIMULATED DATA.
BANC-FRE, . U PERIDO OF THE LSINTH SIMULATED SINE WAVF
SD-S T ANi AR,) )DEVIATION OF THE LSINTH SIMULATED SINE WAVE. (AMPLITUDE)
SUN-STANDA-,D DEV. OF GAUSSIAN NOISE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR- QUALT
THE FOLLOWIN' IS A LIST OF INPUT CARDS AND THEIR CONTENTS
CARD I - - - A)ATU'RY
.rnlI IMN VAI A!1fE COMMENTS - - -
L - 5 - J:)OMAN RIGHT JUSTIFY
6 - 10 - JAANOS RIGHT JUSTIFY
11 - 15 - "1ANOS RIGHT JUSTIFY
16 - 20 - NBS RIGHT JUSTIFY
21 - 25 - JANALY RIGHT JUSTIFY
26 - 30 - HJATA RIGHT JUSTIFY
31 - 35 - JCRTTR RIGHT JUSTIFY
36 - 40 - JPRINT RIGHT_ JUSTIFY
41 - 45 - JPLOT
CARD 2 - - - REUJIRED ONLY IF JBANDS=0O OTHERWISE OMIT.
COLIIMN . VAI ABLE COMMENTS
1 - 13 - AAN0LO PUNCH DECIMAL
_ . ..- 20 - _ BANDEL . .. .PUNCH _DECI MAL . .... . . . . -.. . . . . . . .
CARDS 3 - - E'lUIRED ONLY IF JRANDS=1.
COLUM4 VARIABLF COMMENTS - - -
1 - 13 - ANflS( .PUNCH DECIMAL - IST BAND IN SPECTRUM.
11 - 20 - RANL)S(2) PUNCH DECIMAL - 2ND BAND IN SPECTRUM.
CONTINUE FOR AS MANY CARDS AS NEEDED TO READ IN NBANDS BANDS.
FORMAT( 3F 10.3)
CARDS 4 - - - PEOUIRED -NLY IF JDATA=0.
COLUMN VARIABLE . COMMENTS - -
I - 10 - 10 CODE MAY CONTAIN ANYTHING - NOT READ.
11 - 20 - T A(I l 1ST DATA POINT, PUNCH DECIM !ALJOR .GH JU.STI.F
21 - 30 - J),TA(2) 2ND DATA POINT. PUNCH DECIMAL OR RIGHT JUSTIFY.
CONTINUE SAME FORMAT ON C.ARDS_AS NEEDED FOR ..NOBS DAT:A POINTS.
FORMAT(LOX.7F10.0)
CARDS 5 - - - RFUIRED ONLY IF JDATA=1.
5A - - MNIADATRY. --
COLUMN VARI ABLE COMMENTS - - -
1 - 5 - NSIN RIGHT JUSTIFY.
5R - r ~_)lI R_ I_ ON ..Y F NSIN__ LS _NT_ ZERO,
CULUMN VAI ABL COMMENTS - - -
S- 1 9 N )( I) PUNCH DECIMAL..
11 - 2n - S0(1 I PUNCH DECIMAL.
CONTINJE SA'ME FORMAT THPU NSIN CAPOS (BANDS). FORMAT(2FI0.0)
50 - - MA:DATIRy
COLiMNJ VAo I iL" COMMENTS - - -
I - 10 - Si)N PIPNCH DECIMAL
50- - 'UF -U,',-, ilW.Y IF SON IS NOT ZERO
C Ot UM.N VA'I A L F CMME NTS - - -
I - 4 I CW___ _MAY CONTAIN ANYTHING - NOT READ.
5 - 1 Jl) tF( ) PUNCH DECIMA. IST GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBER.
II - ib NJTSI?,) . PUNCH DECIMAL. 2ND GAUSSIAN RANDOM NUMBER.
CCNTI' r i THi jS MANY CARDS AS NEEDED FOR NOBS RANDOM NUMBERS.
F- k iT ( X, I *. ) ii
ORIGINAL PAGN IS
OF POOR QUALIT
-- .- -V ,fL* *
C SPT 10
C SPT 20




DIMENSION BANDS( 50)1BAN( 50),PEAKS(50),PHASEf50),AMNAME(9)tTNAME SPT 70
1(9),P-NAME (9) ,BANAME(5),XNAME (5)LVAR(100)ISAVE (100) SPT 80
C SPT 90
C-THE FOLLO4ING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN SPT 100
C- NOBS*(NBANDS*2+1) SPT 110
C SPT 120
DIMENSION X(30000) SPT 130
C SPT 140
C-THE FOLLOdING DIMENSIONS MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN NBANDS*2+1 SPT 150
C SPT 160
DIMENSION X3AR(100),STD(LOO),B(100,D(100I,TIIO01 SPT T10
C SPT 180
C-THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN SPT 190
C- M*M. WHERE M=2*-NBANDS+1 SPT 200
C SPT 210
DIMENSION RX( 10000) SPT 220
C SPT 230
C-THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN (M+1)*M/2 SPT 240
C SPT 250
DIMENSION R(5050) SPT 260
COMMON KREADRKPRINT SPT 270
DATA MNAME/'AMPL',*ITUD'*E ES'IMAT','E. ' ' '' SPT 280
1'.' '/ SPT 290
DATA TNAME/T-VA','LUE.'' ' '' ,' ' . SPT 300
log o / SPT 310
DATA PHNAME/*PHAS',OE ES','TIMA''TE. ' 9 1 ' SPT 320
1'' #I / SPT 330
DATA BANAME/IFREQO' U ENC','Y . ' / SP' 340
DATA XNAME/' PE R I' OD ' SPT 350
K R EADR= '5 SPT 360
KPRINT=6 SPT 370
C SPT 380
C-READ IN CONTROL DIGITS AS FOLLOWS AND PRINT THEM OUT. SPT 390
C JDOMAN-DOMAIN OF ANALYSIS. O OR BLANK=PERIOD, 1=FREQUENCY. SPT 400
C JBANDS-H3W VECTOR OF FREQUENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL BE OBTAINED. SPT 410
C "0 OR- BLANK=GENER ATE "ACCORDING T O- LIMITS-Si UBS EQUENTL R EAD- IN.- SPT 420-
C I=READ IN A VECTOR OF BANDS TO BE USED FROM CARDS. SPT 430
C NBANDS-HOW MANY FRFQUENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL BE USED. SPT 440
C NOBS-THE NU'MBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN THE DATA VECTOR SPT 450
C JANALY-HOW THE DATA SHALL BE ANALYZED. SPT 460
C 0 OR BLANK=DO UNIVAPIATE SPECTRUM* SEARCH FOR BEST K-VARIATE SPT 470
C MODEL SPT 480
C 1=SIMPLY DO UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM SPT 490
C 2=DO K-VARIATE SPECTRUM ACCORDING TO MODEL PARAMETER READ IN SPT 500
C JDATA-TELLS SUROUTINE DFPVAR WHERE TO GET DATA. - 10
C 0 OR BLANK=READ FROM CARDS ACCORDING TO FORMAT (10X,7F10.0) SPT 520
C 1=,ENERATE DATA FROM MODELING PROGRAM CALLED BY DATA. THIS SPT 530
C MODEL-ING PR-OGRAM WILL ASK FOR MORE CARDS. S 0
C JCRITR-SELECTS CRITERION FOR OPTIMIZATION OF K-VARIATE SPECTRUM. SPT 550
C 0 OR BLANK=MULTPL-E -R-SQUARED SPT 560
C i=T-VALiIES SPT 570
C JPRINT-PRINTOUT CONTROL DIGIT SPT 580
C O=DONT PRINT ANY RESULTS SPT 590
C 1=PRINT ONLY FINAL RESULTS SPT 600
C 2=PRINT FINAL AND INTFRMEDIATE RESULTS SPT 610
C 3=PRINT AS FOR 2 PLUS MATRICES, CORRELATIONS,ETC FOR EACH STEPSPT 620
C JPLOT-PLOT CO4TROL DIGIT. - VALUES AS ABOVE EXCEPT FOR 3. SPT 630
C SPT 640
READ (KREADR,1) JDOMANJBANDS,NBANDS,NOBStJANALY,.JDATA, JCR ITR, SP.. 650
I JPRINT,JPLOT SPT 660
I FORMAT (1615) SPT 670
WRITE IKPRINT, 103) SPT 680
103 FORMAT ('1 * * * * * * * PROGRAM PARAMETERS - * 1 * * * * * ) SPT 690
WRITE (KPRINT,1)JOOMANJBANDS,NBANDSNOBSJANALYeJDATA,JCRITR, SPT 700
I JPRINT,JPLOT SPT __710
C .. SPT 720
C-KTOP =MAX NUMBER OF TIMES THE PROGRAM WILL BE ALLOWED TO TRY IMPROVE- SPT 730
C-MENTS ON THE WHOLE MULTIVARIATE SPECTRUM. KOUNT IS THE NUMBER OF SPT 740
C-SUCH TRIES. SPT 750
C SPT 760
KTOP= ___ ___SPT 770
KOUNT=O . SPT 780
C SPT 790
C-SET SIGLEV, THE T-VALUE FOR THE CRITERION OF. ACCEPTANCE OF A PEAK. SPT 800
C-THEN DECIDE HOW TO GET VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 810
C .SPT 820
SIGLEV=2. 0 _SPT 830
IF (JBANDS) 100,100,110 SPT 840
C SPT 850
C-READ IN LIMITS OF BANDS VECTOR IF JBANDS WAS 0 - GENERATE BANDS. SPT 860
C-OTHERWISE GO TJ 110 AND READ IN BANDS FROM CARDS. . . SPT 870
C BANDLO-LOWEST FREQ. OR LONGEST PERIOD, AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN. SPT 880
C BANDEL-DELTA(FREQ.) OR DELTA(PERIOD)i AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN. SPT 890
.C BANDS-VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 900
C SPT 910
100 READ (KREADR,2) BANDLOtBANDEL SPT 920
2 FORMAT (8F10.0) ___SPT 930
BANDS(I ) =RANDLO SPT 940
00 120 LBAND=2,NBANDS . SPT 950
120 BANDS(LBAND= S(LBNS(LBAND-1 + BANDEL SPT 960
GO TO 130 SPT 970
Io10 READ (KREADR; 2) IBANDS( LAND) ,LBAND=1,NBANDS) SPT 980
C SPT 990
C-CONVERT BANDS TO PERIOD DOMAIN IF ORIGINATED IN FREQ DOMAIN. SPT 1000
C-REVERSE THE ORDER OF BANDS SO AS TO BE IN ASCENDING WAVELENGTH ORDER. SPT 1010
C-ALSO GENERATE BAN, THE FREQ DOMAIN VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 1020
C SPT 10 30
130 IF (JDOMANI 1501509140 SPT 1040
140 00 141 LBAN3=I,NBANDS SPT 1050
BAN(LIAND)i =3ANDS(LBAND) SPT 1060
141 BANDSI LAND)=1.O/BANDS(LBAND) SPT 1070
CALL REV(BANDS,NBANDS) SPT 1030
C SPT 1090
-C-GENERATE SIN/COS PRED-ICTOR MATRIX AS PART OF DATA MATRIX, X. THEN SPT 1130
OWMAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QQUALrT
C-READ IN DEPENDENT VARIABLE PART OF X. THESE DATA WILL THEN BE ENT- SPT 1110
C-ERED INTO SUBROUTINE CORRE TO COMPUTE THE CORRELATION MATRIX OF ALL SPT 1120
C-VAR IABLES. .. __... SPT 1130
C SPT 1140
150 M=NBANDS*2 + 1 SPT 1150
CALL PREGENIX.BANDSNOBS,NBANDS) SPT 1160
CALL DEPV4R(XNUBSJDATAJDOMANJPRINTI SPT 1170
C SPT 1180
C-GENERATE VECTOR OF VARIABLE NUMBERS FOR LATER USE. SPT 1190
SPT 1200
00D 155 LV=1.M SPT 1210
155-LVAR(LVI=LV SPT 1220
CALL CORRE(NOBSM, o,XtXBAR,STDRX,R,BDT SPT 1230_.
C SPT 1240
C-SET TOPP, THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TOTAL AMPLITUDE IN THE FINAL SPECTRUM SPT 1250




C-PRINT OUT MATRICES ETC., IF DESIRED SPT 1300
C SPT_ 1310
IF(JPRINT-3) 151,152,152 SPT 1320
152 WRITE (KPRINT,5) SPT 1330
5 FORMAT(IM A T R I X 0 F C 0 R R E L A T I ON So/,' VARIABSPT 1340
1LE 1 IS THE DEPFNDENT VARIABLE, ALL OTHERS ARE COSINE AND SINE WAVSPT 1350
2ES OF VARIOUS PERIODS ',/,T88,'------- -'/,'O) SPT 1360
CALL MATPRT(R,M,LVAR) SPT 1370
C SPT 1380
C-DECIDE ON PROPER DATA ANALYSIS PATH. SPT 1390
SSPT 1400
151 JANALY=JANALY+1 SPT 1410







C-STATEMENTS 200-400 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF OPTIMIZED K-BANDS SPECTRA SPT 1490
C SPT 1500
C-FIRST COMPUTE UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM USING SUBROUTINE USPECT. THEN FIND SPT 1510
C-ALL SIGNIFICANT SPECTRUM PEAKS IN UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM. SPT 1520
C SPT 1531
200 CALL USPECT(RT,NOlBSM#BNBANDSSTD,JPRINT,JPLOT PHASE9BAN BANDS SPT 1540
1,AMNAME,TNAME,PHNAM'E ,XNAME,JDOMAN,BANAME) SPT 1550
CALL PPIKR(R,T .SAVE,NPEAK,NBANDSSIGLEV) SPT 1560
IF (NPEAK) 201L,01,202 SPT 1570
201 WRITE (KPRINT,66) SPT 1580
66 FORMAT('O** * * NO SIGNIFICANT PEAKS FOUND * * * **') SPT 1590
GO Ti 2000- _ SPT 1600
C SPT 1610
C-NOW LOOP THRU AN OPTIMIZING PROCESS TRYING TO FIND LARGEST VALUE OF SPT 1620
C-EITHER T OR R-SQUARE. THE BEGINNING OF THIS LOOP IS STATEMENT 210 SPT 1630
C SPT 1640
C-SET A VALJE OF CRIT=O. THIS WILL LATER BE USED TO STORE THE JUST SPT 1650
C-PRECEDiNG-VALUE OF THE 3PTIMIZATION CRITERION. ALSO INITIALIZE THE SPT 1650
C-VARIABLE MM =-1. MM IS THE DIRECTION OF PEAK SLIDING AS WELL AS THE SPT 1670
C-COUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF STEPS. SPT 1680
C SPT 1690... . ... ......N- R (I  P T  6 9 
202 LPEAK=1 PT 1700
CR[T=.O 0 SPT 1710
MM=O SPT 1720
210 CALL KSPECT(R,T,NOBS,MNPEAK.ISAVERXBJPRINTXBAR9STD DRSQ SPT 1730
IPHASE BANDS BAN SPT 1740
C SPT 1750
C-TEST FOR PRINTOUT SPT 1760
C SPT 1770
IF(JPRINT-3 )208,0920 9 20SPT 1780
209 WRITE IKPRINT,6) RSQ SPT 1790
6 FORMA'4i--('TOMtLTIPLE SQUARED CORRELATION' ,F8.4) SPT 1800
WRITE IKPRINT,7) SPT 1810
7 FORMAT( ' PERIOD/FREQ.',T20,iAMPLITUODE,T40",iT-VALUE I) SP T 1820
00 214 LO=1,NPEAK SPT 130
KK=ISAVE(LO) SPT 1840
IF (JDOMAN) 212,212,213 SPT 1850
212 BB=BANDS(KK) SPT 1860
GO TO 214 _ ___ __ SPT 1870
213 BB=BAN(KK) SPT 1880
214 WRITE (KPRINT,8) RBB(KK),T(KK) SPT 1890
8 FORMAT (2F2.4,F18.4) SPT 1900
C SPT 1910
C-SELECT CRITERION FOR GOODNESS OF FIT - CHECK FOR IMPROVEMENT SPT 1920
C SPT 1930
208 IF (CRITR(RSQ,T,JCRITR,LPEAK) -CRIT) 220220,230 SPT 1940
C SPT 1950
C-A BRANCH TO 220 IMPLIES NON-IMPROVEMENT. EITHER RESORE OLD VALUE AND SPT 1960
C-GO TO NEXT PEAK (221 OR 223), OR TRY MOVING UP (2221. SPT 1970
C SPT 1980
220 IF (MM+1) 221,222.223 SPT 1990
c SPT 2000
C-A BRANCH TO 221 IMPLIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN MOVING DOWN FOR 2 OR MORE SPT 2010
C-STEPS. THIS IS THE FIRST NON-IMPROVEMENT. RESTORE JUST FORMER VALUE SPT 2020
C-AND GO TO NEXT PEAK. SPT 2030 ..
C SPT 2040
221 ISAVE(LPEAK)ISAVE(LPEAK)+1 .. SPT 2050
MM=-1 . SPT 2060
LPLPEK=LPEAK+1 ..................... ....... SPT 2070
ISAVE(LPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAKI-1 SPT 2080
GO TO 300 SPT 2090
C SPT 2100
C-A BRANCH TO 222 IMPLIES FIRST MOVE DOWN AND NON-IMPROVEMENT. TRY SPT 2110
C-MOVING SA4E PEAK UP SPT 2120
C SPT 2130
222 MM=I SPT 2140
ISAVE( LPEAK = ISAVEILPEAK)+2 SPT 2150
IF ISAVE(LPEAK)-NBANOS) 30022S,225 SPT 2160
225 WRITE (KPRINT.3) SPT 2170
3 FORMAT ('0** * * W A R N I N G * - JUST TRIED TO MOVE A PEAK INSPT 2180
ITO THE LONGEST PERIOD (LOWEST FREQUENCY) BAND. TRY WIDER SPECTRUMSPT 2190
2 LIMITS.') SPT 2200





C-A BRANCH TO 223 IMPLIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN MOVING UP AND IT DIDNT HELP.SPT 2230
C-RESTORE JUST PRIOR VALUE AND GO TO NEXT PEAK. SPT 2240
C SPT 2250
223 ISAVE(LPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAK)-1 SPT 2260
MM=-l SPT 2270
LPEAK=LPEAK+1 SPT 2280
ISAVE(LPEAK)=[SAVE(LPEAK -1 SPT 2290
GO TO 300 SPT 2300
C SPT 2310
C-- SPT 2320
C-A BRANCH TO 230 IMPLIES IMPROVEMENT. CONTINUE IN SAME DIRECTION. SPT 2330
C SPT 2340
230 IF (MM) 231,231,232 SPT 2350
C SPT 2360
C-A BRANCH TO 231 IMPLIES WE WERE MOVING DOWN. - CONTINUE SAME_ DIRECTIONSPT 2370
C SPT 2380
231 MM=MM-1 SPT 2390
CRI T=CRITR(RSQ,T,JCRITR,LPEAK) SPT 2400
ISAVE(LPEAK) =ISAVE(LPEAK)-1 SPT 2410
IF (ISAVE(LPEAK-1) 234,234,300 SPT 2420
234 WRITE (KPRINT,4) SPT 2430
4 FORMAT('O** * * * W-A-R N-I G * - JUST TRIED TO MOVE A PEAK INTSPT 2440
10 THE SHORTEST PERIOD (HIGHEST FREQUENCY) BAND. TRY WIDER SPECTRUSPT 2450
2M LIMI TS' SPT 2460
GO TO 2000 SPT 2470
C SPT 2480
C-A BRANCH TO 232 IMPLIES WE WERE MOVING UP. - CONTINUE SAME DIRECTION. SPT 2490
C SPT 2500
232 MM=MM+1 SPT 2510
CRIT= R I TR RSQ,T, JCRITR, LPEAK) - SPT 2520
ISAVE(LPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAK) l SPT 2530
IF (ISAVE(LPEAK)-NBANDS) 300,225,225 SPT 2540
C _ PT 2550
C SPT 2560
C-STATEMENT 300 CHECKS TO SEE THAT WE ARE NOT OFF THE END OF THE ISAVE SPT 2570
C-VECTOR. IF NOT, DO ANOTHER K-BANDS SPECTRUM WITH NEW ISAVE VECTOR SPT 2580
C-VALUES. IF WE ARE OFF THE END, COMPUTE A NEW FULL SPECTRUM USING A SPT 2590
-C-K-VAR IAE -MODEL. ALSO CHECK FOR VALUES OF ISAVE EQUAL TO EACH OTHER. SPT 2600
C-IF WE HAVE JUST MOVED INTO A ANOTHER PEAK, REDUCE NPEAK BY ONE AND SPT 2610
C-PACK THE VECTOR DOWN AND START PROCESS OVER AT LPEAK=I. SPT 2620
C SPT 2630
300 IF (LPEAK-NPEAK) 320,320,310 SPT 2640
320 IF (LPEAK-1) 322,322,321 SPT 2650
--- 32 I--iF -('SAVEILPE AK)-I SAVEILPEAK-I ) 322,323,322 SPT 2660
322 IF (LPEAK-NPEAK) 324,210,324 SPT 2670
324 IF (ISAVE(L EAK)-ISAVE(LPEAK+1)) 210,325,210 SPT 2680
323 00 330 LL=LPEAKNPEAK SPT 2690
330 ISAVE(LL-I)=ISAVE(LL) SPT 2700
NPEAK=NPEAK-1 SPT 2710
LPEAK= t SPT 2720
MM=O SPT 2730
CRIT=O.0 SPT 2740
GO TO 210 SPT 2750
325 NPEAK=NPEAK-1 SPT 2760
DO 331 LL=LPEAK,NPEAK SPT 2770





CRI T=0.0 _.. .. SPT 2820
GO TO ZIO SPT 2830
C
C-A BRANCH TO 310 OCCURS WHEN OPTIMIZATION OF THE K-BANDS MODEL 
IS SPT 2840
C-COMPLETE. NOW COMPUTE A FULL SPECTRUM USING THE OPTIMIZED K-BANDS 
SPT 2850
- T-~-DE-SEA-RCH NEW---S K  PECTRUM -FOR PEAKS AND SEE IF ANY NEW ONES TUR-SPT 2860
C-NED UP. IF SO. GO THRU WHOLE OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE AGAIN. SPT 2870
C SPT 2890
310 IF (JPRINT-3)360,361,361 SPT 290
361 WRITE (KPRINTq) 
SP 2900
9 FORMATI(ICOMPUTING SPECTRUM USING THE FOLLOWING BANDS IN MODEL') SPT 2910
IF (JDOMAN)362,362,363 SPT 2920
362 DO 364 LO=1,NPEAK SPT 2930
KK=ISAVE(LD) SPT 2950
364 WRITE (KPRINT,8) BANDS(KK) SPT 2960
GO TO 360 SPT 2960
363 00 366 LO=I,NPEAK SPT 2980
KK=I SAVE0) SPT 2980
366 WRITE (KPRINT,8) BAN(KK) SPT 2990
360 CALL MULTI IS AVENPEAKNANDSRTNOBSMtRXBXBARSTD,DRSQ. SPT 3000
1 PHASE,8ANDS,BAN) ---- SPT 3020
KOUNT=KOUNT+1 SPT 3020
IF (KOUNT-KTOPI 384,384,385 SPT 3030-385 WRITE (KRINT38SPT 3040
386 FORMAT('ITHE PROGRAM IS PROBABLY CAUGHT IN A LOOP. TRY DIFFERENT SPT 3050
INPUT PARAMETERS AND SUBMIT AGAIN') SPT 3060
GO TO 2000 
SPT 3070
384 CALL PPIKR(B,TISAVE.NPEEK,NBANDS,SIGLEV) SPT 3080
IF (NPEAK-NPEEK) 311,350,311 SPT 3090





GO TO 210 SPT 3150SPY 3150
C-A STABLE STETE IN THE OPTIMIZING, ROUTINE RESUTS IN A BRANCH 
TO 350. SPT 3160




350 WRITE (KPRINT,67) SPT 3190
67 FORMAT('0 M U L T I P L E B A N .. S-P E C T R U M') SPT 3200
CALL OUTPUT( ANDS,BAN,B,T,PHASEtNBANDS,AMNAME,TNAMEPHNAME SPT 3220
* 1A8NAMEXNAME,JPRI N TJPLOTJDOMAN) SPT 3230
WRITE (KPRINT,b) RSQ SPT 3230
RT • .SPT 3240
C-CHECK FINAL SPECTRUM FOR EXCESSIVE TOTAL POWER IN SIGNIFICANT 
BANDS. SPT 3250
. SPT 3260
CALL TOTAMI(X,NOBS,NPEAKISAVEM.PHASEBSUMB) SPT 3270
IF(SUMB - TOPP) 38 1 382,382 SPT 3280
382 WRITE (KPRINT383) PT 
32
383 FORMAT( 'IPRJGRAM FAILED BY FINDING TOO MUCH POWER IN THE SPECTRUM.SPT 
3300
t1,/, SUGGEST ALTERING PARAMETERS OF THE ANALYSIS, SUCH AS',/, SPT 
3310
2' USE WIDER SPECTRUM LIMITS, FILTER DATA, ALTER DELTAP, ETC.') SPT 3320







C****** ** * ***** *s*********** ************************************* SPT 3370
C . SPT 3380
C SPT 3390
C-STATEMENTS 400-600 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF THE SIMPLE, SINGLE BAND SPT 3400
C-SPECTRUM ONLY. SPT 3410
C SPT 3420
400 CALL USPECT(RT,NOBS.M,B,NBANDS.STD,JPRINTJPLOTPHASEBANBANDS, SPT 3430
1 AMNAME,TNAME.PHNAMEXNAMEJDOMANBANAMEI SPT 3440




C*************************** ***************************************** SPT 3490
-C SPT 3500
C SPT 3510
C-STATEMENTS 600-800 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF A SPECIFIC K-BAND MODEL SPT 3520
C-WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION. SPT 3530
C SPT 3540
C-FIRST READ IN MODEL PARAMETERS, BUILD VECTOR OF, BANDS IN MODEL, THEN SPT 3550
C-COMPUTE SPECTRUM. SPT 3560
C _SPT 3570
600 READ (KREADR,1) NPEAK SPT 3580
READ (KREADR,2) (PEAKSILPEAK),LPEAK=INPEAK) SPT 3590
DO 610 LPEAK=1.NPEAK SPT 3600
00 620 LBAND=1tNBAND SPT 3610
IF(PEAKS(LPEAK)--BANDS(LBAND )-620,630,620 SPT 3620
630 ISAVE(LPEAKi=LBAND SPT 3630
GO TO 610 SPT 3640
620 CONTINUE SPT 3650
610 CONTINUE SPT 3660
CALL MULTI(ISAVENPEAK,NBANDS,R,T.NOBS,MRXBXBARSTD,DRSQ SPT 3670
I PHASE,BANDS,8AN) SPT 3680
WRITE (KPRINT,5) SPT 3690
......... CALL UTPUT(BANDS,BANBT, PHASE NBANDS-ANAME ,TNAMEPHNAME, SPT 3700
1 BANAME,XNAME,JPRINTJPLOTJDOMANI SPT 3710 .
WRITE -- (KPRINT,6) -- RSQ SPT 3720





SUBROUTINE REV(XNI REV 30
DIMENSION X(50) REV 40
C REV 50
C *** *W** F i ** *@i* ***************************************** REV 60
C * REV TO70
C * SUBROUTINE R E V * REV RO
C * * REV 90
C * REV TAKES A VECTOR AND REVERSES ITS ORDER. * REV 100
C * * REV 110
C * **s*.****** *-S*********************************************** **** REV 120
C . • REV. 130
JN+ REV 140
MID=N/2 __REV . 150




10 X(J i'=SAVE REV 200
RETURN REV 210
END REV 220
- ------ X--- - ------
- -- --- - --- - -- ' ~~~~~~~-~---- I-~----~-~-~-- -- ~-~~ ~-~-'x
C RED 10
C. PRED 20
SUBROUTINE PR EGEN ( X, BANDS, NOBS NBANDS) P___ .. RED 30
DIMENSION XII) ,RANI)S(I) PRED 40
C PRED.- 50
C ***** =**  *i ... *.**. * i ******* .**********  * **** PRED 60
C .* PRED 70
C * SUBROUTINE P R E G E N PRED 80
C * * PRED 90
C * PREGE GENERATES THE SINE AND COSINE PREDICTOR WAVES AND STORES * PRED 100
C * THEM IN MATRIX X. MATRIX X IS THE DATA MATRIX HAVING NOBS ROWS * PREOD 10
C * AND M COLUMNS. HERE NOBS= THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND * PRED 120
C * BANDS IS A VECTOR 'OF PERIOD VALUES IN THE SPECTRUM. * PRED 130
C * . PRED 140
C * MATRIX X IS STORED IN VECTOR MODE. SEE IBM SYSTEM/360 SUB- * PRED 150
C * ROUTINE PACKAGE (360A-CM-03X) VERSION III, PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL, * PRED 160
C * PUBLICATION NUMBER H20-0205-3, PAGES 3-6. ESSENTIALLY EACH COL- * PRED 170
C * UMN OF MATRIX X IS STRUNG END-TO-END INTO ONE LONG VECTOR. * PRED 180
C * * PRED 190
C . THE FIRST NOBS VALUES OF VECTOR (MATRIXI x WILL BE THE DEPENDENT * PRED 200
C * VARIABLE (SEE SUBROUTINE DEPVAR). THE NEXT NOBS POINTS (COLUMN * PRED 210
C -- TWO) WILL CONTAIN COS WAVE, BAND 1, THE NEXT NOBS POINTS (COLUMN * PRED 220
C * THREE tONTAINS SIN WAVE, BAND 1, ETC. * PRED 230
C * * PRED 240
C **** ***** **** ***•..*.****4.t* * 4*** ***tt*t_ PRED 250
C PRED 260
C-CONVERT TO RADIANS/OBSERVATION AND LOOP THRU NBANDS TIMES. PRED 270
C PRED 280
L=NOBS PRED 290
00 10 'LBAND=,NBANDS PRED 300
AFREO=6.28318/BANOS(LBAND PRED 310
EF=-AFREO PRED 320
00 20 LOBS=1,NOBS RED 330
L =L+1 .PRED 340
EF=EF*AFREQ PRED 350
20 X(L)=COS(EF) PRED 360
EF=-AFREQ PRED 370
00DO 10 LOBS=l,NOBS PRED 380
L=L+.. PRED 390
EF=EFAFREQ PRED 400
10 X(L)=SIN(EF) PRED 410
S- PRED 420
C-X CONTAINS THE VECTORS 3F SIN/COS WAVES STRUNG END-TO-END. THIS IS PRED 430
C-EQUIVALENT TO A MATRIX WHERE EACH SIN OR COS WAVE FORMS A COLUMN OF PRED 440







SUBROUTINE DE PVAR I X, NOBS, JDA TA,JDOMAN, JPR INTI DEPV 30
DIMENSION X(lI DEPV 40





C * SUBROUTINE D E P V A R DEPV 
90
C DEPV 100
C * DEPVAR EITHER READS IN OR GENERATES (VIA SIMULA), A DEPENDENT * EPV 110
C * VARIABLE VECTOR nF L-GT iNOBS. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS STORED* DEPV 120
C * INTO THE FIRST NOBS CELLS OF Xt A MATRIX OF VARIABLES STORED AS A* DEPV 
130
C * ---VECTOR OF COLUMNS. SEE SUBROUTINE PREGEN FOR REST OF X. * DEPV 
140
C * DEPV 150
~C 4 ** 4* 4** ** ** * ** **** ***)iki 94***** ** 4DEPV 160
C 
DEPV 170
C-IF JDATA IS 0 - READ FROM CARDS, (1OX,7F10.O) OEPV 180
C-IF JDATA IS I - CALL SIMULA WHICH GENERATES DATA USING A MONTE CARLO DEPV 
190
C-SYSTEM ALONG WITH DETERMINISTIC DATA. SIMULA READS CARDS. DEPV 200
DEPV 210
IF (JDATA) 10,10,50 DEPV 220
10 READ (KREADR,1) (X(L),L=1,NOBS) DEPV 230
1 FORMAT([loX,71FO.O DEPV 240
GO TO 20 DEPV 250
50 CALL SIMULA(X,NOBS,JDATA,JDOMAN.JPRINT) DEPV 260
20 RETURN DEPV 270
END DEPV 280
xii
O F Q u l x x
C SIML 20
SUBROUTINE SIMULA(X,N,JJDOMNEANJPR.INT}) SIML 30
ODIMENSION X(l ,A(I30),BAND(1) SIML 40
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT SIML 50
C SIML 60
C ***************************************** ** ****************** SIML 70
C* * SIML 80
C _ SUBROUTINE S I M U L A _1ML 90
C . SIML 100
C * SIMULA IS A PRIMATIVE MONTE CARLO AND SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR CREAT-* SIML 110
C * NG ARTIFi-CIAL DATA. GAUSSIAN DATA ARE READ IN FROM CARDS AND * SIML 120
C * A NUMBER OF SINE WAVES OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY AND A
P P LITUDE ARE * S.ML 130
C* ADDED. * SIML 140
C * SIML 150SIML 160
C SIML 170
C-ZERO VECTOR X AND PRINT HEADING SIML 180
C SIML 190
00D 100 L=1,N SIML 200
100 X(L)=9.0 SIML 210
IF (JPRINT) 110LO10.120 SIML 220
120 WRITE (KPRINT,121) SIML 230
121 FORMAT M I N T E C A R L 0 SIMULATED DATA',/@0') SIML 240
C SIML 250
C-READ IN MODEL SPECIFICATIONS -- GENERATE SINES AND ADD NOISE SIML 260
C NSIN-NUMBER OF SINE WAVES IN DATA _ SIML 270
C BAMD-FREO. OR. PERIOD OF THE LSINTH SINE wAVE SIML 280
C SO-STANDARD DEFIATIN OF THE LSINTH SINE WAVE. (AMPLITUDE SIML 290
C SON-STANDARD 0EV. OF GAUSSIAN NOISE SIML 300
C SIML 310
110 READ (KREADR,L) NSIN SIML 320
I FORMAT (15) SIML 330
00 10 LSIN=1,NSIN SIML 340
READ (KPEADR.2) BAND(1L,SD SIML 350
2 FORMAT (2F10.0I SIML 360
IF (JDOMAN)2I0,20,30 SIML 370
30 BAN=BAND(1) .SIML 380
BO/B(LI=1.O/IAND(L) SIML 390
GO TO 21 SIML 400
20 BAN=1.0C/ANDfI) SIML 410
21 IF (JPRINT) 25,25,22 SIML 420
22 WRITE (KPRINT,3) LSIN, BANDIt), BAN,SD SIML 430
3 FORMAT(# BAND'.I3,' - PERIOD=',FLO.4,', FREQUENCY=*,F10.4 ,
' AMPLISIML 440
1TUDE=' ,FO.4) SIML 450
25 AFREQ=6.2318/BAND(1) SIML 460
EF=-AFREO SIML 470
DO 26 L=1,N S!ML 480
EF=EF+AFREQ SIML 490
26 A(L)=SIN([F)*1.41421 SIML 500
00 10 L=I,N SIML 510
10 X(L)=X(L)+A(L)*SO SIML 520
C SIML 530





READ (KREADR,21 SDN SIML 560
IF(SDN) 1000.1000,40 SIMI 570
40 IF (JPRIN~T 50.50,41 SIML 580
41 WRITE (KPRINT,5 SDN SIML 590
5 FORMAT('ORANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE AMPLITUDE-=,F10.4) SIML 600
50 READ (KREADR,6) (A(L),L=1,N) SIML 610
6 FORMAT( 4X, 10F6.4" SIML 620
DO 60 L=1,N SIML 630
60 X(LI=A(L)*SDN+X(L) SIML 640





SUBROUTINE MATPRT(R,M,LVARI MATP 40
DIMENSION R(l),X(15)LVAR() MATP
COMMON KREAOR, KPRINT MATP 50
c MATP 60
C MATP 
70C ---- ..... ... * MATP 80




C * MATPRT PRINTS OUT THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX X WHERE X IS STOR- * 
MATP 110
C * ED IN MODE 1. SEE REFERENCE LISTED IN SUBROUTINE PREGEN. * MATP 120C MATP 130
C *.**** ************* i **** MATP 140c MATP 150
C-LOOP THRU AS MANY TIMES AS NE EED TO PRINT WHOLE MATRIXt EACH TIME MATP 160





110 IF (N2-M) 100,100,10 nATP 210
0 ... 2.M MATP 220
100 WRITE (KPRINT,I) (LVAR(LVI LV NINZI MATP 
230
1 FORMAT(-O',2X,1517) MATP 240
WRITE (KPRINT,2) MATP 250
2 FORMAT('O') MATP 260
C MATP 270
C-PRINT ONE ROW AT A TIME. MATRIX R IS MODE t UPPER TRIANGULARo 
MATP 280
C-THEREFORE REVERSE SUBSCRIPTS TO MAKE LOWER TRIANGULAR. MATP 290
C MATP 300
DO 20 LROW=N1,M MATP 310
IF (LROW-N2) 21212 MATP 320
21 LIMIT=LROW _ __M_ MATP 330
-GO TO 23 MATP 340
22 LIMIT=N2 MATP 350
23 L=O MATP 370
DO 30 LCOL=NLLIMIT MATP 380
LL+1 MATP 380
CALL LOC(LCOL,LROWK,M,M,1t MATP 390
30 X(LI=R(K) MATP 400
20 WRITE (KPRINT,3 (LROW,(X(KI,K=ILlI MATP 410
3 FORMATI IXI -3,-2X,15F7. 3) MATP 420
NNL+1S5 MATP 430
....... MATP 440








SUBROUTINE USPECT(RTN ,tMBNBANDSSTDJPRINTeJPLOTPHASEBAN, USPT 30
I BANDS,AMNAMETNAME.PHNAME,XNAMEJDOMANBANAME) USPT 40
______ 
_DI ME- S  , r I , , 1, ( 1) STD il),PHASE 1),BAN I ),BANDS( I),AMNAME( 1)USPT 50
STNAME (-,PHNAMEf I), X NAME I 1),BA NA ME ( ) USPT 60
COMMON KREADRKPRINT USPT 70USPT 80
C ************* *********************** ****************** **  USPT 90
* USPT 100
C SUBROUTINE U S P E C T USPT 110C • * USPT 20
C * USPECT COMPUTES THE UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM BY MULTIPLYING THE CORR- * USPT 130
-C--* ELATION OF THE TIME SERIES WITH A SIN OR COS PREDICTOR BY THE * USPT 140
C * RATIO 3F STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE TWO. THIS IS DONE FOR EACH * USPT 150
-C PREDICTOR. LET R=THE CORRELATION OF F(TI WITH A SIN OR COS WAVE * USPT 160
C * OF SOME ARBITRARY WAVE LENGTH. LET S =THE STANDARD DEVIATION * USPT 170
C * OF THE TIME SERIES AND .707THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE PRED- * USPT 180
C * ICTOR WAVE. THEN A(F) = R*S/.707) * USPT 190
C * 4HERE A(F=THE AMPLITUDE OF THE COMPLEX SPECTRUM AT F. THE SIN * USPT 200
C * AND COS COMPONENTS ARE COMBINED AT EACH WAVE LENGTH AND PHASE * USPT 210
C * ANGLE IS COMPUTED. T-VALUES ARE ALSO COMPUTED FOR EACH BAND. * USPT 220
C * R=UPPER TRIANGULAR CORRELATION MATRIX, IN STORAGE MODE 1. SEE * USPT 230
C * IBM PU3LICATION REFERENCED IN SUBROUTINE PREGEN. (INPUT) * USPT 240
C * T=VECTOR OF T-VALUES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 250
C * NOBS-NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS. (INPUT) * USPT 260
C * M=TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA VECTORS. M=NBANDS*2 + 1. ONE VECTOR FOR * USPT 270
C * THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND TWO FOR THE SIN/COS WAVES AT EACH WAVE* USPT 280
C * LENGTH. (INPUT). B=VECTOR OF SPECTRUM ESTIMATES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 290
C * NBANDS=LENGTH OF-VECYOR - .B ND PHASE. (INPUT) * USPT 300
C * STD=STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES. (INPUT) * USPT 310
.... -JPRINT=PRINT CONTROL - SEE MAINLINE. (INPUT) * USPT 320
C * JPLOT=PLOT CONTROL - SEE MAINLINE. (INPUT) * USPT 330
C * PHASE=VECTOR OF PHASE ANGLES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 340




C-EXTRACT VECTOR OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND EACH USPT 
390
C-PREDICTOR VARIABLE. USPT 400
C USPT 410
DO 10 L=2,M USPT 420
CALL LOC(IL,KOOL,MlM,1) USPT 430
10 BIL)=R(KOOL) USPT 440
C USPT 450
C-LOOP THRU THE SPECTRUM COMPUTATION NBAND TIMES. USPT 460
C USPT 470
FACTSQRT(FLOATN-2) USPT 480
DO 20 L=2,M,2 USPT 490
K=L+I USPT 500
LR&4N=LBAND .L USPT 510
C USPT 520
C-CO=COS COMPCNENT OF SPECTRUM ESTIMATE USPT 530
C-SI=S IN CoUM PNENT OF- SPECTRUM--ST I MATE USPT 540
xvi
ORIGINAL PAGE YS
C-TC=T-VALUE FOR COS COMPONENT USPT 550
fS=T- VALUE FOR SIN COMPONENTC USPT 570
CO=B(L)*STD(.1)/.707 USPT 580
SI=(8(K)*STD(1)/.707 USPT 590
TC=B(L *FACT/SQRT(1.0-B(L**2) USPT 600
TS=B(K)*FACT/S0RT(1.0-B(K)**2) USPT 610C USPT 620
C-COMPUTE SPECTRUM AMPLITUDE, T-VALUE AND PHASE ANGLE USPT 630
C.USPT 640
B(LBANDI=SQRT(CO**2 + SI**2) -- USPT 650
T(LBAND)=SQRT(TC**2 -TS*i*21 USPT 660
20 PHASE(LBAND)=ATAN(CO/SI) USPT 670
C USPT 680
C-PRINT AND/OR PLOT IF DESIRED USPT 690USPT 700
JPR=JPRINT-1 _ USPT 740
JPL=JPLOT-I - USPT 750
IF (JPR) 50,50#60 USPT 760
50 tF (JPLi 1000,1000,60 USPT 770
60 WRITE(KPRINT,l) USPT 780
1 FORMAT('O S I N G LE B AN-D SPECTRU M') USPT 790
CALL OUTPUT(BANDSBAN, 8TPHASE,NBANDS, AMNAME TNAME,-HNAME USPT 800
----- 1i,B-ANAME,XNAME, JPRINT, JPLOT,JDOMANI USPT 810





SUBROUTINE PPIKRIB,T,ISAVE,NPEAKNBANDSSIGLEV) _ . PPIK 30
DIMENSION B(L).T(l, ISAVE(1) PPIK 40
C PPIK 50
-i e *i-~S ~+~;i~~~a+;di-T ********** ****** * *9~ 9PPIK 60
C * * PPIK 70
C * SUBROUTINE PP [ K R * PPIK 80
C # * PPIK 90
C:- PPIKR RETURNS THE VECTOR INDEX OF ALL SIGNIFICANT SPECTRUM PEAKS.* PPIK 100
C 8B-INPUT VECTOR OF AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM ESTIMATES * PPIK 110
C T-NPij-rVECTR OF T-VACULUES FOR EACH SPECTRUM ESTIMATE * PPIK 120
C * ISAVE-OUTPUT VECTOR OF INDEX NUMBERS OF SIGNIFICANT PEAKS _ * PPIK 130
C ' NPEAK-OUTPUT SCALAR - NUMBER OF PEAKS FOUND * PPIK 140
C * NBANDS-INPUT SCALAR - NUMBER OF BANDS IN SPECTRUM PPIK 150
C-ii SIGLEV-INPUT SCALAR - CRITERION WHICH T-VALUE FOR A PEAK MUST * PPIK 160
C * EXCEED IN ORDER TO BE RETAINED * PPIK ITO
C * * PPIK 180
C ******************** ******** *** **** *************** PPIK 190
C .PPIK 200
C-SEARCH FOR PEAKS, RETAIN 'SIGNIFICANT' ONES, .BUILD ISAVE._ . PPIK 210
C PPIK 220
NPEAK= 0 PPIK 230
.00 10 L=2,NIANDS PPIK 240
IF (B(L-1)-8(LO) _ _20,10,10 PPIK 250
20 IF (3(L+1)-B(L)) 40,10,10 PPIK 260
40 IF (T(LI-SIGLEVI 10,50,50 PPIK 270
50 NPEAK=NPEAK+1 PPIK 280
ISAVEINPEAK)=L PPIK 290




C _ _ CRIT 10
----C CRIT 20
FUNCTION CRI TR I RSQ.T ,JCR ITRL..L) _ CRIT 30
DIMENSION T(l) CRIT 40
CRIT 50
C ***************;** ** * * s e * * ******* CRIT 
60
C CRIT 70
C * FUNCTION C R I T R * CRIT 80
C - * CRIT 90
C * CRITR SELECTS A CRITERION FOR THE SPECTRUM OPTIMIZATION BY PEAK * CRIT 100
C * SHIFTING. SELECTS EITHER R-SQUARE OR THE APPROPRIATE T VALUE. * CRIT 110
C * * CRIT 120
C ************************CRIT 130
C CRIT 140
C-SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUE FOR CRITERION. CRIT 150
C RSQ-INPUT SCALAR - VALUE OF R-SQUARE CRIT 160
C T-INPUT VECTOR - T-VALUES CRIT 170
C JCRITR-CONTROL OIGIT FOR SELECTION OF EITHER RSQ OR TL) AS RITERIONCRIT180
C O=RSQ AS CRITERION CRIT 190
C 1 T-VALUE AS CRITERION CRIT 200
C L-INDEX VALUE OF VECTOR T CRIT 210C CRIT 220
IF (JCRITR) 10,10.20 CRIT 230
10 CRITR=RSQ CRIT 240
GO TO 30 __CRIT 250
20 CRITR=T(L CRIT 260






.C .-. ... . . . .. .... .. .. . K SPT 20
SUBROUTINE (SPECT(RT,N,MNPEAK,ISAV ,RX,8,JPRINT,XBARSTDD,RSO, KSPT 30
LPHASE, BANDS,BAN) KSPT 40
DIMENSION ISAVE(100) ,R(1),T(1),RX(1),B(I),XBAR(1),STD(1),D(1I, KSP
T 50
LPHASE( ), BANDS(l),AN(1) ,ANS(10),ISAV( ,RY((100) KSPT 60
COMMON KREADfR,KPRINT KSPT 70
C-CONVERT ISAV TO ISAVE, FROM FREQ BAND VECTOR TO VECTOR OF SIN/COS PAIRKSPT 
80
C _ __KSPT 90
98521 FORMAT ('OJKL=' ,I5) KSPT 100
K=O KSPT 110





100 IS4VE(K)=ISAVE(K-1) 1 KSPT 160C KSPT 170
C-SELECT SUB-MATRIX OF PREDICTORS ETC FROM Rt ACCORDING TO ISAVE. 
KSPT 180
C KSPT 190
-- CALL ORDER(M,R, 1K ,ISAVE,RX,RY) KSPT 200
C KSPT 
210
C-I-NVERT K-ORDER MATRIX OF PREDICTOR INTERCORRELATIONS9 RX KSPT 220
C 
KSPT 230
CALL MINV(RX,KtDET,B,T) KSPT 240
IF (JPRINT-3) 300,400,400 KSPT 250
400 WRITE (KPRINT,71 DET KSPT 260
7 FORMAT('0',/,'O DETERMINANT =__,E30.15) KSPT 270
-- KSPT 280
C-COMPUTE REGRESSIONS(SPECTRUM) FOR NPEAK SIZED MODEL. KSPT 290
C KSPT 300
300 CALL MULTR(NtK,XBARSTD,DRX,RYIESAVEBSBTANS) KSPT 310
-..-- RSQ=ANS(2)**2 KSPT 320
C KSPT 
330
-CCONVERT SPECTRUM TO AMPLITUDES BY COMBINING SIN/COS. PUT INTO 
D
. KSPT 340





00 200 L=I,K,2 KSPT 380
NFREQ=NFREQ+1 KSPT 390
PH&SE(NFREQ)=ATAN(B(L)/B(L+l* 1 KSPT 400
(NFREQ)=SQRT(B(L)**2 + B(L+)**2) KSPT 410
-200 T(NFREQ)=SQRT(T(Ll2 + T(L+1)*21 KSPT 420









SUBROUTINE MUL T ( ISAVE,NPEAKNBANDS,R,TN,M,RX,BXBARSTD. 0RSQ MUL T 30
1 PHASE, BANDS BAN) MULT 40
DIMENSION ISAVE(I),R(l),T(1),RX(),BIL),XBARt1),STO(),0(IPHASE MULT 50
I (11,BANDS(l),BAN(1 ,KSAVE(201,S(20,TSPEC(20),TPH(201 MULT 60
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT ___ MU TO
SMULT 80
C *************************************************************fC** MULT 90
C * MULT 100
C * SUBROUTINE M U L T I * MUL T  10
C * MULT 120
C * MULTI COMPUTES THE FULL SPECTRUM OF A TIME SERIES USING A K+1 . MULT 130
C * BANDS MODEL WHERE K=THE NUMBER OF PEAKS IN THE CPTOMIZED * MULT 140
C * MODEL. THE EXTRA BAND IS THE WAVELENGTH IN QUESTION, THE OTHERS * MULT 150
C * ARE THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS. THE VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY * MULT 160
C * THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS IS THUS 'ACCOUNTED FOR' IN EACH ESTIMATE. * MULT 170
C * WHEN THE CURRENT BAND IS ONE OF THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS, A SKIP * MULT 180
C * OCCURS. VARIABLES DEFINED IN MAINLINE. * MULT 190
C *.* MULT 200
C ********* ** ******** ******************************************** MULT 210
C MULT 220
C MULT 230
C-LOOP THRU ONCE FOR EACH FREQ BAND. NFMOD IS THE NUMBER OF SIGNICIC- MULT 240
C-CANT PEAKS IN MODEL PLUS A CURRENT BAND. MULT 250
C MUL T 260
NFMOD=NPEAK+ I MULT 270
o 00310 LF=1.NBANDS MULT 280
C MULT 290
C-CONSTRUCT NEW ISAVE VECTOR MULT 300
C MULT 310
CALL BUILDIKSAVEIfSAVELFNFMOD,ISKIP,NPEAK). MULT 320
C MULT 330
C-KIP IF THI S BAND IS IN THE-MODEL ALREADY MULT 340
C MULT 350
IF (ISKIPI 320,320,330 MULT 360
C MUL T 370
C-BRANCH TO 330 IMPLIES THAT THE CORRENT-BAND- IS ONE OF THE SIGNIFICANT MULT 380
C-PEAKS. 00 AN NPEAK SPECTRUM AND PICK OUT CURRENT BAND. MULT 390
C MULT 400
330 CALLKSPECT(RSNtMNPEAK, ISAVEtRXTSPEC,0,XBARSTDDRSQTPHe MULT 410
IBANDSvBAN) MULT 420
C MULT 430
C-TSPEC CONTAINS ALL MODEL ESTIMATES. PICK THE ONE FOR LF. MULT 440
C . MULT 450
00 331 LLZ=1.,NPFAK MULT 460
IF (LF-ISAVE(LLZJI 331,333,331 . MULT 470
333 B(LF1=TSPEC(LLZJ MULT 480
PHASE (LF)=TPHILLZ) MULT 490
T(LF)=S(LLZ) MULT 500
331 CONTINUE MULT 510
GO TO 310 MULT 520
C MULT 530
-C-BRANCH-T-320 iMPre THAT THIS IS A FULL NFMOD MODEL. DO SPECTRUM MULT 540
xxi
C-AND PICK OUT CURRENT BAND. MULT 550SCMULT 560
320 CALLKSPECT(RS,N,MNFMODEKSAVERXTSPEC0,XBARSTODRSQ TPH ... MULT 570
I 8ANDS,BANI -MULT 580
DO 321 LLL=I,NFMOD MULT 590
IF(LF-KSAVE(LLL) 32Lt322;321 MULT 600
322 TILFI=SILLL) MULT 610
SL FT =TSPEC(LLL) MULT 620
PHASE (LF)=TPH(LLL) NULT 630
32L CONTINUE MLJL 
640





- - BILD 20
SUBROUTINE BUILD(KSAVEI SAVE,LFtNFMOD,ISKIPNPEAK) BILD 30
DIMENSION KSAVE(IlISAVEil),ASAVE(30).RANC(30) BILD 40
C BILD 5O
C ************************************************************ *** **** BSILD 60C 1 BILD 70
C SUBROUTINE B U IL D SILD 80
C * BUILD CONSTRUCTS VECTOR OF RANKED FREQ BAND NUMBERS GIVEN A * BILD 90
C * PARTICULAR MODEL AND A CURRENT FREQUENCY. BILD 00
C * KSAVE - OUTPUT VECTOR TO BE BUILT * BILD 110
C * ISAVE - INPUT VECTOR CONTAINING NFREQ SIGNIF PEAKS * BILD 120
C LF - INPUT SCALAR - NEW FREQ BAND TO BE ADDED (CURRENT ONE) * BIL 130
C * NFMOD- INPUT - NUMBER OF FREQ BANDS IN NEW MODEL * BIL 
140
C * ISKIP - OUTPUT CONTROL DIGIT TO KEEP FROM COMPUTING ESTIMATE B* ILD 150
C * OF JNE OF THE OLD PEAKS AGAIN * BILO 160
C * NPEAK - INPUT - NUMBER OF FREQ BANDS IN OLD MODEL * BILD 170C * BILD 180
C ************************************ *************************_ 
11o 190
C 81IL 200
C-SEE IF LF IS ALREADY IN MODEL 81LD 210C BIL 220
00 10 L=1,NPEAK SILD 230
IF(LF - ISAVE(L)) 10,99,10 BILD 240
1O CONTINUE __S_ BILD 250-C BIL  6
C-STORE VECTOR OF ISAVE PLUS LF INTO ASAVE AND RANK IT. RANK STORED IN BILD 270
C-VECTOR RANC BILD 280
C BILD 290
DO 20 L-=,NPEAK BILD 300
20 ASAVE( L=ISAVE(L) S____ILO 310
ASAVENFMOD)=LF SILD 320
CALL RANK(ASAVE,RANC,NFMOD) BILD 330C SBILD 340
C-BUILD KSAVE OF RANKED FREQ BANDS B!LO 350C BIL 360
C BILO 37000DO 30 L=1,NFMOD ...... BILD 370
KOOL=RANC(L) IILD 30
30 KSAVE(KOOLI=ASAVE(LI BILD 390
ISKIP=O BILD 400
GO TO 100 BILD 410






C OUTP 10SOUT P 20
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(BANOS,BAN,B,T,PPHASENBANDS qAMNAME,TNAMEPHNAME,~ OUTP 30
.. 8iBANAME,XNAMEJPRINT, JPLOT,JDOMAN OUTP 40
DI HENSION BANDS(1),BAN( ),B( 1),T(),PHASE(1),AMNAME(1),TNAMEI( 1) OUTP 50
IPHNAME ( if, 8ANAME 1), XNAME (1 I OUTP 60
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT UTP 70
-
OUTP 80
C ************************************************************** OUTP 90
C - - -- * OUTP 100
C * SUBROUTINE 0 U T P U T * OUTP 110
C * OUTP 120
C * OUTPUT PRINTS AND/OR PLOTS SPECTRA WITH DOCUMENTATION. OUTP 130
7* OUTP 140C • t 6
- C ***s+********* **** *********** ******* * * *ouTP 50
C OUTP 160
C-PRINT OUT DOCUMENTATION AND VECTOR ORDER IN APPROPRIATE DOMAIN) OUTP 170
C-FINO SCALE VALUES AND PLOT OUTP 180
C OUTP_ 190
TOP =T6.28318 OUTP 200
BTOPI=-TOPI OUTP 210
BMAX=B(1) OUTP 220
DO 64 LBAND=2,NBANDS OUTP 230
IF (BMAX-BILBANDI) 68,64,64 OUTP 240
.68 BMAX=B(LBAND) OUTP 250
64 CONTINUE OUTP 260
TMAX=T(1) OUTP 270
DO 66 LBAND=2,NBANDS OUTP 280
IF (TMAX-T(LBAND)) 67,66,66 OUTP 290
67 TMAX=T(LBANOI OUTP 300
66 CONTINUE OUTP 310
IF (JDOMAN) 60,60,50 OUTP 320
C OUTP 330
C-REVERSE VECTORS IF FREQ- DOMAIN S USED - PRINT - REVERSE AGAIN. OUTP 340
C OUTP 350
50 CALL REV(B,NBANDS) OUTP 360
CALL REV(T,NBANDS) ._OUTP 370
CALL REV(PHASE,NBANDS) OUTP 380
IF (JPRINT) 52,52,51 ___ OUTP 390
51 WRITE (KPRINT.2) OUTP 400
2 FORMAT('OFREQUENCY ,5X,'AMPLITUDE',5X,*T-VALUE'8X, 'PHASE / 0 1)OUTP 410
00 55 L-AND= I,-NBANOS OUTP 420
55 WRITE (KPRINT.3) BAN(LBAND),B(LBAND)9T(LBANh PHASEI(LBAND) .OUTP 430
3 FORMAT(FIO.3,5XF9.3.5X,F7.3.5XF8.3) OUTP 440
52 IF (JPLOT) 54,54,53 OUTP 450
53 CALL PLOT2(B,BMAXO.O,T,TMAX,0.0 ONBANDSBANAMNAME,TNAME,BANAME) OUTP 460
CALL PLOT2(PHASETOPTBTOPI,T,TMAXO.0,NBANDSBANPHNAME,TNAME, OUTP 470
I BANAME) -OUTP 480
54 CALL REV(B,NBANDS) OUTP 490
CALL REV(T.NBANDS) OUTP 500
CALL REV(PHASENBANDS) .- . . OUTP 510
GO TO 100 OUTP 520
60 IF (JPRINT)L2,,66261 OUTP 530
61 WR ITE (KPRINO T, OUTP 540
ORIGINAL PAGj$
OF POOR lUAIlag xxix
A CPECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILME
4 FORMAT('OPER!00 __,5XOAMPLITUE5,TVALUE,8X,PHASE/O)DOUTP 
550
OUTP 560
00 65 LOAN0=19NBANDS IT57
65 WRITE (KPRINT.3) BANDS(LBAND),B8(LBANOIT(LBANOI,PHASEILBAND) OUTP 
580
62 IF (JPLOT) ICO.100,63 OT 
8
63 CALL PLOTZUBBMAXO.OTTMAX,0.0,NBANDS,BANDSAMNAME,TNAMEoXNAMEI 
OUTP 590
CALL PLOT2 (PHASETOP1sBTOPITTMAX,0.0,NBANDSBANDS,PHNAME*TNAME, 
OUTO 600
1 X~M) _______________________________________OUTP_ 610--







SUBROUTINE PLOT2(YI,YMAX ,YMINL,YZtYMAX2gYMIN2,NPXAXYNAMl, PLT2 30
L YNAM2,XNAM) PLT2 40
O DIMENSION YIt ( I.Y(1).LINEI11 )XAX( I,XNAM(5) YNAM 9),YNAM2(
9 ) PL T2_-_ 50
COMMU- KREADRKPRNT PLT2 60
DATA KBLNK/' '/.KBORD/6./,KAL/''*/,KPLOT/1*h/ PLT2 70
C PLT2 80
C--PLOT2 GENERATES TWO OVER/IJN)ER GRAPHS PER PAGE AND CALIBRATES PLT2 90
C--THEM. Yl=VERTICAL VARIABLE 1, YMAXt, YMINI=VERTICAL PLOT LIMITS. PLT2 100
C--Y2, YMAX2, YMIN2=SIMIlAR FOR SECON VARIABLE, NP=NUMBER OF POINTS, PLT2 110
C--XAX=X AXIS (C1'4MON TO BOTH VARIABLES). PLT2 120
WRITE (KPRNT.2) YNAMIYNAM2,XNAM PLT2 130
2 FORMAT(1' / T5,*'/ T5,*'',T25,'**,TBO,#*/ T5,t'*,T25,***'PLT2 140




C--GENERATE SCALE FACTORS PLT2 180
SKAL1=50.5/1 YMAXI-YMINI) PLT2 190
SKAL2=50.5/(YMAX2-YMIN2) PLT2 200
C--GENERATE CALIBRATION AND OUTPUT IT. PLTZ 210
CALOI = YMIN1 PLT2 220
CALO2 = YMIN2 PLT2 230
CAL = YMA XL PLT2 240
CALZ = YMAX2 . .. ... PLT2 250
CAL51=YMAX1-(.5*(YMAX1-YMIN1)) PLT2 260
CAL52=YMAX2-(.5*(YMAX2-YMIN2)) PLT2 270
WRITE (KPRNTI CAL3t,CAL51,CAL,CALO2,CAL52,CAL2 PLT2 280
1 FORMAT (' ',F4.4,F24.4,F23.4,Fl2.4,F23.4,F24.41 PLT2 290
C--GENERATE VERTICAL AXIS AND OUTPUT IT PLT2 300
DO 10 L = 1,111 PLT2 310
10 LINE(LI = KBORD PLT2 320
LINE(L) = KAL PLT2 330
LINE(261 = KAL PLT2 340
LINE(511 = KAL PLT2 350
LINE(61) = KAL PLT2 360
LINE(86) = KAL PLT2 370
LINF(111) = KAL PLT2 380
DO 20 L=52,60 PLT2 390
20 LINE(L) = K3LNK PLT2 400
WRITE(KPRNT,4) LINE PLT2 410
4 FORMAT(1IX,111AL) PLT2 420
C PLT2 430
C--DECIDE HOW MANY LINES BETWEEN POINTS PLT2 440
NWIOE = 32/NP PLT2 450
C PLT2 460
C--LOOP FOR NIIMBER OF POINTS, EACH TIME PLOTTING A POINT AND NWIDE SPACEPLT2 470
00DO 30 LP = 1. NP PLT2 480
C PLT2 490
C--CLEAR LINE AND GENERATE GRID POINTS PLT2 500
nn o I. = l.111 PLT2 510
40 LINt(L = PLT2
LINE (1)=K'l RD PLT2 530
LINE(26)=KB!RD PLT2 540
xxxi
LINE(51 )=KBORD PLTZ 550
LINF(61) :KRD PLT2 560
LINE( 86 )=KB RD PLT2 570
LINE 111 )=KBORD PLT2 580
C PLT2 590
C--TEST FOR OVER OR UNDER RANGE AND TRUNCATE OUT-OF-BOUNDS VALUES PLT2 600
IF (YI(LP)-YMAXI). 2000, 2000, 2100 PLT2 610
2100 YA V YMA X PLT2 620
GO TO 5100 ...... PLT2 630
2000 IF(YI(LP)-YMINt)5000, 5200, 5200 PLT2 640
5000 YA = YMINI PLT2 650
GO TO 5100 PLT2 660
5200 YA=Y1(LP) PLT2 67_0
5100 IF (Y2(LP-YMAX2) 200, 200, 210 PLT2 680
210 Y = YMAX2 _ PLT2 690
GO T3 510 PLT2 700.
200 IF (Y2(LP)-YMIN2) 500, 520, 520 PLT2 710
500 Y8 = YMIN2 PLT2 720
GO TO 510 PLT2 730
520 YB=Y21LP) PLT2 740
C . PLT2 750
C--NOW GENERATE POINT INDEXES PLT2 760
510 KI = (YA -YMINI)*SKALI+1.0O . _PLT27 -2 770
K2 = fYB -YMIN2)*SKAL2+61.O PLT2 780
LINF(KI)= KPLOT PLT2 790
LINE(K2)= KPi LT PLT2 800
c PLT2 810
C--OUTPUT HORIZONTAL SCALE VALUE AND LINE PLT2 820
WRITE (KPRNT .31 XAX(LPI.tINE _ _ PLT2 830
3 FORMAT (1X,F 8,.4,iX,l1All PLT2 840
C PLT2 850
C--CLEAR-lNE-AN- GENERATE BLANK LINES FOR SPACE PLT2 860
IF (NWIDE) 30.30,110 PLT2 870
110 DO 95 -L=Llll PLT2 880
95 LINEL I)=KILNK PLT2 890
LINE (1 )=KBIRD) PLT2 900
LI NE( 51) =K0 RD PLT2 910
LINF(26) K ),it . . PLT2 920
LI NE(61 =KBCR!1) PLT2 930
LI NE(86) KB-RO - PLT2 940
LINEII I1I)=K ORD PLT2 950
C PLT2 960
C--OUTPUT PLAIN LINE PLT2 970
DO 90 LOnP=lNWIDE PLT2 980
90 WRITE (KPNTr,4) LINE PLT2 990
30 CONTIUE PLT21000
C PLT21010
C--GENERATE RIGHT RCRDER AND OUTPUT PLT21020
SJ L ,-
-50 LINE(L) = KRORD PIT21
LINEIL) = KAL PLT21050
LINE(61) K AL PLT2IOO





PLT2111000 80 L= 52,60 PLT21120
80 LINE (L) KRLNK PLT211202 31
WRITE (KPRNT,4) LINE - PLT21140
RETURNI PLT21150
END
_. _ _ __- . ........ ............- 
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OF POoR J QUAL
c .... TOTM 10
C TOTM 20
SUBROUTINE TOTAM(X,N,NPEAK,ISAVE,M,PHASE,8,AMP) TOTM 30
DIMENSION X(1),ISAVE(l),PHASE(1I ,B(1) TOTM 40
C TOTM._ 50
C * ********* **** ******************************** TOTM 60
C * _ _ * TOTM 70
C * SUBROUTINE T O T A M * TOTM 80
C * TOTM 90
C ' TOTAM COMPUTES THE RESULTANT AMPLITUDE OF THE SUM OF NPEAK SIN- * TOTM 100
C * SOIDS WHICH HAVE THEIR AMPLITUDES AND PHASES DETREMINED BY THE *.TOTM _ 110
C * CALLING PRO;RAM.. TOTAM SIMPLY SELECTS THE APPROPRIATE SINE *TOTM 120
C * AND COSINE WAVES FROM X, WEIGHTS THEM, SUMS THEM AND THEN COM- * TOTM 130
C * PUTES THF AMPLITUDE OF THE SUM. * TOTM 140
C W A N I N G ------- THIS WILL DESTROY ROW 1 OF X WHICH * TOTM 150
C * CONTAINS THE ORIGINAL DEPENDENT VARIABLE. * TOTM 160
C * * TOT_ 170
C **t8************0**
C TOTM 190
C-LOOP THRU THE FOLLOWING NPEAK TIMES TO CREATE THE RESULTANT WAVE INX TOTM 200
C TOTM 210
DO 100 LP=1,NPEAK TOTM 220
K=ISAVE(LPI TOTM 230
KC=K*2Z TOTM 240
KS=KC+ 1 TOTM 250
TOTM 260
C-THE FOLLOWING COMPUTES THE PROPER AMPLITUDES FOR THE COSINE AND SINE TOTM 270
C-COMPONENTS, BASED ON PHASE AND AMPLITUDE ESTIMATES. TOTM 280.
C TOTM 290
PC=C. O TOTM 300
PC=PC/(TAN(PHASE(KI)) PC) TOTM 310
PS=PC*TAN(PHSE(K)) TOTM 320
C TOTM 330
C-SELECT SINE AND COSIND VALUES FROM X A TOTM 340
C-SELECT SINE AND COSINE VALUES FROM X, SUM AND PUT INTO X, ROW 1. TOTM 350
C TOTM 360
DO 100 L=1,N TOTM 370
CALL LOC(KC.L,J,M,N,01 TOTM 330
CALL LOC(KS,L,I,M,N,Oi TOTM 390
100 X(L)=XKJI*PC + X(I)*PS TOTM 400
C TOTM 410
C-CoMPUTE APLL TUDE OF RESULT ANT TOTM 420
C TOTM 430
SX=O. TOTM 440
DO 10 L=1.N TOTM 450
10 SX=SX+X(L) TOTM 460
SX=SX/FLOAT(N) _TOT 470
SXS=)O.O TOTM 420
DO 20 L=1,N TOTM 400
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US E OF S P E C T
THE F, IL)wlIN' IS A LIST OF INPUT PARAMETERS AND DATA CARDS AND THEIR
INTFRPkETAI I iNS.
JL)01N-DIMAIN IF ANALYSIS. O OR BLANK=PERIOD, 1=FREQUENCY.
J An IS-H! 14 VCT F PE EUFNC OR F R. F _FPFE ( Y R- O -4 -NS W- - W I - TAIE......
3 0'., rL--:,FK=GENFRATE ACC}OROING TO IMITS SIUBSEOJENTLY READ IN.
WL=EAD IN A VFCT)P I.F BANDIS TU EF USED FR)OM CARDS.
NBAN')S-H.1 AfNY FREQJENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL 1F USED.
NOBS-THF NI MER (OF n'ASERVATIONS IN THE DATA VECTOR
JANALY-H.1A THE IAT SHALL RE ANALY7ED.
_0 _\_LANK=I UNIVAEIAF SPFRI S EAR~ FOR ES T K - VARAT----
MODE L
I=SIMPLY 00 1 UNIVARIATF SPFCTRUM
':=0) <-VAFPIATF SPECTRUM ACCORDING TO MODEL PARAMETER READ IN
JPATA-TFILS SI:i lnUTINF DEPVAR WHEFE TO GET DATA.
0 iOR LAN(=READ FROM CARDS ACCORDING TO FORMAT (10X,7F10.0)
I=";F-NE.AF DATA FOOM MOF)ELING PROGRAM CALLED BY DATA. THIS
[)ELI',B P)RYGRAM4 WILL ASK FOR MORE CARDS.
JCRITR-SFELECTS CPITERION FOP nPTIMIZATION OF K-VARIATE SPECTRUM.
,1 0R 3LANK=MILTIPLF R-SQUARED
1=T-VALUF S
JPRINT-PRINTUT CnNTROL DIGIT
O=DOi PRINT __ANY RFSUI TS
1=PRINT INLY FINAL RESULTS
2=PRINT =INAL ANO INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
3=PINT Al FIUR 2 PLUS MATRICES, CORRELATIONS,ETC FOR EACH STEP
JPLOT-PLIT CONTRtL DIGIT. - VALUES AS ABOVE EXCEPT FOR 3.
BHANiOL.-LoPE ST FrEU,. _C LONGFT PERICD A APPOPRqP IATE TO _OOA IN.
,Ni)EL-UFLTA( FREQ.) 3 UELTA( P F RIOD), AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN.
BAN,(R-VFC r R nF BANDS.
NSIN-N~,trAF, F SINE WAVES IN SIMUI.LATED DATA.
bAN_ -r ). O 2 RI)!) F T L, I NTIH. SIMULATED ST NE A VF . . .....
S)-s NA~r) IEVIATI N iF TiE LSINTH SIMULATED SINE WAVE. (AMPLITUDE)
SUN-S TAN A1 ) DV. IF GAISS IAN NOI SE
THF !:tLL'wING IS A LIST OF INPUT CARDS AND THEIR CONTENTS
CARD I - - - MAATflRY
n I IPN VA' I A I- F COMMFNTS
I - 5 - JOMA N RIGHT JUSTIFY
6 - 10 - JIANr RIGHT JUSTIFY
11 - 15 - "i4AN)DS RIGHT JUSTIFY
15 - ). - N)RS P IGHT JUSTIFY
-- i l -2 -- ---JANA Y-- -- T- - -H----- JH JS f I F21 - 25 - JAN'LY RIGHT .JUSTIFY
25 - 30 - 1 ATA RIGHT JUSTIFY
3- - 5 - JCPRTQ RIGHT JUSTIFY
36 - 41 - JPRINT RIGHT JUSTIFY.
41 - 45 - ,nLOT
CARD) . - - - 'F)JIRED ONLY IF JBANDS=O, OTHERWISE OMIT.
COL I11UN VAU I A iL E COMMENTS - - -
1 - 130 - lANnLO PUNCH DECIMAL
11 - 2 " - ANDE _ PUNCH DECIMAL
CARDS 3 .- - - )IRtED ONLY IF JTANDS=,.
COLIUM'4 VA I A3LF COMMENTS
1 - 13 - Pr)S(1I .PUNCH DECIMAL - IST BAND IN SPECTRUM.
11 - 20 - RANUS(2) PUNCH DECIM L - 2ND BAND IN SPECTRUM.
CGNTINUIJ Ffi A S MANY CARDS AS NEEDED TO READ IN NBANDS BANDS.
FL)RMA T( 3 10.3)
CARFS 4 - - - FE)IIIRED NLY IF JDATA=O.
COLUMN VA'I ABLE COMMENTS - - -
1 - 10 - I:) cOi)E MAY CONTAIN ANYTHING - NOT READ.
", - 2A( - TA(l)AA NST - UNCH DECIMAL _R__R IGHT .JU ST I F..
21 - 33 - )TA(2) 2ND DATA POINT. PUNCH DECIMAL OR RIGHT JUSTIFY.
CONTTINUE A E FORMAT ON CARDS AS NEEDED FOR NOBS DATA POINTS.
FO MAT(LL0(.7FI .0)
CAPL) 5 - - - -' JIRED ONLY IF JDATA 1.
5 - - A 45,T Y.
CilLUW"J VA 1 A LE COMCENTS - - -
. - 5- N IN RIGHT JUSTIFY.
5 - . NLY. IFNS IN ..IS NOT ZER ,
C"J d .A I _ CI]lhM N t- r - - -
S- l1 ) -")( 1) PIUNICH DFC IAL..
L - ' - 5)( 1 PUNCH I)FCIMAL.
C;,V INrJi R ,.', FOMA T T iPWU NSIN C IP'DS ( RNDS). FORMAT(2FO0.0)
VCL' A-2 I t. COMMENTS - - -
I - 1 - :)N oPNCIH I'EC ItAL
QV - - fl 1 iNt Y I- SDN I S NITI ZERO
I Ol N 1 I ' L CV-M', NT - - -
S-1 AY C(NTA IN ANYTHING - NlT RFAD.
5. - I r(1) PO,;&C O II. IIST GAUSSIAN RANDO NI4Ji-ER.
11 - Nt I -?) PUNCH D)L IMAL. 2ND GAUSS!TAN RANnnM ri1,j ER.
CW T '4 I- 'S ANY CARDS AS NEEDED FOR NOBS RANDOM JUMBERS.
S( . . ) xxxvii
'o Al,4Le~AG~ r,r ~ PA 1,3~
C SPT 10
C SPT 20




DIMENSION BANDS( 50),BAN( 501,PEAKS(50),PHASE(50,AMNAME(9),TNAME SPT 70
I(91,P-INAME(9),BANAME5I),XNAME5),LVARII00),ISAVElOOl) SPT 80
C SPT 90
C-THE FOLLOdING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN SPT 100
C- NOBS*(NiANDS*?24) SPT 110
C SPT 120




C-THE FOLLOING DIMENSIONS MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN NBANDS*2+1 SPT t50
C SPT 160
DIMENSION X3AR(100),STD(100),8(100)1D(100),TOO) SPT 170
C SPT 180
C-THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN SPT 190
C- M*M, WHERE M=2*NBANDS+1 SPT 200
C SPT 210
DIMENSION RX(10000) SPT 220
C SPT 230_
C-THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN (M+I)*M/2 SPT 240
.C 
._ __ SPT 250
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT SPT 270
DATA 4MNAME/'AMPL','ITUD',*E ES','IMAT ' 'E. i s SPT 280lots f/ 
_SPT 290
DATA TNAME/ * T-VA', ' LUE.,' ' ', ' ' ,' ' ', SPT 300If'' I/ 
SPT 310
DATA PHNAME/'PHAS','E ES O*TIMA,OTE.', . 6o . , * SPT 320L'.' 
SPT 330
DATA BANAME/'FREQ *,'UENC','y ,' *o f / SPT 340
DATA XNAME/IPERI','OD 0,0 lo I',@ / SPT 350
KREADR=5 SPT 360
KPRINT=6 SPT 370
C SPT 380C-READ IN CONTROL DIGITS AS FOLLOWS AND PRINT THEM OUT. SPT 390
C JDOMAN-DO0AIN O(F ANALYSIS. O OR BLANK=PERIOD, 1=FREQUENCY. SPT 400
C JBANDS-H3W VECTOR OF FREQUENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL BE OBTAINED. SPT 410
C 3 OR BLANK=GENERATE ACCORDING TO LIMITS SUBSEQUENTLY READ IN. SPT 420
C 1=READ IN A VECTOR OF BANDS TO BE USED FROM CARDS. SPT 430
C NBANDS-H3W MANY FRFQUENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL BE USED. SPT 440
C NORS-THE NJM',ER ,F OPSERVATIONS IN THE DATA VECTOR SPT 450
.C JANALY-H'JW THE DATA SHALL RF ANALYZED. SPT 460
C 3 OR BLANK=Dt UNIVADIATE SPFCTRUM, SEARCH FOR BEST K-VARIATE SPT  470
C MODEL SPT 480
C 1=SIMPLY DO UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM SPT 490
C 2=D0 K-VARIATE SPECTRUM ACCOIRDING TO MODEL PARAMETER READ IN SPT 500
C JDATA-TELL S SUAROUTINE DFPVAP WHERE TO GET DATA. SPT 510
C O OR 6L K-RA) FROM CARDS ACCORDING TO FORMAT (IOX,7FLO.O0 SPT 520




C JCRITR-SELECTS CRITERION FDR OPTIMIZATION OF K-VARIATE SPECTRUM. SPT 550
S0 O LANK=MULTIPE R-SQUAREO SPT 560
C 1=T-VALIES SPT 570
C JPRINT-PRINTI)UT CONTROL DIGIT SPT 580
C O=DONT PRINT ANY RESULTS SPT 590
C 1=PRINT ONLY FINAL RESULTS SPT 600
C 2=PRINT FINAL AND INTERMEDIATE RESULTS SPT 610
C 3=PPINT AS FO PLUS MATRICES, CORRELATIONSETC FOR EACH STEPSPT 620
C JPLOT-PLOT C3OTROL DIGIT. - VALUES AS ABOVE EXCEPT FOR 3. SPT 630
C SPT 640
READ (KREAOR,1) JDOMANtJBANDSNBANDSNOBS,JANALYtJDATA,JCRITRP SPT 650
I JPRINT,JPLOT SPT 660
t FORMAT (1615) SPT 670
WRITE (KPRINT,1 03) SPT 680
103 FORMAT ('1 * * * * * * * PROGRAM PARAMETERS - * * * * * * * SPT 690
WRITE (KPRINT,1)JDOMANJBANDS,NBANDS,NOBS,JANALY,JDATA,JCRITR, SPT 700
I JPRINT,JPLOT SPT 710
C SPT 720
C-KTOP =MAX NUMBER OF TIMES THE PROGRAM WILL BE ALLOWED TO TRY IMPROVE- SPT .... 73_ 0
C-MENTS ON THE WHOLE MULTIVARIATE SPECTRUM. KOUNT IS THE NUMBER OF SPT 740
C-SUCH TRIES. SPT 750
C SPT 760
KTOP=4 .. __ SPT 770
KOUNT=O SPT 780
C SPT _790
C-SET SIGLEV, THE T-VALUE FOR THE CRITERION OF ACCEPTANCE OF A PEAK. SPT 800
C-THEN DECI)E HOW TO GET VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 810
C SPT 820
SIGLEV=2.0 SPT 830
IF (JSANDS) 100,100l110 SPT 840
C SPT 850
C-REA IN LIMITS -F -RANDS VECTOR IF JBANDS WAS 0 - GENERATE BANDS. SPT 860
C-OTHERWISE GO T3 110 AND READ IN BANDS FROM CARDS. SPT 870
C BANOLO-LOWEST FREQ. OR LONGEST PERIOD, AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN. SPT 880
C BANDEL-DELTA(FREQ.) OR DELTA(PERIOD), AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN. SPT 890
C BANDS-VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT qo900
C S__ __SPT _ 910
100- RE AD (KR AR,2 a ) BAB NDAE C SPT 920
2 FORMAT (SF13.0) SPT 930
8ANOS(1) ='ANDLO SPT 940
DO 120 t.AND=2,NBANDS SPT 950
120 BANDS(LA-l ln)=BANL)S(LBAND-1) + BANDEL SPT 960
GO TIJ 130 _ _ SPT 970
1o10 REAL) (KR EA) R,2) (iANDS(LBALNDIBAND=,NBANDS) SPT 980
C SPT 990
C-CONVERT BANDS TO PERIOD DOMAIN IF ORIGINATED IN FREQ DOMAIN. SPT 1000
C-REVERSE PTIE OnOER OF LANDS SO AS TO BE IN ASCENDING WAVELENGTH ORDER. SPT 1010
C-ALSO GENEATE BAN, THE FREQ DOMAIN VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 1020
C SPT 1030
130 IF (JO.00AN) 1 15,50, 140 SPT 1040
140 DO 141 L ~ANO=I,NBANDS SPT 1050
BAN( LBAN;))= ANDS(LANO) SPT 1060
141 BAN:)S( I.- ND ) =.O/BANOS(LBAND) SPT 1070
CALL RFV(BANDS,NBANDS) SPT 1030
C SPT 13090
-- C-GENERATE SIN/COS PREDICTOR MATRIX AS PART OF DATA MATRIX, X. THEN SPT 1100
xxxix
C-READ IN DEPFNDENT VARIABLE PART OF X. THESE DATA WILL THEN BE ENT- SPT 1110
C-ERED I['NTJ SUBROUTINE CORRE TO COMPUTE THE CORRELATION MATRIX OF ALL SPT 1120
C-VARIABLES. SPT 1130
C SPT 1140
150 M=NBANDS*2 + I SPT 1150
CALL PREGENIX,BANDS,NnBS,NBANDS) SPT 1160
CALL DEPVAR(XX,NUBS,JDATAJDOMAN,JPRINT) SPT 1170
C SPT 1180
C-GENERATE VECTOR OF VARIABLE NUMBERS FOR LATER USE. SPT 1190
C SPT 1200
DO 155 LV=l.M SPT 1210
155 LVARILVI=LV SPT 1220
CALL CORRE('OBSM,1,XtXBARSTDRXR,BDT) SPT 1230
C SPT 1240
C-SET TOPP, THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TOTAL AMPLITUDE IN THE FINAL SPECTRUM SPT 1250
C-TOPP IS THE TOTAL AMPLITUDE OF THE FIT)+25 PERCENT. SPT 1260
C SPT 1270
TOPP=STD(I)+.25*STD( ) SPT 1280
C SPT 1290
C-PRINT OUT MATRICES ETC., IF DESIRED SPT 1300
C SPT 1310
IF(JPRINT-3) 151,152,152 SPT 1320
152 WRITE (KPRINT,5) SPT 1330
5 FORMAT('1M A T R I X 0 F C O R R E L A T I O N St/' VARIABSPT 1340
ILE I IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE, ALL OTHERS ARE COSINE AND SINE WAVSPT 1350
2ES OF VARIJUS PERIODS ',/,T88,'------- ',/,*'O') SPT 1360
CALL MATPRT(RM,LVAR) SPT 1370
C SPT 1380
C-DECIDE ON PROPER DATA ANALYSIS PATH. SPT 1390
C SPT 1400
151 JANALY=JANALY+1 SPT 1410







C-STATEMENTS 200-400 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF OPTIMIZED K-BANDS SPECTRA SPT 1490
C SPT 1500
C-FIRST COMPUTE UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM USING SUBROUTINE USPECT. THEN FIND SPT 1510
C-ALL SIGNIFICANT SPECTRUM PEAKS IN UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM. SPT 1520
C SPT 1530
200 CALL USPECT(R,T,NBS,MB,NBANDSSTDJPRINTPRNT,JPLOTPHASEANANDS SPT 154)
1,AMNAME,TNAC, PH1iAME, XNAME,JrOMANBANAME) SPT 155-
CALL PPIKR(t,T,IcIAVE,NPEAK,NBANDSSIGLEVI SPT 1560
IF (NPFAK) 201,201,202 SPT 1570
201 WRITE (KPRINT,66) SPT 15?0
66 FORMAT('O * * * * * NO SIGNIFICANT PEAKS FOUND * * * **'I SPT 1590
GO T3 2000 SPT 16')
C SPT 1610
C-NOW LOOP THRU AN OPTIMIZING PROCESS TRYING TO FIND LARGEST VALUE OF SPT 1623
C-EITHER T JR R-SQUARE. THE BEGINNING OF THIS LOOP IS STATEMENT 210 SPT 1630
C 5PT 1640
C-SET A VALJE (IF CRIT=O. THIS WILL LATER BE USED TO STORE THE JUST SP T 1650
C-PRECEL)IN, VALJE OF THE JPTIMIZATION CRITFRION. ALSO INITIALIZE THE SPT 1650
xl
C-VARIABLE MM =-1. MM IS THE DIRECTION OF PEAK SLIDING AS WELL AS THE SPT 1610
C-COUNTER- FDR THE NUMBER OF STEPS. SPT 1680
C SPT 1690
202 LPEAK=I SPT 1700
CRIT=0.0 SPT 1710
MM=O SPT 1720
210 CALL KSPECT(RT,NORS,M,NPEAK I SAVE, RX,8,JPRINT, XBARSTDD,RSQ, SPT 1730
IPHASE.; BANO S,BANI SPT 1740
C SPT 1750
C-TEST FOR PRINTOUT SPT 1760
C SPT 1770
IF(JPRINT-3 208,209,209 SPT 1780
209 WRITE (KPRINT,6) RSQ SPT 1790
6 FORMAf( 'O~0ULTIPLE SQUARED CORRELATION=IF8.4) SPT 1800
WRITE (KPRINT,7) SPT 1810
7 FORMAT(' PERIOD/FREQ.',T20,'AMPLITUDE T40,'T-VALUEI' SPT 1820
DO 214 LO=1,NPEAK SPT 1830
KK=ISAVE(LO) SPT 1840
IF (JDOMAN) 212,212,213 SPT 1850
212 BB=BANDS(KK) SPT 1860
GO TO 214 SPT 1870
213 BB=BAN(KK) SPT 1880
214 wRITE (KPRINT,8) BB B(KK),T(KK) SPT 1890
8 FORMAT (2F12.4,Fi8.4) SPT 1900
C SPT 1910
C-SELECT CRITERION FOR GOODNESS OF FIT - CHECK FOR IMPROVEMENT SPT 1920
C SPT 1930
208 IF (CRITR(RSQ,T,JCRITR,LPEAK)-CRIT) 220,220,230 SPT 1940
C SPT 1950
C-A BRANCH TO 220 IMPLIES NON-IMPROVEMENT. EITHER RESORE OLD VALUE AND SPT 1960
C-GO TO NEXT PEAK (221 OR 223), OR TRY MOVING UP (2221. SPT 1970
SPT 1980
220 IF (MM+1) 221,222,223 SPT 1990
C SPT 2000
C-A BRANCH TO 221 IMPLIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN MOVING DOWN FOR 2 OR MORE SPT 2010
C-STEPS. THIS IS THE FIRST NON-IMPROVEMENT. RESTORE JUST FORMER VALUE SPT 2020
C-AND GO TO NEXT PEAK. SPT 2030
C SPT 2040
221 ISAVEILPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAK)+1 SPT 2050
MM=-1 SPT 2060
LPEAK=L PEAK * I SPT 2070
ISAVE(LPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAK)-1 SPT 2030
GO TO 300 SPT 2090
C SPT 2100
C-A BANCH Tn 222 IMPLIES FIRST MOVE DOWN AND NON-IMPROVEMENT. TRY SPT 2110
C-MOVING SAE PEAK UP SPT 2120
C SPT 2130
222 '4M= SPT 2140
ISAVE(L PEAK I-ISAV (I PEAK) *2 SPT 2150
IF (ISA4VE(PlAK)-NRANDS) 300,225,225 SPT 2163
225 wRITE (KP. INT.3) SPT 2170
3 FURM.T ('),-* * W A R N I N G * - JUST TRIED TO MOVE A PEAK INSP T 21:0
IT) TIF L ; ,;FST PERIOD (LOWEST FREQUENCYi BAND. TRY WIDER SPECTRUMSPT 2130
2 LIMITS.'I SPT 2200
GO TO 2000 SPT 2213
C SPT 2220
ORIGINAL PAGE IS xli
Q , BooR BUAL=T
C-A BRANCH TO 223 IMPLIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN MOVING UP AND IT DIDNT HELP.SPT 2230
C-RESTORE JUST PRIOR VALUE AND GO TO NEXT PEAK. SPT 2240
C SPT 2250




GO TO 300 SPT 2300
C SPT 2310
C SPT 2320
C-A BRANCH TO 230 IMPLIES IMPROVEMENT. CONTINUE IN SAME DIRECTION. SPT 2330
C SPT 2340
230 IF (MM) 231,231,232 SPT 2350
C SPT 2360
C-A BRANCH TO 231 IMPLIES WE WERE MOVING DOWN - CONT-INUE SAME DIRECTIONSPT 2370
C SPT 2380
231 MM=MM-1 SPT 2390
CR IT=CRITR(RSQTJCRi "TRLPEAK) SPT 2400
ISAVE(LPEAK) =ISAVE(LPEAK-1 SPT 2410
IF (ISAVE(LPEAKI-I) 234,234,300 SPT 2420
234 WRITE (KPRINT,4) SPT 2430
4 FORMAT('O** * * *W AR N IN G * - JUST TRIED TO MOVE A PEAK INTSPT 2440
10 THE SHORTEST PERIOD (HIGHEST FREQUENCY) BAND. TRY WIDER SPECTRUSPT 2450
2M LIMITS') SPT 2460
GO TO 2000 SPT 2470
C SPT 2480
C-A BRANCH TO 232 IMPLIES WE WERE MOVING UP. - CONTINUE SAME DIRECTION. SPT 2490
C SPT 2500
232 MM=MM+1 SPT 2510
CRIT=CRITR(RSQT,JCRITR,LPEAK) SPT 2520
ISAVE(LPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAK)+1 SPT 2530
IF (ISAVE(LPEAK)-NBANDS) 300.225,225 SPT 2540
C SPT 2550
C SPT 2560
C-STATEMENT 300 CHECKS TO SEE THAT WE ARE NOT OFF THE END OF THE ISAVE SPT 2570
C-VECTOR. IF NOT, DO ANOTHER K-BANDS SPECTRUM WITH NEW ISAVE VECTOR SPT 2580
C-VALUES. IF WE ARE OFF THE END, COMPUTE A NEW FULL SPECTRUM USING A SPT 2590
C-K-VARIATE MOOEL. ALSO CHECK FOR VALUES OF ISAVE EQUAL TO EACH OTHER. SPT 2600
C-IF WE HAVE JUST MOVED INTO A ANOTHER PEAK, REDUCE NPEAK BY ONE AND SPT 2610
C-PACK THE VECTOR DOWN AND START PROCESS OVER AT LP.AK=I. SPT 2620
C SPT 2630
300 IF (LPEAK-NPEAK) 320,320,310 SPT 2640
320 IF (LPEAK-I) 322,322,321 SPT 2650
321 IF (ISAVE(LPEAK-ISAVE(LPEAK-1I 322,323,322 SPT 2660
322 IF (LPEAK-NPEAK) 324,210,324 SPT 2670
324 IF (ISAVE(LPEAK)-ISAVE(LPEAK+1)I 210,325,210 SPT 2680
323 00 330 LL=LPEAK,NPEAK SPT 2690
330 ISAVE(LL-1=ISAVEILL) SPT 2700
NPEAK=NPEAK-1 SPT 2710
LPEAK=I SP T 2720
MM=0 SPT 2730
CRIT=0.0 SPT 2740
GO TO 210 SPT 2750
325 NPEAK=NPEAK-1 SPT 2760
DO 331 LL=LPEAK,NPEAK SPT 2770
331 [SAVE-t LL=I-SAVLL+-1 SPT 2780
xlii
DBIGVAL6
SLPEAK= I __ _ _ __ SPT 2790
MME=0 .. ..- -- - SP7 2800
CR TT=0.0 SPT 2810
GO TO 210 SPT 
2820
C SPT 2830
C-A BRANCH TO 310 OCCURS WHEN OPTIMIZATION OF THE K-BANDS MODEL IS SPT 2840
C-COMPLETE. N(1) COMPUTE A FULL SPECTRJM USING THE OPTIMIZED K-BANDS SPT 2850
-C-MODEL. SEARCH NEW-K-8 SPFCTRUM FOR PEAKS AND SEE IF ANY NEW ONES TUR-SPT 2860
C-NED UP. IF SO, GO THRU WHOLE OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE AGAIN. SPT 2870
SC SPT 2880
310 IF (JPRINT-3)360,361,361 SPT 2890
361 WRITE (KPRINT,9) SPT 2900
9 FORMAT('ICDMPOTING SPECTRUM USING THE FOLLOWING BANDS IN MODEL' ) SPT 2910
IF (JDOMAN)362,362,363 SPT 2920
362 DO 364 LO=1.NPEAK 
SPT 2930
KK=ISAVE(LOI SPT 2940
364 WRITE (KPRINT,8) BANDS(KK) ___ _SPT 
2950
GO TO 360 SPT 
2960
363 00 366 LO=L,NPEAK SPT 2970..
KK=ISAVE(LO) SPT 2980
366 WRITE (KPRINT,8) BAN(KK) SPT 2990
360 CALL MULTI ( S AVE,NPEAK,NBANDS,R,T,NOBS,M,RX,B,XBAR,STDDRSQv SPT 3000
I PHASE,BANDS,BAN) SPT 3010
KOUNT=KOUNT& I SPT 3020
IF (KOUNT-KTOPI 384,384,38,385 -- SPT_ 3030
385 WRITE (KPRINT,386) SPT 3040
386 FORMATI'THE PROGRAM IS PROBABLY CAUGHT IN A LOOP. TRY DIFFERENT 
SPT 3050
IINPUT PARAMETERS AND SUBMIT AGAIN'I) SPT 3060
GO TO 2000 SPT 3070
384 CALL PPIKR(,T,ISAVE,NPEEK,NBANDS,SIGLEVI SPT 3080
IF (NPEAK-NPEEKi 311,350,311 SPT 3090
311 NPEAK=NPEFK SPT 3100
LPEAK=1 -. SPT 3110
MM=O SPT 3120
CRIT=0.0 ST 3130
GO TO 210 SPT 3140C _SPT 3150




350 WRITE (KPRINT,671 SPT 3190
67 FORMAT('0 M U L T I P L E B A N D S P E C T R U M') SPT 3200
CALL 'UTPT (P ANOS,BAN,B,T,PHASE,NBANDS,AMNAME, TNAMEPHNAME, SPT 3210
183ANAME, XNAE , JPRI NT, JPLOT ,JOOMANI SPT 3220
WRITE (KPRINT,b) RSQ SPT 3230
C SPT 3240




CALL TOTAM( X,N BS,NPEAK,ISAVE,M,PHASE, B,SUMB) SPT 3270
IF(SLjaB-TiPP)l 311,382,382 SPT 3230
382 WRITE Ki(PIi'T, 3 83.) SPT 3200
383 FJRMAT( 'p JGjRAM f-AILED BY FINDING TOO MUCH POWER IN THE SPECTRUM.SPT 3300
1',/,' SU ,FST ALTERING PARAMETERS OF THE ANALYSIS, SUCH AS',/, iPT 3' 10




C __ __SPT 3350




C-STATEMENTS 400-500 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF THE SIMPLE, SINGLE BAND SPT 3400
C-SPECTRUM ONLY. SPT 3410
C SPT 3420
400 CALL USPECT(R,TNOBS,M,B,NBANDSSTD,JPRINTJPLOT, PHASE.BANvBANDS, SPT 3430
1 AMNAME,TNAME,PHNAMEXNAMEJDOMANBANAME) SPT 3440
GO TO 2000 ~_ SP 3450
..... '€ . ... ... . ... . . . ~SPT 3460
C SPT 3470




C-STATEMENTS 600-800 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF A SPECIFIC K-BAND MODEL SPT 3520
C-WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION. SPT 3530
C SPT 3540
C-FIRST READ IN MODEL PARAMETERS, BUILD VECTOR OF BANDS IN MODEL, THEN SPT 3550
C-COMPUTE SPECTRUM. SPT 3560
C SPT 3570
600 READ (KREADR,1I NPEAK SPT 3580
READ (KREADR,2) (PEAKSILPEAK),LPEAK=1,NPEAK) SPT 3590
DO 610 LPEAK=1,NPFAK SPT 3600
00 620 LBANo=l.NBAND SPT 3610
[F (PEAKS(LPFAK)-8lANDS(LBANDI) 620,630,620 SPT 3620
630 ISAVE(LPEAK =LBAND SPT 3630
GO TO 610 SPT 3640
620 CONTINUE SPT _3650 --
610 CONTINUE SPT 3660
CALL MULTI(ISAVE,NPEAK,NBANDS,R,TNOBS,MRXBXBARSTDDRSQ, SPT 3670
1 PHASE,BANDS.BAN) SPT 3680
WRITE (KPRI IT,5) SPT 3690
CALL J1UTPIUT(fBANDS,BAN,B,T,PHASENBANDSANAME,TNAME,PHNAME, SPT 3700
I BANAME,XNA'.E ,JPRINT,JPLOTJDOMAN) SPT 3710
WRITE (KPRINT,6) RSQ SPT 3720





SUBROUTINE RFV(X,N) REV 30
DIMENSION X(50) REV 40
C REV 50
C ***** ** ************************************************************** REV 60
C * * REV 70
C * SUBROUTINE R E V * REV RO
C * *REV 90
C * REV TAKES A VECTOR AND REVERSES ITS ORDER. * REV 100
C * * REV 110




DO 10 L=,MID REV 160
J=J-1 REV 170
SAVE=X (L) REV 180
X(LI=X(JI REV 190




... ... . ... 
. . . .......... 
. ..................... 
. .. . . ...... 




SUBROUTINE PREGEN(X,BANDS,NOBS,NBANDS) PRED 30
DIMENS ION X (I),RANI)S(1) PRED 40
C PRED_ 50
C o*****w**++**************************************************** PRED 60
C * * PRED 70
C SUBROUTINE P R E G E N PRED 80
C ** PRED 90
C * PREGEN GENERATES THE SINE AND COSINE PREDICTOR WAVES AND STORES * PRED 100
C * THEM IN MATRIX X. MATRIX X IS THE DATA MATRIX HAVING NOBS ROWS * PRED 110
C * AND M COLUMNS. HERE NOBS= THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND * PRED 120
C * BANDS IS A VECTOR OF PERIOD VALUES IN THE SPECTRUM. * PRED 130
C ** PRED 140
C S MATRIX X IS STORED IN VECTOR MODE. SEE IBM SYSTEM/360 SUB- * PRED 150
C * ROUTINE PACKAGE (360A-CM-03X) VERSION III, PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL, * PRED 160
C * PUBLICATION NUMBER H20-0205-3, PAGES 3-6. ESSENTIALLY EACH CDL- * PRED 170
C UMN OF MATRIX X IS STRUNG END-TO-END INTO ONE LONG VECTOR. * PRED 180
C * * PRED 190
C * THE FIRST NOBS VALUES OF VECTOR (MATRIX) X WILL BE THE DEPENDENT * PRED 200
C * VARIABLE (SEE SIUBROUTINE DEPVAR). THE NEXT NOBS POINTS (COLUMN * PRED 210
C * TWO) WILL CONTAIN COS WAVE, BAND 1. THE NEXT NOBS POINTS (COLUMN * PRED 220
C * THREE CONTAINS SIN WAVE, BAND 1, ETC. * PRED 230
C * PRED 240
C **************************************** PRED 250
C PRED 260
C-CONVERT TO RADIANS/OBSERVATION AND LOOP THRU NBANDS TIMES. PRED 270
C PRED 280
L=NOBS PRED 290
D 10 LBAND=I NBANDS PRED 300
AFREQ=6.2d318/BANDS(LBAND) PRED 310
EF=-AFREO PRED 320
DO 20 LOBS=,NOBS PRED 330
L=L+1 PRED 340
EF=EF+AFREQ PRED 350
2d-XL) =COS(EF)-- PRED 360
EF=-AFREQ PRED 370
DO 10 LOBS=l,NOBS PRED 380
L=L+1 PRED 390
EF=EFAFREQ PRED 400
10 X(L)=SIN(EF) PRED 410
--. . PRED 420
C-X CONTAINS THE VECTORS 3F SIN/COS WAVES STRUNG END-TO-END. THIS IS PRED 430
C-EQUIVALENT TO A MATRIX WHERE EACH SIN OR COS WAVE FORMS A COLUMN OF PRED 440
C-NOBS LENGTH. PRED 450
C PRED 460
RE TURN PRED 470
END- PRED 480
OF 'POOR 00am , xlvi
C DEPV 10
C DEPV 20
SUBROUTINE OEPVARIX,NOBSJDATA.JDOMANJPR INT DEPV 30
DIMENSION X(I) DEPV 40
CnMMnV KRFanR DEPV 50
DEPV 60
C ******************************************************************** DEPV 70
C * * DEPV 80
C * SUBROUTINE D E P V A R DEPV 90
C * * DEPV 100
C * DEPVAR EITHER READS IN OR GENERATES (VIA SIMULA), A DEPENDENT DOEPV 110
C * VARIABLE VECTOR OF LENGTH NOBS. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE ISSTORED E P V 120
C * INTO THE FIRST NOBS CELLS OF X, A MATRIX OF VARIABLES STORED AS A* DEPV 130
C * VECTOR OF COLUMNS. SEE SUBROUTINE PREGEN FOR REST OF X. * DEPV 140
C * * DEPV 150
C D********** t9******************** ss***•****•** EPV 160
C DEPV 170
C-IF JDATA IS 0 - READ FROM CARDS, (10X,7F10.0) DEPV 180
C-IF JDATA IS5 - CALL SIMULA WHICH GENERATES DATA USING A MONTE CARLO DEPV 190
C-SYSTEM ALONG WITH DETERMINISTIC DATA. SIMULA READS CARDS. DEPV 200
C DEPV 210
IF (JOATA) 10,10,50 DEPV 220
10 READ (KREADR,I) (X(L),L=I,NOBS) DEPV 230
1 FORMAT --(10X,7F1 7 .0 DEPV 240
GO TO 20 DEPV 250
50 CALL SIMULAIX,NOBS,JDATA,JDOMANJPRINT DEPV 260
20 RETURN DEPV 270
END DEPV 280
xl.vii
C ... SIML 10
C SIML 20
SUBROUTINE SIMULA(X, N,J,JDOMANJPRINTI SIML 30
DIMEFNSIGN X(I),A(130),8AND( l SIML 40
CMMON K REARKPR1NT SIML so50
C SIML 60
C ***************************** SIML 70
C . * SIML 80
C * SUBROUTINE S I M U L A * SIML 90
C * * SIML 100
C * SIMULA IS A PRIMATIVE MONTE CARLO AND SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR CREAT-* SIML O110
C A ING RTIFICIAL DATA. GAlSSIAN DATA ARE READ IN FROM CARDS AND * SIML 120
C * A NUMBER OF SINE WAVES OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE ARE * SIML 130
C * ADDED. * SIML 140
C * * SIML 150
C ********************************************************************* STML 160I 7
c ______ SIMI 170
C-ZERO VECT3R X AND PRINT HEADING SIML 18200
DO 100 L=IN SIML 200
100 X(L)=O.O SIML 210
IF (JPRINT) 110,110,120 SIML 220
120 WRITE (KPRINT,121) SIML 230
121-FORMAT('iM ) NTE C A R L 0 SIMULATED DATA',/9,0' SIML 240
C SIML 250
C-READ IN MODEL SPECIFICATIONS - GENERATE SINES AND ADD NOISE SIML 260
C NSIN-NUMBER OF SINE WAVES IN DATA SIML 270
C BAMD-FREQ. OR PERIOD OF THE LSINTH SINE WAVE SIML 280
C SD-STANDARD DEFIATION OF THE LSINTH SINE WAVE. (AMPLITUDE) SIML_ 290
C SDN-STANDARD DEV. OF- GAUSS-IA- NOSE SIML 300
C .... SIML 310
110 READ (KREADR,1) NSIN SIML 320
1 FORMAT (15) SIML 330
DO 10 LSIN=1,NSIN SIML 340
READ (KREADR,2) BAND(I),SD S.IML. 350
2 FORMAT (2F10.0 SIML 360
IF (JO3MANI20,20,30 SIML 370
30 BAN=3ANO(l) SIML 380
BAND( 11=1.O/BAND(1) SIML 390
GO TO 21 SIML 400
20 BAN=1.O/ AN)(1) SIML 410
21 IF (JPRINT) 25,25,222 SIML 420
22 WRITE (KPRINT,3) LSIN, BAND(1), BAN,SD SIML 430
3 FORMAT(I' HA)',I3,' - PERIOD=',F10.4,', FREQUENCY='F1LO.4,', AMPLISIML 440
ITUDE=',FIO.4) SIML 450
25 AFREQ=b.2~318/BAND(1) SIML 460
EF=-AFRO SIML 470
00DO 25 L=1,N SIML 480
EF=EF+AFREQ SIML 490
26 AI(L=SIN(FF)* 1.41421 SIML 500
DO 10 L=l,N SIML 510
10 X(L)=X(L)+A(L)*SD SIML 520
C SI ML 530
C-READ -IN NOISE SD AND NOISE CARDS SIML 540
xlviii
C SIML 550
READ (KREADR 2) SON SIML 560
IF(SD4) 1000,1000,40 SIML 570
.40 1F 'Jt.iT 0, 0,- #1 SIML 580
41 WRITE (KPRINT,5) SON SIML 590
5 FORMAT('(09ANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE AMPLITUDE=O F10.4) -SI.. - L 600
50 READ (KREADR,6) (A(L),L=1,NI SIML 610
6 FURMAT(4X,1 OF6.4) SIML 620
DO 60 I=t,N SIML 630
60 X(LI)=(LI*SDN+X(L) SIML 640
1000 RETURN SIML 650
END SIML 660
xlix
C . MATP 10
C MATP 20
SUBROUTINE MATPRT(R,M.LVAR) MATP 30
DIMENSIUON R(1) ,X(15)LVAR( 1 MATP 40
COMMON KQEAOR, KPRINT MATP 50
C MATP 60
C ********************* *********************************** MATP 70
C * * MATP 80
C * SUBROUTINE 9 A T P R T * MATP 90
C * * MATP 100
C * MATPRT PRINTS OUT THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX X WHERE X IS STOR- * MATP 110
C * EO IN MO)E 1. SEE REFERENCE LISTED IN SUBROUTINE PREGEN. * MATP 120
C ** MATP 130
C ********************** ****************** MATP 140
C MATP 150
C-LOOP THRU AS MANY TIMES AS NEEDED TO PRINT WHOLE MATRIX, EACH TIME MATP 160




110 IF (N2-M) IO0,IC0,10 MATP 210
10 N2=M MATP 220
100 WRITE (KPRINT,1) (LVAR(LVILV=NI N21 MATP 230
I FORMAT(0', 2X 1517) MATP 240
WRITE (KPRINT,2) MATP 250
2 FORMAT('O') MATP 260
C MATP 270
C-PRINT ONE ROW AT A TIME. MATRIX R IS MODE I -UPPER TRIANGULAR. MATP 280
C-THEREFORE REVERSE SUBSCRIPTS TO MAKE LOWER TRIANGULAR. MATP 290
C MATP 300
DO 20 LROW=NI,M MATP 310
IF (LROW-N21 21,21,22 MATP 320
21 LIMIT=LROW MATP 330
GO TO 23 MATP 340
22 LIMIT=N2 MATP 350
23 L=0 MATP 360
DO 30 LCOL=NILIMIT MATP 370
L=L+1 MATP 380
CALL LOCfLCOL,LROW,K,M,M,l) MATP 390
30 X(L)=R(K) MATP 400
20 WRITE (KPRINT,3) (LROW,(X(K), K=1,L)I MATP 410
3 FORMAT( LX, 1,2X,15F7.31 MATP 420
NI=NL*15 MATP 430
N2=NI+14 MATP 440
IF (M-NI) 1OOC,110,110 MATP 450





SUBROUTINE USPECT(R,T,N ,M,B,NgANDStSTD,JPRINTPINTJPLOT,PHASEBAN, USPT 30
1 BANDS, AMNAE, TNAME,PHNAME,XNAME,JDOMAN,BANAME) USPT 40
,DIMNSIN R ,i)(), , (1;,STI(1),PHAS E(U,MN{il),BANDS(1),AMNAME(1)USPT 50
1,TNAME (1) PHNAMEfi),XNAME(1I),BANAME( ) USPT 60
COMMON KREADR.KPRINT USPT 70
C USPT 8a
C ****************************************************************** USPT 90
C * * USPT 100
C SUBROUTINE U S P E C T USPT 110
C * * USPT 120
C * USPECT COMPUTES THE UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM BY MULTIPLYING THE CORR- * USPT 130
C * ELATION OF THE TIME SERIES WITH A SIN OR COS PREDICTOR BY THE * USDT 140
C * RATIO OF STANnARD DEVIATIONS OF THE TWO. THIS IS DONE FOR EACH * USPT 150
C * PREDICTOR. LET R=THE CORRELATION OF F(T) WITH A SIN OR COS WAVE * USPT 160
C * OF SOE ARBITRARY WAVE LENGTH. LET S =THE STANDARD DEVIATION * USPT 170
C * OF- THE TIME SERIESAND .707=THE STANDAR DEVIATION OF THE PRED- * USPT 180
C * ICTOR WAVE. THEN A(F) = R*(S/.707) * USPT 190
C * 4HERE 4(F)=THE AMPLITUDE OF THE COMPLEX SPECTRUM AT F. THE SIN * USPT 200
C * AND COS COMP]NENTS ARE COMBINED AT EACH WAVE LENGTH AND PHASE * USPT 210
C * ANGLE IS COMPUTED. T-VALUES ARE ALSO COMPUTED FOR EACH BAND. * USPT 220
C * R=UPPER TRIANGULAR CORRELATION MATRIX, IN STORAGE MODE 1. SEE * USPT _230
C * IBM PU 3LICATIN REFERENCED IN SUBROUTINE PREGEN. (INPUT) * USPT 240
C * T=VECT3R OF T-VALUES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 250
C * NO8S=NUMRER OF OBSERVATIONS. (INPUT) * USPT 260
C * M=TOTAL NIIMBER OF DATA VECTORS. M=NBANDS*2 + 1. ONE VECTOR FOR * USPT 270
C * THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND TWO FOR THE SIN/COS WAVES AT EACH WAVE* USPT 280
C * LENGTH. (INPUT). 6=VECTOR OF SPECTRUM ESTIMATES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 290
C -- NB8ANDS=LENGTH OF VECTORS T, BAND PHASE. fINPUTi * USPT 300
C * STD=STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES. (INPUT) * USPT 310
C * JPRINT=PRINT CONTROL - SEE MAINLINE. (INPUT) * USPT 320
C * JPLOT=PLOT CONTROL - SEE MAINLINE. (INPUT) * USPT 330
C * PHASE=VECTOR OF PHASE ANGLES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 340
C * * USPT 350
C -** **4i*i*** * ************ * ******************************* USPT 360
LBAND=O USPT 370
C USPT 380
C-EXTRACT VECTOR OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND EACH USPT 390
C-PREDICTOR VARIABLE. USPT 400
C USPT 410
00 10 L=2,M USPT 420
CALL LOC(1iL,KOOL,M,M,1) USPT 430
10 B(LI=R(KOOL) USPT 440
C USPT 450




00 20 L=2,M,2 USPT 490
K=L+1 USPT 500
LRAND=LB~AND ,l USPT 5LO
C USPT 520
C-CO=COS COMPCNENT OF SPECTRUM ESTIMATE USPT 530
C-SI=SIN CiOMPINLNT O)F SPECTRUM ESTIMATE USPT 540
DRPGINAL PAGE IS ii
OR POOR QUALTY
C-TC=T-VALUE FOR COS COMPONENT USPT 5 0
C-T T-- VALUE FOR S IN COMPONENT USPT 560
C USPT 570
CO=B(L )*ST( 1)/.707 USPT 580
SI=8(K)*STD(1)/.707 USPT 590
TC=B(L)*FACT/SQRT(.0-B(L)**21 USPT 600
TS=B(K ) *F4CT/SORT I.0-B( K )* 2) USPT 610
C .......-- - U SP T 6 2 0
C-COMPUTE SPECTRUM AMPLITUDE, T-VALUE AND PHASE ANGLE USPT 630
C USPT 640
B(LBANDO=SQRT(CO**2 + SI**2) USPT 650
T(LBAND)=SORT(TC**2 + TS**2) USPT 660
20 PHASE(LBAND)=ATAN(CO/SI) USPT 670
C USPT 680
C-PRINT AND/OR PLOT IF DESIRED . .. USPT 690
C USPT 700
JPR=JPRINT- I_________USPT 740
.... - JPL=JPLOT-1 .. . USPT 750
IF (JPR) 50,50,60 USPT 760
50 IF (JPL) 1030,1000,60 USPT 770
60 WRITE(KPRINT,I) USPT 780
1 FORMAT('O S I N G L E - BA ND S PE CTR U M') USPT 790
CALL OUTPUTIANOSANOSBAN,B,T,PHASE,NBANDS,AMNAME TNAME,PHNAME USPT 800
1,BANAMEXNAME,JPRINT,JPLOT,JDOMAN) USPT 810
1000 RETURN USPT 820
END USPT 830





SUBROUTINE PPIKR(BT, ISAVENPEAK,NBANDS S IGLEV I PPIK 30
DIMENSION B I),T(1),ISAVE()1 PPIK 40
C PPIK 50
C -- ** *********************************************************** PPIK 60bO
C * * PPIK 70TO
C * SUBROUTINE P P I K R * PPIK 80
C * * PPIK 90
C * PPIKR RETURNS THE VECTOR INDEX OF ALL SIGNIFICANT SPECTRUM PEAKS.* PPIK 100
C * B-INPUT VECTOA OF AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM ESTIMATES * PPIK 110
C * -r INPi-VECjR OF T-VALUES FOR EACH SPECTRUM ESTIMATE * PPIK 120
C * ISAVE-OUTPUT VECTOR OF INDEX NUMBERS OF SIGNIFICANT PEAKS * PPIK 130
C * NPEAK-OUTPUT SCALAR - NUMBER OF PEAKS FOUND * PPIK 140
C * NBANDS-INPUT SCALAR - NUMBER OF BANDS IN SPECTRUM * PPIK 150
C * SIGLEV-INPUT SCALAR - CRITERION WHICH T-VALUE FOR A PEAK MUST * PPIK 160
C * EXCEED IN ORDER TO RE RETAINED * PPIK 170
C * * PPIK 180
C * *****************************s*********** * PPIK 190
C PPIK 200
C-SEARCH FOR PEAKS , RETAIN 'SIGNIFICANT' ONES, BUILD ISAVE. PPIK 210
C PPIK 220
NPEAK= 0 PPIK 230
00 10 L=2.NRANDS PPIK 240
IF (B(L-1)-B(L)) 20.10,10 PPIK 250
20 IF (SIL+1)-B(L)) 40,10,10 PPIK 260
40 IF (T(LI-SIGLEV) 10.50.50 PPIK 270
50 NPEAK=NPEAK+1 PPIK 280
ISAVE(NPEAK)=L PPIK 290
10 CONTI'-UE PPIK 300
RETURN PPIK 310
END PPIK 320
------- --- -- -- -- --- ------- ---------- - --------- ---- ------ - -- ---------------- -----i
- -------- ---------- ----- ~ ~~~~~--- -- - - - - - - ------ -- - - - -- -
[DRIGINAT PAGE IS
SPOOR QUA I liii
C CRIT 10
C CRIT 20
FUNCTION CRITR(RSQTJCRITRLl CRIT 30
DIMENSION T(1) CRIT 40
C CRIT 50
C i**** *s******************************************* * CRIT 60
C * * CRIT 70
C * FUNCTION C R I T R * CRIT 80
C * * CRIT 90
C * CRITR SELECTS A CRITERION FOR THE SPECTRUM OPTIMIZATION BY PEAK * CRIT 100
C * SHIFTING. SELECTS EITHER R-SQUARE OR THE APPROPRIATE T VALUE. * CRIT 110
C * * CRIT 120
C **************************************************************** CRIT 130
C CRIT 140
C-SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUE FOR CRITERION. CRIT 150
C RSQ-INPUT SCALAR - VALUE OF R-SQUARE CRIT 160
C T-INPUT VECTOR - T-VALUES CRIT 170
C JCRITR-CONTROL OIGIT FOR SELECTION OF EITHER RSQ OR T(L) AS CRITERIONCRIT 180
C O=RSQ AS CRITERION CRIT 190
C 1=T-VALUE AS CRITERION CRIT 200
C L-INDEX VALUE OF VECTOR T CRIT 210
C CRIT 220
IF (JCRITR) 10,10,20 CRIT 230
10 CRITR=RSQ CRIT 240
GO TO 30 CRIT 250
20 CRITR=T(L) CRIT 260
30 RETURN CRIT 270
END CRIT 280






SUBROUTINE (SPECT(RT,NMNPEAKISAV 9RX,BJPRINTXBAR.STDDRSO, KSPT 30
IPHASE, RANOS.BAN) KSPT 40
DIMENSION ISAVE(100) R(l),T(1),RX(1)rB(1),XBAR(ItSTD(1)tDII() KSP T 50
1PHASE(1-), BAN DS ( I), BAN(-1) ANS( 0I OISAV(I),RY(100) KSPT 60
COMMON KREA ),KPRINT KSPT 70
C-CONVERT ISAV TO ISAVE, FROM FREQ BAND VECTOR TO VECTOR OF SIN/COS PAIRKSPT 80
C KSPT 90
98521 FORMAT ('OJKL=',I5) KSPT 100
K=O KSPT 110
DO 100 L=1,NPEAK KSPT 120
K=K+I KSPT 130
ISAVE(K =ISAV(L )*2 KSPT 140
K=K+1 KSPT 150
100 ISAVE(Kl=ISAVE(K-1)+I KSPT 160
C KSPT 170
C-SELECT SUB-MATRIX OF PREDICTORS ETC FROM R, ACCORDING TO ISAVE. KSPT 180
C KSPT 190
CALL ORDER(M.R,i1K ,ISAVE,RXRY) KSPT 200
C KSPT 210
C-INVERT K-ORDER MATRIX OF PREDICTOR INTERCORRELATIONS, RX KSPT 220
C KSPT 230
CALL MINV(RX,KtDETB,T) KSPT 240
IF (JPRINT-3) 300.400,400 KSPT 250
400 WRITE (KPRINT,7) DET KSPT 260
7 FORMAT('O,/,'O0 DETERMINANT =',E30.15) _KSPT 270
C KSPT 280
C-COMPUTE REGRESSICNS(SPECTRUM) FOR NPEAK SIZED MODEL. KSPT 290
C KSPT 300
300 CALL MULTR(N,K,XBAR,STD,ORXRYISAVE,BtSBT.ANSI KSPT 310
RSQ=ANS(2)**2 KSPT 320
C KSPT 330
C-CONVERT SPECTRUM TO AMPLITUDES BY COMBINING SIN/COS. PUT INTO D. KSPT 340
C-ALSO CONVERT T. KSPT 350
C KSPT 360
NFREQ=O KSPT 370
00 200 L=1,K,2 KSPT 380
NFREQ=NFREQ+1 KSPT 390
PHASE(NFREQ)=ATAN(B(L)/B(L+1)) KSPT 400
B(NFREO)=SQRT(B(L)**2 + B(L+1)**2) KSPT 410
200 Ti NFREQI=SORT( T Li**2 + T(L+1 **2) KSPT 420
10 RETURN KSPT 430
END KSPT 440
Iv
C MUL T 10
C MULT 20
SUBR3UTINE MULTI(ISAVE,NPEAKNBANDSR,T,N,MRX,B,XBARSTDD.RSQ MULT 30
t PHASE,ANDSBAN) MULT 40
DIMENSION I SAVE(li,R(1),T(l )RX(LB(LI),XBAR(I )STO(1iD( I)PHASE MULT 50
I ( I I, ANDS( ),~AN1)KSAVE(20, S(201 ,TSPEC( 20 TPH(20) MULT 60
COMMON KREADR,KPR INT MUtT 70
C MULtT 80
C ************************************************************ MULT 90
C * * MULT 100
C * SUBROUTINE M U L T I * MULT 110
C * * MULT 120
C * MULTI COMPUTES THE FULL SPECTRUM OF A TIME SERIES USING A K+1 * MULT 130
C * BANDS MODEL WHERE K=THE NUMBER OF PEAKS IN THE CPTOMIZED * MULT 140
C * MODEL. THE EXTRA BAND IS THE WAVELENGTH IN QUESTION, THE OTHERS * MULT 150
C * ARE THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS. THE VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY * MULT 160
C * THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS IS THUS 'ACCOUNTED FOR' IN EACH ESTIMATE. * MULT 170
C * WHEN THE CURRENT BAND IS ONE OF THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS, A .SKIP * MULT 180
C * OCCURS. VA R IAB L ES DEFINED IN MAINLINE. * MULT 190
C * L MULT 200
C ******************************************************************** MULT 210
C MULT 220
C MULT 230
C-LOOP THRU ONCE FOR EACH FREQ BAND. NFMOD IS THE NUMBER OF SIGNICIC- MULT 240
C-CANT PEAKS IN MODEL PLUS A CURRENT BAND. MULT 250
C MULT 260
NFMOD=NPEAK+1 MULT 270
00 310 LF=1.NBANDS MULT 280
C MULT 290
C-CONSTRUCT NEW ISAVE VECTOR MULT 300
C MULT 310
CALL BUILD(KSAVE,ISAVEILFNFMODISKIP,NPEAK MULT 320
C MULT 330
C-SKIP IF THIS BAND IS IN THE MODEL ALREADY MULT 340
C MULtT 350
IF (ISKIP) 320,320.330 MULT 360
C MULT 370
C-BRANCH TO 330 IMPLIES THAT THE CURRENT BAND IS ONE OF THE SIGNIFICANT MULT 380
C-PEAKS, 00 AN NPEAK SPECTRUM AND PICK OUT CURRENT BAND. MULtT 390
C MULT 400
330 CALLKSPECT(R,SN,MVNPEAK, ISAVERX,TSPEC,O,XBAR,STD,D,RSQTPH. MULT 410
IBANDS,BANI MULT 420
C MULT 430
C-TSPEC CONTAINS ALL MODEL ESTIMATES. PICK THE ONE FOR LF. MULT 440
C MULT 450
DO 331 LLZ=1,NPFAK MULT 460
IF (LF-ISAVF(LLZIl 331,3333,331 MULT 470
333 ILF=TSPEC(LLZ-- MULT 480
PHASE (LF)=TPHILLL) MULT 490
T(LFI=S(LLZ) MULT 500
331 CONTINUE MULT 510
GO TO 310 MULT 520
C MULT 530
-RANCH-TO-320IMPLIE- THAT THIS IS A FULL NFMOD MODEL. DO SPECTRUM MULT 540
lvi
C-AND PICK OUT CURRENT BAND. MULT 550
MULT 560
320 CALLKSPECT IRS ,NMNFMODKSAVERXtTSPECtOXBARtSTDDtRSQ.TPH, MULT 570
1 BANDS,BAN) MULT 580
DO 32L LLL=1,NFMOD MULT 590
IF(LF-KSAVE(LLL)) 321,322,321 MUtT 600
322 T(LF)=SILLL) MULT 610
B (LF) =TSPEC (C ) MULT 620
PHASE (LF)=TPH(LLL) MULT 630
3 21 CONTINUE MULT 640
310 CONTINUE MUtT 650




-------- - -- - - ----?40- --
C BILD 10
C BILD 20
SUBROUTINE BUILD(KSAVE,ISAVE,LFNFMODtSKIP,NPEAK BILD 30
DIMENSION KSAVE(1) ISAVE(1),ASAVE(30),RANC(30) BILD 40
C BILD 50
C ********************************************************************* EILD 
60
C . * BILD 70
C SUBROUTINE B U I L D BILD 80
C * BUILD CONSTRUCTS VECTOR OF RANKED FREQ BAND NUMBERS GIVEN A ._ 10BILD 90
C * PARTICULAR MODEL AND A CURRENT FREQUENCY. * BILD 100
C * KSAVE - OUTPUT VECTOR TO BE BUILT * BILD 110
C * ISAVE - INPUT VECTOR CONTAINING NFREQ SIGNIF PEAKS * BILD 120
C * LF - INPUT SCALAR - NEW FREQ BAND TO BE ADDED (CURRENT ONE) * BILD 130
C NFMOD - INPUT - NUMBER OF FREQ BANDS IN NEW MODEL * BILD 140
C * ISKIP - OUTPUT CONTROL DIGIT TO KEEP FROM COMPUTING ESTIMATE * BILD 
150
C . OF ONE OF THE OLD PEAKS AGAIN * BILD 160
C * NPEAK - INPUT - NUMBER OF FREQ BANDS IN OLD MODEL * BILD 170
C ** BILD 180
C ************** ** *************************** **** 8 ILD 190
C BILO 200
C-SEE IF LF IS ALREADY IN MODEL _ BILD 210
C BILO 220
00 10 L=1,NPEAK BILD 230
IF(LF - ISAVE(L)) 10,99,10 81LD 240








00 20 L=1NPEAK BILD 300
20 ASAVE(Li=ISAVE(L) __8 ILD 310
ASAVE(NFMOD)=LF BILD 320
CALL RANK(ASAVE,RANCNFMOD ) _ B ILD 330
C BILD 340
C-BUILD KSAVE OF RANKED FREQ BANDS 8!LD 350BILO 360
00 30 L=1,NFMOD _ILO 370
KOOL=RANC(L) BILD 380
30 KSAVEIKOOLI=ASAVE(L) BILD 390
1SKIP=O ILO 400
99 ISKIP- BILD 420






. PHNAME, OUTP 30
18ANAME, XNAME ,JPR I N T, JPLOT, JDOMANI OUTP 40
DIMENSION BANDS( 1 ) BAN( 1),BI( ),T( I ),PHASE(1),AMNAME(1) ,TNAME( 1 , OUTP 50
1PHNAE( 1) BANAME( 1)',XNAME(11 OUTP 60
COMMON KREAORKPRINT __ OUTP 70
OUTP 80
C *** ****** ***********************9********************* ******* *** OUrP 90
C * OUTP 100
C * SUBROUTINE O U T P U T * OUTP 110
C * * OUTP 120
C * OUTPUT PRINTS AND/OR PLOTS SPECTRA WITH DOCUMENTATION. * OUTP 130
* OUTP 140
C **,***********************************,*** ************* ****** OUTP 150
C OUTP 160
C-PRINT OUT DOCUMENTATION AND VECTOR ORDER IN APPROPRIATE OOMAINI OUTP 170
C-FIND SCALE VALUES AND PLOT OUTP 180
C _OUTP 190
TOPI=6.28318 OUTP 200
BTOPI-TOPI __ OUTP 210
BMAX=B( 1) OUTP 220
00 64 LRAND=2,NBANDS OUTP 230
IF (BMAK-B(LBAND)) 68,64,64 OUTP 240
68 BMAX=B(LBAND) OUTP 250
64 CONTINUIE - OUTP 260
TMAX=T(1) OUTP 270
00 66 LBANO=2,NBANDS OUTP 280
IF (TMAX-T(LBAND)) 67,66,66 OUTP 290
67 TMAX=T( LBAND) OUTP 300
66 CONTINUE OUTP 310
IF (JOOMAN) 60,60,50. OUTP 320
C OUTP 330
C-REVERSE VECTORS IF FREQ DOMAIN IS USED - PRINT - REVERSE AGAIN. OUTP 340
C OUTP 350
-50 CALL REV(BNBANDOS OUTP 360
CALL REV(T.NBANDS) OUTP 370
CALL REV(PHASE,NBANDS) DUTP 380
IF (JPRINT) 52,52,51 __. OUTP 390
51 WRITE (KPRINT,2) OUTP 400
2 FORMAT('OFREQUENCY *,5X,*AMPLITUDE,'5X,*T-VALUE*'8XPHASE,/,0'O OUTP 410
DO 55 LBAND=I,NBANDS OUTP 420
55 WRITE (KPRINT,3) BAN(LBAND),B(LBAND),T(LBAN),PHASE(LBAND) OUTP 430
3 FORMAT(FO. 3,5X,F9.3,SX,F7.3.5X,F8.31 OUTP 440
52 IF (JPLOT) 54,54,53 OUTP 450
53 CALL PLOT2(B,BMAX.O.O,TTMAX,0.O,NBANDS,BANAMNAME,TNAME,BANAMEI OUTP 460
CALL PL0[T2(PHASETOPItBTOPI,TTMAX,0.0,NBANDS,BANPHNAME,TNAME, OU
T P 470
1 6ANAME) OUTP 480
54 CALL :EVIBNBANDS) _ _ _ .... OUTP 490
CALL REV(T,NRANDS) OUTP 500
CALL REV(PHASE,NBANDS) _ OUTP 510
GO TO 100 OUTP 520
60 IF (JPRINTI 6262,61 OUTP 530
61 WRITE (KPRINT ,43 OUTP 540
4 FORMAT(OOPERIOD *, 5 X,,AMPLITUDE,95XO@T-AUE8X,PASES,/,O'UTP_550-.
00 F65 L BAN D"= I bO OUTP 560
65 WRITE (KPRINT931 RANDS(LBAND-).BILBAND),TILBANO),vPHASE(LBAND). OT 570
62 IF (JPLOT) 1CO9100963 OUTP 580
6CALL P10T2(8.BMAX ,O.O.TTMAX,0.0.NBANDS,,BANOS,AMNAME,TNAMEXNAME) GUlP 590
CALL P~foTZ(PHASETOPI,BTOPITTMAX,0.O,NBAN0SBANCS.PHNAMETNAME GUTP 600
1 XNAME) OUTP 61-0-





C .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . PLT2 20




DIMENSION YI() ,Y 2 (1 ),LINE(111),XAX(1)XNAM(5YNAM1()AM(9,YNAM2(
9 ) PLT2 50
COMMU4 K4EAOR,KPRNT 
PLT2 60
DATA KBLNK/' / ,KBORD/'. /,KAL /+**
/ KPLOT/'* ' /  PLT2 70
PLT2 80
C--PLOT2 GEERATES TWO OVER/UNDER GRAPHS PER PAGE AND CALIBRATES 
PLT2 90
C--THEM. Yl=VERTICAL VARIABLE 1, YMAXI, YMINI=VERTICAL PLOT LIMITS. 
PLT2 100
C--Y2, YMAX2 YMIN2=SIMIt.AR FOR SECON VARIABLE, NP=NUMBER OF 
POINTS, PLT2 110
C--XAX=X AXIS (CO-4MON TO BOTH VARIABLES). PLT2 120
WRITE (KPRNT.2) YNAMI,YNAM2,XNAM PLT2 130
2 FORMAT( '1' / T5,'*'/ T5,,*',T25,'*',T80,*'i T5O*,T2
5 ,
***
P LT 2 140
L,T80,1****/ T3,******,T80*********** *,9A4,T3,************ 'PLT2 
150
2,9A4/T4,'***',T25, '***', TBO,****'/T5,*T25,*,T8'*TO*'T8 /1X,5A4)PLT2 160C PLT2 170
C PLT2 7180
C--GENERATE SCALE FACTORS PLT2 180
SKALL=50O.5/(YMAX-YMIN1) PLT2 190
SKAL2=50.5/(YMAX2-YMIN2) PLT2 200
C--GENERATE CALIBRATION AND OUTPUT IT. 
PLT2 210
CALO1 = YMIN1 
PLT2 220
CALO2 = YMIN2 
PL.2 230
CALl = YMAX1 
PLT2 240
CALZ = YMAXZ 
PLT2 250
CAL51=YMAXI-(.5*(YMAXI-YMIN1)- PLT2 260
CAL52=YMAX2- (.5*(YMAX2-YMIN2)) PLT2 270
-- -WRITE (KPRNT,) CALDI,CAL5,CALCALA CAO2,CAL52,CAL2 PLT2 280
1 FORMAT (t *,F14.4,F24.4,F23.4,Fl2.4,F23.4,F2
4
.4) PLT2 290
C--GENERATE VERTIC ALAXIS AND OUTPUT IT 
PLT2 300
DO 10 L = tll 
__PLT2 310
10 LINE(L = KBORO PLT2 320
LINE(1) = KAL PLT2 330
LINE(26) = KAL PLT2 340
INE(61 K AL PLT2 360
LINE(861) = KAL PLT2 370
LINF(111)= KAL PLT2 380
00 23 L=52.60 
PLT2 390
20 LINF(L) = KBLNK 
PLT2 400
WRITE(KPRNT,4) LINE PLT2_4 
0
4FORMAT( I)X.llIAL) PLT2 420
C 
PLT2 430
C--DECIDE HOW MANY LINES BETWEEN POINTS 
PLT2 440
NWI9E = 32/NP PLT2 450
PLT2 460I N .PLT2 
C--LOOP FOR NUMBER OF POINTS, EACH TIME PLOTTING A POINT AND NWIDE 
SPACEPLT2 470




C--CLEAR LINE AND GENERATE GRID POINTS PLT2 500
n ' = 1,111 PLT2 
510
40 LIN~L~L = KBLNK 
PLT2 520
LINE ( 1)=KBViRD PLT2 530
--LIN (6-) =K OR D PLT2 540
1xi
LINE(51 )=KBORD PLT2 550-
LINE(61)K-ORD PLT2 560
L INE86)=KBORD PLT2 570
LINE(It1l=KBORD PLT2 580
C PLT2 590
C--TEST FOR OVER OR UNDER RANGE AND TRUNCATE OUT-OF-BOUNDS VALUES PLT2 600
IF (Y1(LPI-YMAX 2000, 2000, 2100 PLT2 610
2100 YA = YMAXI PLT2 620
GO TO 5100 PLT2 630
2000 IF(YI(LP)-YMINI)5000, 5200v 5200 PLT2 640
5000 YA = YMINL PLT2 650
GO TO 5100 PLT2 660
5200 YA=Yl(LP) PLT2 670
5100 IF (Y2(LPI-YMAX2)2 2009 200, 210 PLT2 680
210 YB = YMAX2 PLT2 
690
GO TO 510 PLTZ 700
200 IF (Y2(LP)-YMIN2) 500. 520. 520 T2 -PLTZ-710
500 YB = YMIN2 PLT2 720
GO TO 510 PLT2 730
520 YB=Y2(LP) PLT2 740
C _ PLT2 750
C--NOW GENERATE POINT INDEXES PLT2 760
510 K1 (VA -YMINI)*SKALI+1.0 ___ PLT2 770
K-2 1 (YB -YMIN2)*SKAL2+61.0 PLT2 780
LINF(K1)= KPLOT PLT2 790
LINE(K2)= KPLOT PLT2 800
C __ PLT2 810
C--OUTPUT HORIZONTAL SCALE VALUE AND LINE PLT2 820
WRITE (KPRNT .3) XAX(LP),LINE PLT2 830
3 FORMAT (IX,F 8.4, 1X, 111A) PLT2 840
C PLT2 850
C--CLEAR LINE AND GENERATE BLANK LINES FOR SPACE PLT2 860
IF (NIDE) 30.30.110 PLT2 870
-110 DO 95 L=L,111 PLT2 
880
95 LINE(L )=KBLNK PLT2 890
LINE (1)=KBORD PLT2 900




LINE(111)=KBORD  PLT2 950C PLT2 960
C--OUTPUT PLAIN LINE PLT2 970
.- - D00-90 LOOP=t,NWIDE PLT2 980
90 WRITE (KPRNT.4) LINE PLT2 990
30 CONTIUE PLT2100C PLT21010
C--GENERATE RIGHT BCRDER AND OUTPUT PLT21020
D. 50 L = 1111 ____PLT21030__
5o---LI NE(L) KRORD PLT21040
LINE(l) = KAL PLT21050
L: (26) = KAL PLT21060
LI;E(51) = KAL PLT21070
LINE(61) = KAL PLT21080
LI :E(86) = KAL PL T21090
LINE(111)= KAL PLT21100
1xii
00 80 L= 52,60 PLT21110
80 LINE (Li = KBLNK PLT2tl20
WRITE (KPRNT,4) LINE PLT21133
---------------- 






SUBROUTINE TOTAMIX,N,NPEAK, ISAVE,M,PHASE,B,AMP . TOTM 30
....... DIMENSION XI) ISAVE() ,PHASE II 81) TOTM 40
C TOTM 50C 6f--m ----------- 6o'TH6C ********************************************************* TOTM 60
C * TOTM 70
C * SUBROUTINE T 0 T A M * TOTM 
80
C * * TOTM 90
-* TOTAM COMPUTES THE RESULTANT AMPLITUDE OF THE SUM OF NPEAK SIN- * TOTM 100
C * SOIDS WHICH HAVE THEIR AMPLITUDES AND PHASES DETREMINED BY THE * TOTM 110
C CAILING PROGRAM.. TOTAM SIMPLY SELECTS THE APPROPRIATE SINE * TOTM 120
C * AND COSINE WAVES FROM X, WEIGHTS THEM, SUMS THEM AND THEN COM- * TOTM 130
C * PUTES THE AMPLITUDE OF THE SUM. * TOTM 140
C W A R N I N G ------- THIS WILL DESTROY ROW I OF X WHICH.__* TOTM 150
-C CONTAINS THE ORIGINAL DEPENDENT VARIABLE, * TOTM 160






C-LOOP-- THRU THE FOLLOWING NPEAK TIMES TO CREATE THE RESULTANT WAVE INX TOTM 200
C _TOTM 210






C-THE FOLLOWING COMPUTES THE PROPER AMPLITUDES FOR THE COSINE AND SINE TOTM 
270









C-SELECT SINE AND COSIND VALUES FROM X A TOTM 340
C-SELECT SINE AND COSINE VALUES FROM X, SUM AND PUT INTO X, ROW 1. TOTM 350
C TOTM 360
DO 100 L=1.N TOTM 370
CALL LOC(KC,LJ,MN,.0 . TOTM 380
CALL LOC(KSL,IM,N,I TOTM 390
100 X(L)=X(J)*PC + XII*PS TOTM 400C TOTM 410
C-COMPUTE APLLITUDE OF RESULTANT TOTM 420
C ....... TOTM 430
SX=O.o TOTM 440
00 10 L=1,N TOTM 450
10 SX=SX+X(L) TOTM 460
SX=SX/FLOATIN) TOTM 470s- xoX- 0 'T_ OTM 480
DO 20 L=IN TOTM 490
20 SXS=SXS+(X(LI-SX|l*2 TOTM 500








NOTE: The following IBM Scientific Subroutines must
be included in the program:
CORRE, LOC, ORDER, MINV, MULTR, RANK
1xvi
.C._ ___~_ t SPT 10
C SPT 20
C*********4************************** ********.********* .***** SPT 30
C**********.****.9******************************** 4**** ****s*.*.* SPT 40
C SPT 50
C SPT 60
DIMENSION BANDS( 50).BAN( 50),PEAKS(50),PHASE(5O0),AMNAME(9),TNAME SPT 70
1(9h.PINAME9) B8ANAMEf5),XNAME(51,LVAR(100, ISAVE(t[00 SPT 80C SPT 90
C-THE FOLLOdING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN SPT 100
C- NOBS*(NBANDS*2+1) SPT 110
SPT 120
DIMENSION X(30000) SPT 130
C SPT 140
C-THE FOLLOING DIMENSIONS MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN NBANDS*2 1 SPT 150
C SPT 160
DIMENSION X3AR(100),STD(L00)B(100),D(00I,T71100 SPT 170
C SPT 180
C-THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN SPT 190
C- M*Mi wMHEE M=2*NBANDS+1 SPT 200
C SPT 210
DIMENSION RX(10000) SPT 220
C SPT 230
C-THE FOLLOWING DIMENSION MUST BE EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN (M+I)*M/2 SPT 240
C SPT 250
DIMENSION R(5050)- SPT 260
COMMON KREADRKPRINT SPT 270
DATA AMNAME/'AMPL''ITUD'.'E ES','IMAT','E. *,' * *' SPT 280
1't' '/ SPT 290
DATA TNAME/*T-VA',*LUE.*,' It' '. $,s . I, t SPT 300
leit' t / SPT 310
DATA PHNAME/*PHASO.*EES* TIMA,'TE. $,' 0 %,* ' ... SPT 320
1'* I / SPT 330
DATA BANAME/'FREQ','UENC','Y . . - / SPT 340





C-READ IN CONTROL DIGITS AS FOLLOWS AND PRINT THEM OUT* SPT 390
C JDOMAN-DOMAIN OF ANALYSIS. 0 OR BLANKuPERIOD, 1=FREQUENCY SPT 400
C JBANDS-H3W VECTOR OF FREQUENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL BE OBTAINED. SPT 410
C 9 OR _BLANK=GENER ATE ACCORDING- TO L IMITS -S-UBSEQUENTL-- READ I N. SPT 42--
C 1=READ IN A VECTOR OF BANDS TO BE USED FROM CARDS. SPT 430
C NBANDS-HOW MANY FREQUENCY OR PERIOD BANDS WILL BE USED. SPT 440
C NOBS-THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS IN THE DATA VECTOR SPT 450
C JANALY-HOW THE DATA SHALL RE ANALYZED* SPT 460
C 0 OR BLANK=DCI UNIVAPIATE SPECTRUM, SEARCH FOR BEST K-VARIATE SPT  470
C MODEL SPT 480
C I=SIMPLY DO UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM SPT 490
C 2=00 K-VARIATE SPECTRUM ACCORDING TO MODEL PARAMETER READ IN SPT 500
C JDATA-TELLS SUBROUTINE DFPVAR WHERE TO GET DATA* SPT 510
C 0 OR BLANK=READ FROM CARDS ACCORDING TO FORMAT (1OX,?TF1.0) SPT 520
C 1=SENqRATE DATA FROM MODELING PROGRAM CALLED BY DATA. THIS SPT 530
C MODEL-ING-- PROGRAM WI-LL ASK FOR MORE CARDS. SPT - 540
OI Gxvii
~Rnc~er QUALITY'P~a~OF~ bb8P U
C JCRITR-SELECTS CRITERION FOR OPTIMIZATION OF K-VARIATE SPECTRUM. SPT 550
C 0 OR BLANK-MULI PLE R-SOUARED SPT 560
C i=T-VALUES SPT 570
C. JPRINT-PRINTOUT CONTROL DIGIT SPT 580
C O=DONT PRINT ANY RESULTS SPT 590
C 1-PRINT ONLY FINAL RESULTS SPT 600
C 2=PRINT FINAL AND INTERMEDIATE RESULTS 
SPT 610
C 3=PRINT AS FOR 2 PLUS MATRICES, CORRELATIONS,ETC FOR EACH STEPSPT 620
C JPLOT-PLOT CONTROL DIGIT. - VALUES AS ABOVE EXCEPT FOR 3. SPT 630
C SPT 640
READ (KREADR, JDOMAN,JBANDS ,NBANDSNOBSJANALY , JDATA, JCR ITR, ..._.. SPT 650
1 JPRINT,JPLOT SPT 660
1 FORMAT (1615) SPT 670
WRITE (KPRINT,103) SPT 680
103 FORMAT ('1 * * * * * * PROGRAM PARAMETERS ** * * *') SPT 690
WRITE (KPRINT.1)JDOMANBANDS,NBANDSNOBStJANALYJ DATA,JCR ITR, SPT 700
1 JPRINT,JPLOT SPT 710
C SPT 
720
C-KTOP =MAX NUMBER OF TIMES THE PROGRAM WILL BE ALLOWED TO TRY IMPROVE- 
SPT 730





T K OP= .4 SPT 770
KOUNT=O SPT 780
C SPT 790
C-SET SIGLEV, THE T-VALUE FOR THE CRITERION OF ACCEPTANCE OF A PEAK. SPT 
800




IF (JBANDS) 100,100110 SPT 840
C _ SPT 850
C-READ IN LIMI-TS -- OF-BANDS VECTOR IF JBANDS WAS 0 - GENERATE BANDS. SPT 860
C-OTHERWISE GO TJ 110 AND READ IN BANDS FROM CARDS. SPT 870
C BANDLO-LOWEST FREQ. OR LONGEST PERIOD, AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN. SPT 880
C BANDEL-DELTA(FREQ.) OR DELTA(PERIOD), AS APPROPRIATE TO DOMAIN. SPT 890
C BANDS-VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 
900
C SPT 910
100 READ (KREADR,2) BANDLOBANDEL SPT 920
2 FORMAT (9F10.0) .- SPT 930
BANDS(1)=RANDLO SPT 940
DO 120 LRAND=2,NBANDS SPT 950
120 BANDS(LBArDi)=BANDS(LBAND-1) + BANDEL SPT 960
GO TO 13n SPT 970
[-- R E A)-(READR-,2 (BANDSILBAND),LBAND-1,NBANDS) SPT 980
C 
SPT 990
C-CONVERT BANDS TO PERIOD DOMAIN IF ORIGINATED IN FREQ DOMAIN. SPT 1000
C-REVERSE THE ORDER OF BANDS SO AS TO BE IN ASCENDING WAVELENGTH ORDER. 
SPT 1010
C-ALSO GENERATE BAN, THE FREQ DOMAIN VECTOR OF BANDS. SPT 1020
C SPT 1030
1330 F (JDOMNAN) 150, 1i50, 140 SPT 1040
140 DO 141 LRAND=1,NBANDS SPT 
1050
BAN(LBAND)=3ANDS(LBAND) SPT 1060
141 BANDSIL9AN D )
= 1.0/BANDS(LBANDI SPT 1070
CALL REV(BANDS,NBANDS) SPT 10380
C SPT 1090
-C7 GENERATE- --IN/COS PREDiCTO-R MATRIX AS PART OF DATA MATRIX, X. THEN SPT 1100
1xviii
C-READ IN DEPENDENT VARIABLE PART OF X. THESE DATA WILL THEN BE ENT- SPT 1110.
C-ERED INTO SUBROUTINE CORRE TO COMPUTE THE CORRELATION MATRIX OF ALL SPT 1120
C-VARIABLES. SPT 1130
C SPT 1140
150 M=NBANDS*2 #- 1 SPT 1150
CALL PREGEN(X.BANDS,NOBSNBANDS) SPT 1160
CALL DEPVAR(X,NOS,JDATAJDOMAN,JPRINT) SPT 1170
C SPT 1180
C-GENERATE VECTOR OF VARIABLE NUMBERS FOR LATER USE. SPT 1190
C SPT 1200
DO 155 LV=1,M SPT 1210
155 LVAR(LVI=LV SPT 1220
CALL CORRE(NOBSMI,XXBARSTDRX,RBD.TI SPT 1230
C SPT 1240
C-SET TOPP, THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE TOTAL AMPLITUDE IN THE FINAL SPECTRUM SPT_1250
C-TOPP IS THE TOTAL AMPLITUDE OF THE F(IT5 PERCENT. SPT 1260
C SPT 1270
TOPP=STD( 1+.25*STD( ) SPT 1280
C SPT 1290
C-PRINT OUT MATRICES ETC., IF DESIRED .SPT 1300
C SPT 1310
IF(JPRINT-3) 1511152,152 SPT 1320
152 WRITE (KPRINT,5) SPT 1330
5 FORMAT(IM A T R I X 0 F C 0 R R E L A T I 0 N S',/,' VARIABSPT 1340
ILE 1 IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE, ALL OTHERS ARE COSINE AND SINE WAVSPT 1350
2ES OF VARIOUS PERIODS *,/,T88,'------- 't/,'O*) SPT 1360
CALL MATPRT(R,MLVAR) SPT 1370
C SPT 1380
C-DECIDE ON PROPER DATA ANALYSIS PATH. SPT 1390
C SPT 1400
151 JANALY=JANALY+1 SPT 1410







C-STATEMENTS 200-400 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF OPTIMIZED K-BANDS SPECTRA SPT 1490
C SPT 1500
C-FIRST COMPUTE UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM USING SUBROUTINE USPECT. THEN FIND SPT 1510
C-ALL SIGNIFICANT SPECTRUM PEAKS IN UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM. SPT 1520
C SPT 1530
200 CA-LL-USPECT(-R,T,NOBS,M,B, NBANDSSTD,JPRINTJPLOT PHASE,BAN, BANDS SPT 1540 -
I,AMNAME,TNAME,PHNAME,XNAME,JDOMAN,BANAME) SPT 1550
CALL PPIKR(BT, ISAVENPEAK,NBANDS, SIGLEVI SPT 1560
IF (NPEAK) 201,201,202 SPT 1570
201 WRITE (KPRINT,66) SPT 1580
66 FORMAT('O** * * * NO SIGNIFICANT PEAKS FOUND * * **6)I SPT 1590
GO T3 2000 SPT 1600
C SPT 1610
C-NOW LOOP THRU AN OPTIMIZING PROCESS TRYING TO FIND LARGEST VALUE OF SPT 1620
C-EITHER T OR R-SQUARE. THE BEGINNING OF THIS LOOP IS STATEMENT 210 SPT 1630
C SPT 1640
C-SET A VALJE OF CRIT=O. THIS WILL LATER BE USED TO STORE THE JUST SPT 1650
C-PRECEOING VALUE OF THE JPTIMIZATION CRITERION. ALSO INITIALIZE THE SPT 1660
lxix
C-VARIABLE MM =-L. MM IS THE DIRECTION OF PEAK SLIDING AS WELL AS THE SPT 1670
C-dUNTER FOR THE NUMBER OF STEPS. SPT 1680CSPT 1690
202 LPEAKL. SPT 1700
CRIT=0.O SPT 1710
NM=O SPT 1720
210 CALL KSPECT(R,T,NOBSM,NPEAKISAVE,.RXBtJPRINTtXBARSTDDRSQv SPT 1730
IPHASE. 8ANOS,BANI SPT 1740
C SPT 1750
C-TEST FOR PRINTOUT SPT 1760
C SPT 1770
IF (JPR INT-3) 208,209,209 SPT 1780
209 WRITE (KPRINT,6) RSQ SPT 1790
6 FOR)Af-i- -oMUcTIPLE SQUARED CORRELATION' ,F8.4) SPT 1800
WRITE (KPRINT,7) SPT 1810
-FORMAT( ' PER IOD/FREQ.',T20 ;iAMPLITbDUOE-T40 TVV;_/ALUE' SPT 1820
DO 214 LO=I,NPEAK ___SPT 1830
KK=ISAVE (LO) SPT 140
IF (JDOMANI212,212,213 SPT 1850
212 BB=BANDS(KK) SPT 1860
GO TO 214 _ _SP" 1870
213 BB=-BAN( KK I SPT 1880
214 WRITE (KPRINT,8) BB,B(KKI,TIKK SPT 1890
8 FORMAT (2F12.4,F18.4) SPT 1900
C SPT 1910
C-SELECT CRITERION FOR GOODNESS OF FIT - CHECK FOR IMPROVEMENT SPT 1920
C SPT 1930
208 IF (CRITR(RSQT,JCRITR,LPEAKI-CRIT) 220,220,230 SPT 1940
C SPT 1950
C-A BRANCH TO 220 IMPLIES NON-IMPROVEMENT. EITHER RESORE OLD VALUE AND SPT 1960
C-GO TO NEXT PEAK (221 OR 223), OR TRY MOVING UP 1222). SPT 1970
C SPT 1980
220 IF (MM*11 221,222,223 SPT 1990
-- 
SPT 2000
C-A BRANCH TO 221 IMPLIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN MOVING DOWN FOR 2 OR MORE SPT 2010
C-STEPS. THIS IS THE FIRST NON-IMPROVEMENT. RESTORE JUST FORMER VALUE SPT 2020
C-AND GO TO NEXT PEAK. SPT 2030
C SPT 2040
221 ISAVE( LPEAK)=ISAVEILPEAK ) +1-. ______ _ SPT 2050
MM=-1 SPT 2060
LPEAK=L PEAK SPT 2070
ISAVE(LPEAK)=ISAVE(LPEAK)-1 SPT 2080
GO TO 300 SPT 2090
C SPT 2100
C-A BRANCH TO 222 IMPLIES FIRST MOVE DOWN AND NON-IMPROVEMENT. TRY SPT 2110
C-MOVING SAME PEAK UP SPT 2120
C SPT 2130
222 MM=1 SPT 2140
ISAVE(LPEAK )=ISAVE(LPEAK)+2 _SPT 2150
IF (ISAVE(LPEAK)-NBANOS) 300,225,225 SPT 2160
225 WRITE (KPRINT,3) SPT 2170
3 FORMAT ('O * * W A R N I N G * - JUST TRIED TO MOVE A PEAK INSPT 21P0
ITO THE LON- EST PERIOD (LOWEST FREQUENCY) BAND. TRY WIDER SPECTRUMSPT 2190
2 LIMITS.') SPT 2200
GO TO 2000 SPT 2210
C SPT 2220
lxx
C-A BRANCH TO 223 IMPLIES THAT WE HAVE BEEN MOVING UP AND IT DIDNT HELP.SPT 2230
C-RESTORE JUST PRIOR VALUE AND GO TO NEXT PEAK. SPT 2240
C SPT 2250




GO TO 300 SPT 2300
C SPT 2310
-C SPT 2320
C-A BRANCH TO 230 IMPLIES IMPROVEMENT. CONTINUE IN SAME DIRECTION. SPT 2330
SPT 2340
230 IF (MM) 231,231,232 SPT 2350
C SPT 2360
C-A BRANCH TO 231 IMPLIES WE WERE MOVING DOWN. - CONTNUE SAME DIRECTIONSPT 2370
C SPT 2380
231 MM=MM-1 SP T 2390
CRT=CR ITR(RS Q,T,JCRI TRLPEA SPT 2400
ISAVE(LPEAK) =ISAVE(LPEAK)-1 SPT 2410
IF (ISAVE(LPEAK-1) 234,234,300 SPT 2420
234 WRITE (KPRINT,4) SPT 2430
4 FORMAT('0** * * W AR I-NG - JUST TRIED TO MOVE A PEAK INTSPT 2440
10 THE SHORTEST PERIOD (HIGHEST FREQUENCY) BAND. _TRY WIDER SPECTRUSPT 2450
2n LIMITS') SPT 2460
GO TO 2000 SPT 2470
C SPT 2480
C-A BRANCH TO 232 IMPLIES WE WERE MOVING UP. - CONTINUE SAME DIRECTION. SPT 2490
C SPT 2500
232 MM=MM+1 SPT 2510
CRIT=CRITR(RSQ,TVJCRITR,LPEAK) SPT 2520
ISAVE(LPE AK)=ISAVE(LPEAK) SPT 2530
IF (ISAVE(LP"EAK)-NBANDS) 300,225,225 SPT 2540
CSPT 2550
C .SPT 2560
C-STATEMENT 300 CHECKS TO SEE THAT WE ARE NOT OFF THE END OF THE ISAVE SPT 2570
--VECTOR. IF NOT, 00 ANOTHER K-BANDS SPECTRUM WITH NEW ISAVE VECTOR SPT 2580
C-VALUES. IF WE ARE OFF THE END, COMPUTE A NEW FULL SPECTRUM USING A SPT 2590
C-K-VAR I-TE- MODEC. ASO "CECK FOR-VALUES OF [SAVE EQUAL TO EACH OTHER. SPT 2600
C-IF WE HAVE JUST MOVFD INTO A ANOTHER PEAK, REDUCE NPEAK BY ONE AND SPT 2610
C-PACK THE VECTOR DOWN AND START PROCESS OVER AT LPEAK=1. SPT 2620
C .SPT 2630
300 IF (LPEAK-NPEAK) 320,320,310 SPT 2640
320 IF (LPEAK-I) 322,322,321 SPT 2650
32 IF (ISAVE(LPEAKI-(SAVE(LPEAK- 11 322.323,322 SPT 2660
322 IF (LPEAK-NEAK) 324,210,324 SPT 2670
324 IF (ISAVE(LPEAKI-ISAVE(LPEAK+ L I 210,325,210 SPT 2680
323 DO 330 LL=LPEAKNPEAK .. SPT 2690
330 ISAVE(LL-I)I=SAVv E L L  SPT 2700
NPEAK=NPEK- 1 SPT 2710
LPEAK= I SP' 2720
MM=0 SPT 2730
CR IT=O.0 SPT 2740
GO TO 210 SPT 2750
325 NPEAK=NPEAK-1 SPT 2760
00 33L LL=LPEAK,NPEAK SPT 2770
-l-"S AVE'i-L ISAVE (LL +i*1 SPT 2780
Sxxi
AL IB~ pA  b
?pm~s~
LPEAK=1 SPT 2790
LP4EA ASPT 2800CRMTO SPT 2810
CR IT=0,0 
------ - SPT 2820
GO TO 210 SPT 2830
C-A BRANCH TO 310 OCCURS WHEN OPTIMIZATION OF THE K-BANDS MODEL IS 
SPT 2840
C-COMPLETE. NOW COMPUTE A FULL SPECTRUM USING THE OPTIMIZED K-BANDS 
SPT 2850
t-R - OE - ARCH-NEW K-B SPECTUM FOR F-PEAKS AND SEE IF ANY NEW ONES TUR-SPT 
2860





361 WRITE IKPRINT.9) SPT 2900
9 FORMAT(I'1CMPUTING SPECTRUM USING THE FOLLOWING BANDS IN MODEL') SPT 2910
IF (JDOOMANI362,362,363 SPT 2920
362 00 364 LO=1,NPEAK _ _SPT 2930
KK=ISAVE (LO SPT 2940
364 WRITE IKPRINT,8) BANDS(KK) _ _SPTT 2950
GO TO 360 SPT 2960
363 00 366 LO=1,NPEAK 
SPT 2970
KK=ISAVE(LO) SPT 2980
366 WRITE (KPRINT,8) BAN(KK) SPT 2990






IF (KOUNT-KTOP) 384,384,385 SPT 3030
385 WRITE (KPRINT,3861 SPT 
3040
386 FORMAT('ITHE PROGRAM IS PROBABLY CAUGHT IN A LOO, TRY DIFFERENT 
SPT 3050
LINPUT PARAMETERS AND SUBMIT AGAIN') SPT 3060
GO TO 2000 •__ 
SPT 3070
384 CALL PPIKRsB,T,ISAVENPEEK,NBANDS,SIGLEV .
SPT 3080
IF (NPEAK-NPEEK) 311,350,311 SPT 3090
LPEAK = .SPT 3110
MM=0 SPT 3130
CRIT=O.0 _ _ _--__- SPT 3140
GO TO 210 SPT 3150
C 
SPT 3150






350 WRITE IKPRINT,67) SPT 3190
67 FORMAT('O M U L T I P L E B A N D SP ECT RU M' ) SPT 3200
CALL OUTPUT(FANOS,8AN,8,T,PHASE,NBANDS AMNAME,TNAMEtPHNAME SPT 3220
I8ANAME,XNAME,JPRINT.JPLOTtJDOMAN) SPT 3220
WRITE (KPRINT,6) RSQ SPT 3230
C SPT 3240
C-CHECK FINAL SPECTRUM FOR EXCESSIVE TOTAL POWER 
IN SIGNIFICANT BANOS. SPT 3250
C SPT 3260
CALL TOTAM(x,NOBS,NPEAKISAVE,M,PHASEB.SUMB) SPT 3270_
IF(SUMB-TOPP) 331,382,382 SPT 
3280
382 WRITE (KPRITr,3831 SPT 320
383 FJRMAT4'IPRJGRAM FAILED BY FINDING TOO MUCH POWER IN THE SPECTRUM.SPT 3300
l'*/,' SU;-,EST ALTERING PARAMETERS OF THE ANALYSIS, SUCH AS',/, SPT 310
2' USE WIDER SPECTRUM LIMITS, FILTER DATA, ALTER DELTAP, ETC*') SPT 3320










C-STATEMENTS 400-600 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF THE SIMPLE, SINGLE BAND SPT 3400
C-SPECTRUM ONLY. SPT 3410
C SPT 3420
400 CALL USPECT(R.T,NOBSM,BNBANDS,STD,JPRINTJPLO T. PHASE8BAN.BANDS, SP T 3430
1 AMNAME.TNAMEPHNAMEX ME",JDOMANBANAME) SPT 3440
GO TO 2000 SPT 3450
C SPT 3460
C SPT 3470




C-STATEMENTS 600-800 INVOLVE COMPUTATION OF A SPECIFIC K-BAND MODEL SPT 3520
C-WITHOUT OPTIMIZATION. SPT 3530
C SPT 3540
C-FIRST READ IN MODEL PARAMETERS, BUILD VECTOR OF BANDS IN MODEL, THEN SPT 3550
C-COMPUTE SPECTRUM. SPT 3560
C _SPT 3570
600 READ (KREADR,1) NPEAK SPT 3580
READ (KREADR,2) (PEAKSILPEAK),LPEAK=I1NPEAK) SPT 3590
DO 610 LPEAK=I.NPEAK SPT 3600
00DO 620 LBAND=1,NBAND SPT 3610
IF (PEAKS(LPEAK)-BANDS(LBANDi) 620,630,620 SPT 3620
630 ISAVE(LPEAKI=LBAND SPT 3630
GO TO 610 SPT 3640
620 CONTINUE SPT 3650
610 CONTINUE SPT 3660
CALL MULTI(ISAVE.NPEAKNBANDS,RtoNOBSMRXB,XBARtSTD,0,RSQ SPT 3670
I PHASE9BANDS.BAN) SPT 3680
WRITE (KPRINT,5) SPT 3690
CALL OUTPUT(BANDS,BAN,B,T,PHASE,NBANDSANAMETNAME,PHNAME, SPT 3700
I BANAMEXNAME,JPRINTJPLOT,JDOMANI SPT 3710
WRITE IKPRINT,6) RSQ SPT 3720





SUBROUTINE REV(X,N) REV 30
DIMENSION X(50) REV 40
C REV 50C ****************i i$ ** * ****i** ********.** *****s**** ******* REV 60
C-- SUBROUTINE R E V *REV ROC $ 
___ *REV . 90
C * REV TAKES A VECTOR AND REVERSES ITS ORDER. 
_ REV 100
C * * REV 110
C **E*********************************** ***************************** REV 120
C REV 130O
J N+I REV 140
MID=N/2 REV 150








C ___ _OEPv t10
~- ------ OEPV 20
SUBROUTINE DEPVAR ( XNOBS,JDATA,JDOMANJPRINTI DEPV 30
DIMENSION X(1) DEPV 40
COMMN KRFAR DEPV 50
C OEPV 60
C •*******•**s**** ,******************************************* DEPV 70
* DEPV 80C--.- .. , EP  80
C * SUBROUTINE 0 E P V A R DEPV 90
C * -:DEPV 100
C * DEPVAR EITHER READS IN OR GENERATES (VIA SIMULA), A DEPENDENT * DEPV 110
C * VARIABLE VECTOR OF LENGTH NOBS. THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE IS STORED* DEPV 120
C * INTO THE FIRST NOBS CELLS OF X, A MATRIX OF VARIABLES STORED AS A* DEPV 130
C * VECTOR OF COLUMNS. SEE SUBROUTINE PREGEN FOR REST OF K. * OEPV 140
C *. DEPV 150
C ***4 **4 * ***i ** ***** **************** *********************** DEPV 160
C DEPV 170
C-IF JDATA IS 0 - READ FROM CARDS, (lOX,7F10.0) DEPV 180
C-IF JDATA IS I - CALL SIMULA WHICH GENERATES DATA USING A MONTE CARLO DEPV 190
C-SYSTEM ALONG WITH DETERMINISTIC DATA. SIMULA READS CARDS. DEPV 200
C DEPV 210
IF (JOATAI 10.0,50 ODEPV 220
10 READ (KREADR,1) (X(L),L=1,NOBS) DEPV 230
I FORMAT (IOX,7Fo1.0o DEPV 240
GO TO 20 DEPV 250
50 CALL SIMULA(X,NOBSJDATA,JDOMA-N.JPRINT) DEPV 260





SUBROUTINE PREGEN(XBANDS.NOBS NBANDS) . PRED 30
DIMENSION Xll),BANDS(Il PRED 40
C PRED 60
C +************************ s* **•********* ************* PRED 60
C * *. PRED 70
C * SUBROUTINE P R E G E N PRED 80
C s * PRED 90
C * -- PREGEN GENERATES THE SiNE---AND COSINE PREDICTOR WAVES AND STORES PRED 100
C * THEM IN MATRIX X. MATRIX X IS THE DATA MATRIX HAVING NOBS ROWS * PREO 110
C * AND M COLUMNS. HERE NOBS= THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS AND * PRED 120
C * BANDS IS A VECTOR OF PERIOD VALUES IN THE SPECTRUM. * PRED 130
C * PRED 140
C * MATRIX X IS STORED IN VECTOR MODE. SEE IBM SYSTEM/360 SUB- * PRED 150
C * ROUTINE PACKAGE (360A-CM-03X) VERSION IIl, PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL, * PRED 160
C * PUBLICATION NUMBER H20-0205-3, PAGES 3-6. ESSENTIALLY EACH COL- * PRED 170
C * UMN OF MATRIX X IS STRUNG END-TO-END INTO ONE LONG VECTOR. * PRED 180
C * * PRED 190
C * THE FIRST NOBS VALUES OF VECTOR (MATRIX) X WILL BE THE DEPENDENT * PRED 200
C * VARIABLE (SEE SUBROUTINE DEPVAR). THE NEXT NOBS POINTS (COLUMN * PRED 210
C * TWO) WILL CONTAIN COS WAVE, BAND I, THE NEXT NOBS POINTS (COLUMN * PRED 220
C * THREE :ONTAINS SIN WAVE, BAND 1, ETC. * PRED 230
C * PRED 240
C ****P**************************************** ******* PRED 250
C PRED 260
C-CONVERT TO RADIANS/OBSERVATION AND LOOP THRU NBANDS TIMES. PRED 270
c PRED 280
L=NOBS PRED 290
00 10 LBAND=INBANDS PRED 300
AFREO=6.28318/BANOS(LBAND) PRED 310
EF=-AFREO PRED 320
DO 20 LOBS=1,NOBS PRED 330
L=L+L PRED 340
EF=EF*AFREQ PRED 350
20 XILI=COS(-EF) PRED 360
EF=-AFREQ P RED 370
DO 10 LOBS=1,NOBS PRED 380
L=L1 PRED 390
EF=EF+AFREQ PRED 400
10 X(LV=SIN(EF) PRED 410
C PRED 420
C-X CONTAINS THE VECTORS 3F SIN/COS WAVES STRUNG END-TO-END. THIS IS PRED 430
C-EQUIVALENT TO A MATRIX WHERE EACH SIN OR COS WAVE FORMS A COLUMN OF PRED 440







SUBROUTINE SIMUL A(X, N JJDOMAN.JPRINT) SIML 30
DIMENSION XII),A(130),BAND(1) SIML 40
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT SIML 50
C SIML 60
C **************************************************************** SIML 70
C * * SIML 80
C * SUBROUTINE S I M U L A * SIML 90
C * * SIML 100
C * SIMULA IS A PRIMATIVE MONTE CARLO AND SIGNAL GENERATOR FOR CREAT-* SIML ItO
C * ING ARTIFICIAL DATA. GAUSSIAN DATA ARE READ IN FROM CARDS AND * SImL 120
C * A NUMBER OF SINE WAVES OF VARIABLE FREQUENCY AND AMPLITUDE ARE * SIML 130
C * ADDED. * SIML 140
C *  SIML 150
C ************************ ************* ******************* ** 5EML 160
C SIML 170
C-ZERO VECTOR X AND PRINT HEADING SIML LBO
C SIML 190
DO 100 L=t,N SIML 200
100 X(L)I=0.O SIML 210
IF (JPRINT) 110,110.120 SIML 220
120 WRITE (KPRINT,121) SIML 230
121 FORMAT('1M ( N T E C A R L 0 SIMULATED DATA'9/9O') SIML 240
C SIML 250
C-READ IN MODEL SPECIFICATIONS - GENERATE SINES AND ADO NOISE SIML 260
C NSIN-NUMBER OF SINE WAVES IN DATA SIML 270
C BAMD-FREO. OR PERIOD OF THE LSINTH SINE WAVE SIML 280
C SD-STANDARD DEFIATION OF THE LSINTH SINE WAVE. (AMPLITUDE) SIML 290
C SDN-STA A-RD DEV. OF GAUSSIAN NOISE SIML 300
C _ SIML 310
110 READ (KREADR,1) NSIN SIML 320
I FORMAT (151 SIML 330
DO 10 LSIN=l,NSIN SIML 340
READ (KREADR,2) BAND(l),SD SIML 350
2 FORMAT (2FiO.O1 SIML 360
IF (JDOMAN)20,20,30 SIML 370
30 BAN=BAND(1) SIML 380
BAND( II=1.O/BAND(I SIML 390
GO TO 21 SIML 400
20 BAN=l.O/BAND(l) SIML 410
21 IF (JPRINT) 25,25,22 SIML 420
22 WRITE IKPRINT,3) LSIN, BAND(I), BAN,SD SIML 430
3 FORMAT(' BANO',I3,' - PERIOD=,F10.4,', FREQUENCY=*'F10.4, ' AMPLISIML 440
LTUDE=' ,FI0.41 SIML 450
25 AFREQ=6.29318/BANDI1) SIML 460
EF=-AFREQ SIML 470
00 26 L=1lN S!ML 480
EF=EF+AFRFO SIML 490
26 A(L)=SIN(EF *1.41421 SIML 500
00 10 L=t,N ST ". -0
10 X(L)=X(L)A(L)*SD SIML 520
C SIML 530
- ;RE-ADTNNoI - D-AN-NOSE- CARDS S "L 540
ixxvii
C SIML 550
READ (KREADR,21 SDN SIML 560
IF(SDN) 1000,1000,40 SIML 570
40 IF fJPRIT: ,50,50,41 SIML 580
41 WRITE (KPRINT,5) SDN SIML 590
5 FORMAT('ORANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE AMPLI-TUDE,FO.4) SIML 600
50 READ (KREADR,6) (A(L),L=1,Nl SIML 610
6 FORMAi- l4X, 10F6. 4) SIML 620
DO 60 L=1,N SIML 630
60 X(LI=4(L)*SDN+X(L) SIML 640





SUBROUTINE MATPRT(RM,LVAR) MATP 30
DIMENSION R(l),X(1S).LVAR(1) MATP 40
COMMON KREADR, KPRINT MATP 50
C MATP 60
C ******************* *********************************** MATP 70
C * * MATP 80
C * SUBROUTINE 4 A T P R T * MATP 90
C* .* MATP 100
C $ MATPRT PRINTS OUT THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX X WHERE X IS STOR- * MATP 110
C * ED IN MODE 1. SEE REFERENCE LISTED IN SUBROUTINE PREGEN. * MATP 120
C * * MATP 130
C ***************************************s**s* MATP 140
C MATP 150
C-LOOP THRU AS MANY TIMES AS NEEDED TO PRINT WHOLE MATRIX, EACH TIME MATP 160




110 IF (N2-MI 100.100,10 MATP 210
10 N2=M MATP 220
100 WRITE (KPRINT,1I (LVAR(LVI,LV=N1,N2) MATP 230
1 FORMAT('O',2X.1517) MATP 240
WRITE (KPRINT,2) 
_MATP 250
2 FORMAT('O') MATP 260
C MATP 270
C-PRINT ONE ROW AT A TIME. MATRIX R IS MODE It UPPER TRIANGULAR. MATP 280
C-THEREFORE REVERSE SUBSCRIPTS TO MAKE LOWER TRIANGULAR. MATP 290
C MATP 300
00 20 LROW=Nl,M MATP 310
IF (LROW-N2) 21,21,22 MATP 320
21 LIMIT=LROW MATP 330
GO TO 23 MATP 340
22 LIMIT=N2 MATP 350
23 L=O MATP 360
00 30 LCOL=NI1LIMIT MATP 370
L=L+1 MATP 380
CALL LOC(LCOLLROWK,MMl I MATP 390
30 X(LI=R(K) MATP 400
20 WRITE (KPRINT,3) (LROWIX(K),K=I,L)) MATP 410
3 FORMAT( xI 3,2X,15F7.3) MATP 420
NI,=NI+15 MATP 430
N2=NL14 MATP 440
IF (M-NIl 100C,110,110 MATP 450




C ___ ___USPT 10
c USPT 20
SUBROUTINE USPECT(R,T.N ,M,BNBANDSSTD,JPRINT,JPLOTePHASEeBAN* USPT 30
I BANDS,AMNAME,TNAME,PHNAME,XNAME JDOMAN,8ANAME) USPT 40
DIMENSION R ,TI , 811 ,STD ),PHASE( I ),BANI1) BANDS(1)AMNAME( I)USPT 50
l, NA'4ME - P HNA M E t), XNAME I ) ,BANAME( ) USPT 60
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT USPT 70
USPT 80
C ******************************************t**************.*** USPT 90
.... . .. ..-- . . . .- - -. - -- - * USPT 100
C SUBROUTINE U S P E C T USPT 110
C * * USPT 120
C * USPECT COMPUTES THE UNIVARIATE SPECTRUM BY MULTIPLYING THE CORR- * USPT 130
- - ELATION OF THE TIME SERIES WITH A SIN OR COS PREDICTOR BY THE * USPT 140
C * RATIO OF STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE TWO. THIS IS DONE FOR EACH * USPT 150
C • PREDICTOR. LET R=THE CORRELATION OF F(T) WITH A SIN OR COS WAVE * USPT 160
C * OF SO4E ARBITRARY WAVE LENGTH. LET S =THE STANDARD DEVIATION * USPT 170
C * OF-THE TIME SERIES AND .71OTTHE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE PRED- * USPT 180
C * ICTOR WAVE. THEN A(F) = R*(S/.707) * USPT 190
C * WHERE A(F)=THE AMPLITUDE OF THE COMPLEX SPECTRUM AT F. THE SIN * USPT 200
C * AND COS COMPINENTS ARE COMBINED AT EACH WAVE LENGTH AND PHASE * USPT 210
C * ANGLE IS C3MPUTED. T-VALUES ARE ALSO COMPUTED FOR EACH BAND. * USPT 220
C * R=UPPER TRIANGULAR CORRELATION MATRIX, IN STORAGE MODE 1. SEE * USPT 230
C * IBM PU3LICATION REFERENCED IN SUBROUTINE PREGEN. (INPUT) * USPT 240
C * T=VECTOR OF T-VALUES. (OUTPUT) * ,USPT 250
C * NOBS=NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS. (INPUT) * USPT 260
C * M=TOTAL NUMBER OF DATA VECTORS. M=NBANDS*2 + 1. ONE VECTOR FOR * USPT 270
C 7 THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND TWO FOR THE SIN/COS WAVES AT EACH WAVE* USPT 280
C * LENGTH. (INPUT). B=VECTOR OF SPECTRUM ESTIMATES. (OUTPUTI * USPT 290
C NBANDS=-LENGTH --OF VECTO RS T,- AND PHASE. (INPUTI * USPT 300
C * STD=STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF ALL VARIABLES. (INPUT) * USoT 310
C * JPRINT=PRINT CONTROL - SEE MAINLINE. (INPUT) * USPT 320
C * JPLOT=PLOT CONTROL - SEE MAINLINE. (INPUT) * USPT 330
C-* PHASE=VECTOR OF PHASE ANGLES. (OUTPUT) * USPT 340
C * USPT 350
C ************************************************************* USPT 360
LBANDO0 USPT 370
C .USPT 380
C-EXTRACT VECTOR OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DEPENDENT VARIABLE AND EACH USPT 390
C-PREDICTOR VARIABLE. USPT 400
C USPT 410
DO 10 L=2,M USPT 420
CALL LOC(I,L,KOOL,MMtl) USPT 430
10 B(L)=RIKOOL) USPT 440
C USPT 450
C-LOOP THRU THE SPECTRUM COMPUTATION NBAND TIMES. USPT 460
C USPT4 70
FACT=SQRT(FLOAT(N-2) ) USPT 480




C-CO=COS COMPONENT OF SPECTRUM ESTIMATE USPT 530
C-S-=SIN COMPONENT OF -SPECTRUM EST IMATE USPT 540
lxxx
C-TC=T-VALUE FOR COS COMPONENT USPT 550
C-T• S ,T-VALUE --FOR S- -N--COMPONENT USPT 560
C USPT 570
-CO=B(L )*STD( 1)/.07 USPT 580
SIuB(K)*STD(1 )/.707 USPT 590
TC=8(L )*FACT/SQRT(1.0-8(L)**2) USPT 600
TS=B(K)*FACT/SQRT(i.0-B(KI**2) USPT 610
C USPT 620
C-COMPUTE SPECTRUM AMPLITUDE, T-VALUE AND PHASE ANGLE USPT 630
C-- USPT 640
B(LBANDI=SQRT(CO**2 + SI**2) USPT 650
T(LBANO)=SORT(TC**2 + TS**2) USPT 660
20 PHASE(LBAND)I=ATN(CO/SI) USPT 670
C USPT 680




IF (JPR) 50,50,60 USPT 760
50 IF (JPL) 1000,1000,60 USPT 770
60 WRITE(KPRINT,1) USPT 780
I FORMATIO S I N G L E B A N D S P E C T R U M') USPT 790
CALL OJUTPUT(BANDS,BANB,T,PHASE NBANDSAMNAME,TNAMEPHNAME - USPT 800
IBANAME,XNAME,JPRINT,JPLOTJDOMAN) USPT 810
1000 RETURN USPT 820
END USPT 830
lxxxi-t -
C _ PPIK 10PPIK 20
SUBROUTINE PPIKR(B,T ISAVENPEAKNBANDSSIGLEVI PPIK 30
DIMENSION BI().T(I) ISAVE() 1 PPIK 40
C PPIK 50
C~ *.*****~*~***9* ************* PPIK 60C 
_ * PPIK 70C * SUBROUTINE P P I K--R PPIK 80
C * * PPIK 90C_-* .. PPIKR RETURNS THE VECTOR INDEX OF ALL-- SIGNIFICANT SPECTRUM PEAKS.* PPIK 100C * 8-INPUT VECTOR OF AMPLITUDE SPECTRUM ESTIMATES * PPIK 110
C * T-INPUT VECTOUR F T-VALUES FOR EACH SPECTRUM ESTIMATE * PPIK 120C * ISAVE-OUTPUT VECTOR OF INDEX NUMBERS OF SIGNIFICANT PEAKS * PPIK 130C * NPEAK-OUTPUT SCALAR - NUMBER OF PEAKS FOUND * PPIK 140
C * NBANDS-INPUT SCALAR - NUMBER OF BANDS IN SPECTRUM * PPIK 150
C * SIGLEV-INPUT SCALAR - CRITERION WHICH T-VALUE FOR A'PEAK MUST . PPIK 160C * EXCEED IN ORDER TO BE RETAINED * PPIK 170
* PPIK 180C **************************s******** *** **** ****** PPIK 190C PPIK 200
C-SEARCH FOR PEAKS, RETAIN 'SIGNIFICANT ONES,_ BUILD ISAVE. PPIK 210
C PPIK 220
NPEAK= 0 PPIK 230
DO 10 L=2,NRANDS PPIK 240
IF (B(L-I)-8IL)I 20.10,10 
__ PIK 25020 IF (5(L+1)-BIL)) 40.10,10 PPIK 26040 IF (T(L)-SIGLEV) 10,v_50.50___ PPIK 270
50 NPEAK=NPEAK+1 PPIK 280





FUNCTION CRITR(RSO,TJCRITR.L) CRIT 30
DINENSION T(1) CRIT 40
C CRIT 50
C ************************************sssssssss******** GRIT 60
C * * CRIT 70
C * FUNCTION C R I T R * CRIT 80
C ** CRIT 90
C CRITR SELECTS A CRITERION FOR THE SPECTRUM OPTIMIZATION BY PEAK * CRIT 100
C * SHIFTING. SELECTS EITHER R-SQUARE OR THE APPROPRIATE T VALUE. * CRIT 110
C CRIT 120
C *CT*********s* * ************************************************* CRIT 130
C CRIT 140
C-SELECT APPROPRIATE VALUE FOR CRITERION. CR1T 150
C RSQ-INPUT SCALAR - VALUE OF R-SQUARE CRIT 160
C T-INPUT VECTOR - T-VALUES CRIT 170
C JCRITR-CONTROL DIGIT FOR SELECTION OF EITHER RSQ OR T(L) AS CRITERIONCRIT 180
C 0=RSQ AS CRITERION _CRIT 190
C 1=T-VALUE AS CRITERION CRIT 200
C L-INDEX VALUE OF VECTOR T CRIT 210
C CRIT 220
IF (JCRITR) 10,10,20 CRIT 230
10 CRITR=RSO CRIT 240
GO TO 30 CRIT 250
20 CRITR=T(L) CRIT 260





SUBROUTINE (SPECT(R,T,N,M,NPEAKISAV ,RX,8,JPRINT,XBARSTD,D,RSQO_ KSPT 30
IPHASE, BANDS,BAN) KSPT 40
DIMENSION ISAVEI(100 ,RI1),TtI),RX(I).B(1) XBAR(1),STD(1),O(11) KSP T 50
PHASE ( 1), BANDS ( 1 ), 8AN I) ,ANS( 10), ISAV( 1 IRY(t10I KSPT 60
COMMON KREADR, KPRINT KSPT TO
C-CONVERT ISAV TO ISAVE, FROM FREQ BAND VECTOR TO VECTOR OF SIN/COS PAIRKSPT 80
C __ KSPT 90
-98521 FORMAT ('OjKL=2,15 KSPT 100
K=O KSPT 110
00 100 L=1,NPEAK KSPT 120
K=K+L KSPT 130 ..
ISAVE(K )-ISAV(L I*2 KSPT 140
K=K+1 KSPT 150
100 iSAVE( K =- i SAVE K-11 )1 KSPT 160
C KSPT 170
C-SELECT SUB-MATRIX OF PREDICTORS ETC FROM R, ACCORDING TO ISAVE. KSPT 180
C KSPT 190
CALL ORDER(MR 1,K ISAVERXRY) KSPT 200
C _ KSPT 210
C-INVERT K-ORDER - MATRIX OF PREDICTOR INTERCORRELATIONS, RX KSPT 220
C KSPT 230
CALL MINV(RX,K*DET,BTI KSPT 240
IF (JPRINT-3) 300,400,400 KSPT 250
400 WRITE (KPRINT,7) DET KSPT 260
7 FORMAT('O,/,'0 DETERMINANT =n'E30.15 ) KSPT 210
C KSPT 280
C-COMPUTE REGRESSIONSISPECTRUM) FOR NPEAK SIZED MODEL. KSPT 290
C KSPT 300
300 CALL ULTR NK, XBARSTD,0,RX,RYISAVE,BSB,TANSI KSPT 310
RSQ=ANS(Z2)**2 KSPT 320
C KSPT 330
C-CONVERT SPECTRUM TO AMPLITUOES-BY COMBINING SIN/COS. PUT INTO D. KSPT 340
C-ALSO CONVERT T. KSPT 350
C KSPT 360
NFREQ=O KSPT 370
00 200 L=1,K,2 KSPT 380
NFREQ=NFREQ+ KSPT 390
PHASE(NFREQ =ATAN(8(L/8(L* 1)) KSPT 400
8(NFREO)=SQRTIB(L)**2 + 8(L+1)**2) KSPT 410
200 TINFREQ)=--SQRT(TIL) **2 + TL+1)**2) KSPT 420
10 RE TUR__ _ _ KSPT 430
END KSPT 440
ixxxiv
C - - - - -- - - ___ MULT 10
MULT 20
SUBR3UTINE MULTIIISAVENPEAKNBANDSRT,N*M.RX.B.XBAR STDD.RSQ MULT 30
1 PHASE,BANDS,BAN) MULT 40
DIMENSION I SAi i lR ,T(I RX 1 B( 1) , XBAR I ), STD(I , D( 1 ) .PHASE MULT 50
1 (l).BANDS(1),BAN(1),KSAVE(20),S( 20TSPEC(zo)TPHI20) MULT 60
COMMON KREADR,KPRINT MULT 70
C MULT 80
C M****** **************************** * ULT 90
C * MULT 100
C * SUBROUTINE M U L T I * MULT 110
* MULT 120
C * MULTI COMPUTES THE FULL SPECTRUM OF A TIME SERIES USING A K+1 * MULT 130C * BANDS MODEL WHERE K=THE NUMBER OF PEAKS IN THE OPTOMIZED 4 MULT 140
C * MODEL. THE EXTRA RAND IS THE WAVELENGTH IN QUESTION. THE OTHERS * MULT 150
C * ARE THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS. THE VARIANCE ACCOUNTED FOR BY * MULT 160
C * THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS IS THUS *ACCOUNTED FOR$ IN EACH ESTIMATE. * MULT 170
C * WHEN THE CURRENT BAND IS ONE OF THE SIGNIFICANT PEAKS. A SKIP * MULT 180
C * OCCURS. VARIABLES DEFINED _INMAINLINE* * MULT 190
C~* MULT 200C ******************************************************************** MULT 210
C MULT 220C MULT 230
C-LOOP THRU ONCE FOR EACH FREQ BAND. NFMOD IS THE NUMBER OF SIGNICIC- MULT 240
C-CANT PEAKS IN MODEL PLUS A CURRENT BAND. MULT 250
C MULtT 260
NFMOD=NPEAK+ MULT 270
00 310 LF=1.NBANDS- MULT 280
C MULT 290C-CONSTRUCT NEW ISAVE VECTOR MULT 300C MULT 310
CALL BUILD(KSAVEISA VEILFNFMDI SK I NPEAKI MULT 320
C 
_MULT 330
C-SKIP IF THIS BAND IS IN THE-MODEL- AtAEADY MULT 340
c. MULT 350
IF (ISKIP) 320,320,330 MULT 360
C MULT 370
C-BRANCH TO 330 IMPLIES THAT THE CURRENT BAND IS ON-E -OF- THE SGNIFICANT MULT 380
C-PEAKS. 00 AN NPEAK SPECTRUM AND PICK OUT CURRENT BAND. MULT 390
C MULT 400
330 CALLKSPECT(RStNM,NPEAK, ISAVE,RX,TSPEC,0,XBARSTDO,DRSQTPH. MULT 410
1BANDS, BAN) MULT 420
C MULT 430C-TSPEC CONTAINS ALL MODEL ESTIMATES. PICK THE ONE FOR LF. MULT 440
DO 331 LLZ=1,NPEAK MULT 460
IF (LF-ISAVE(LLZ)) 331,333,331 MULT 470
333 BiLF)=TSPEC (LLZ ) MOULT 480
PHASE ILF)=TPH(LLZ) MULT 490
T(LF)=S(LLZ) MULT 500
__ 331 CONTINUE MULT 510
GO TO 310 MULT 520
C MULT 530
RAN-H0 320 IPLIE THAT THIS IS A FULL NFMOD MODEL. DO SPECTRUM MULT 5,O
ixxxv
C-AND PICK OUT CURRENT BAND. MULT 550
C MULT 560
320 CALLKStECTR,,NM,NFMODKSAVERTSPEC XBARSTD RSQTPH. MULT 570
I, BANDSBAN) MULT 580
00 321 LLL=1,NFMOD MULT 590
IF(LF-KSAVE(LLLL)) 321,322,321 
-- - MULT 600
322 TILF)=S(LLL) MULT 610
8( LFF-T-SPEC(LLL ) MULT 620
PHASE (LF)=TPH(ILL) MULT 630
321 CONTINUE MULT 6.0







SUBROUTINE BUILD(KSAVE, ISAVE,LF,NFMOD I SKIP,NPEAK) . _ BI LD 30
DIMENSION KSAVEI(),ISAVEI)tASAVE(30),RANCI30) BILD 40
C BILO 50
C *************** ************************* BILD 60
C * _ BILD 70
C SUBROUTINE B U I L D BILD 80
C * BUILD CONSTRUCTS VECTOR OF RANKED FREQ BAND NUMBERS GIVEN A * BILD 90
C * PARTICULAR MODEL AND A CURRENT FREQUENCY. * BILD 100
C * KSAVE - OUTPUT VECTOR TO BE BUILT * BILD 110
C * ISAVE - INPUT VECTOR CONTAINING NFREQ SIGNIF PEAKS * BILD 120
C * LF - INPUT SCALAR - NFW FREQ BAND TO BE ADDED (CURRENT ONE) * 811D 130
C * NFMOD - INPUT - NUMBER OF FREQ BANDS IN NEW MODEL * BILD 140
C * ISKIP - OUTPUT CONTROL DIGIT TO KEEP FROM COMPUTING ESTIMATE * _BILD 150
C * OF JNE OF THE OLD PEAKS AGAIN * BILD 160
C * NPEAK - INPUT - NUMBER OF FREQ BANDS IN OLD MODEL * BILO 170
C * * BILD 180
C *************************************ILD 190
C BILD 200
C-SEE IF LF IS ALREADY IN MODEL BILD 210
C BILD 220
00 10 L=I,NPEAK BILDO 230
IF(LF - ISAVE(L)) 10,99,10 BILD 240
10 CONTINUE _ _BILD 250
C BILD 260
C-STORE VECTOR OF ISAVE PLUS LF INTO ASAVE AND RANK IT. RANK STORED IN BILD 270
C-VECTOR RANC BILD 280
C BILD 290
DO 20 L=1,NPEAK BILD 300
20 ASAVE(L)=ISAVE(L) BILO 310
ASAVE(NFMOD)=LF BILD 320
CALL RANK(ASAVEtRANCNFMOD) BILD 330
C BILD 340
C-BUILD KSAVE OF RANKED FREQ BANDS B!LD 350
C BILD 360
00 30 L=1,NFMOD BILD 370
KOOL=RANC(L) BILD 380
30 KSAVE(KOOL)=ASAVE(L) BILD 390
ISKIP=O BILD 400
GO TO 100 BILD 410
99 ISKIP=i1 BILD 420






SUBROUTINE OUTPUT(BANDSBANB,T,PHASENBANDSAMNAME,TNAMEPHNAME, OUTP 30
IBANAMEXNAMEJPR INT,JPLOT JOOMANI OUTP 40DIMENSION BANOS(t, 8AN( lB( IT(11 PHASE( 1)AMNAME(1),TNAME i t OUTP 50
IPHNAE( I),8 ANAME (I), XNAME1(I - OUTP 60
COMMON KREAODRKPRINT OUTP 70
OUTP 80C ************************************************** *********** OUTP 90
C * * OUTP 100
C * SUBROUTINE 0 U T P U T * OUTP 110
* OUTP 120
C * OUTPUT PRINTS AND/OR PLOTS SPECTRA WITH DOCUMENTATION. * OUTP 130
*c 
* OUTP 140C *********** *********************************************** ******* OUTP 150
C OUTP 160
C-PRINT OUT DOCUMENTATION AND VECTOR ORDER IN APPROPRIATE DOMAIN) OUTP 170




BMAX=B( 1) OUTP 22000 64 LBAND=2,NBANDS OUTP 230
IF (BMAX-B(LBAND)) 68,64,64 OUTP 24068 BMAX=B(LBANO) OUTP 250
64 CONTINUE OUTP 260
TMAX=T( II OUTP 270
DO 66 LBAND=2,N8ANDS OUTP 280
IF (TMAX-T(LBAND)) 67,66,66 OUTP 290
67 TMAX=T(LBANDI OUTP 300
66 CONTINUE OUTP 310
IF (JDOMAN) 60,60,50 OUTP 320
C OUTP 330C-REVERSE VECTORS IF FREQ DOMAIN- IS-USEDb- --- PRINT -- REVERSE AGAIN. OUTP 340
C OUTP 350
.50 CALL REV(B,NBANDS) OUTP 360 o
CALL REV(T,NBANDS) OUTP 370
CALL REV(PHASE,NBANDS) OUTP 380
IF (JPRINT) 52,52,51 OUTP 390
51 WRITE (KPRINT,21 OUTP 4002 FORMAT(#OFREQUENCY '9SX,'AMPLITUDE',5X,'T-VALUEI 8X,'PHASE e /, ' 0)OUTP 410
DO 55 LBAND= ,NBANOS OUTP- 4 20
55 WRITE (KPRINT,3) BAN(LBAND),BILBANDiT(LBAN6UPHASE(LBANDI OUTP '30.
3 FORMATF1F .3.5 X,F9.3,5X,F7.3.5X,F8.3) OUTP 440
52 IF (JPLOTI 54,54,53 OUTP '.50
53 CALL PLOTZ(,BMAXO.O.T,TMAX,0.0,NBANDSBANtAMNAMETNAMEBANAME) OUTP 460
CALL PLOT2(PHASE.TOPT BTOPITTMAX, 0.0NBANDS,BANPHNAME,TNAME, OUTP 470
I BANAME) 
- OUTP 48054 CALL REV(8,N8ANOSI OUTP 490
CALL REV(T,NBANDS) OUTP 500
CALL REV(PHASE,NBANDS) OU To 510
GO TO 100 U . .60 IF (JPRINTI 62,62,61 OUTP 530
61 WRITE (KPRINT,4) OUTP 540
lxxxviii
4 FORMAT(IOPERIOD _ '5X,IAJPLITUE%5XtT-VALUE',BX,'PHASEv/,O')OUTP .550
D0 65 LIBAND 4,L14NS A ~ OUTP 560
65 WR.ITE (KPRINT,31 FIANOS(LBANDI,6L-BANDJT(LBAND),PHASE(LBANDI DUTP 570
62 IF (JPLOT) 10)0,100,63 OUTP 580
6CALL PLOr2(RRMA~o0.0.rTMAX*,0NBAN0SBANDS,AMNAMEvTNAM4EeXNAME) OUTP 590
CALL PLOTZ(PHASETOPI,8TOPITTMAXOeONBANDSBANDSPHNAME#TNAME OUTP 600
1 XNAME) OUTP 610





SUBROUTINE PLOT2(YI,YMAX,YMIN1.Y2,YMAX2,YMIN2,NPXAXtYNAM1, PLT2 30
1 YNAM2.XNAM) PLT2 40
DIMENSION Y(l),Y2(1),LINE( 111),XAX( 1 ,XNAM(5),YNAM1(9) ,YNAM2(
9 ) PLT2 50
COMMO4 KRE ADR ,KPRNT PLT2 60
DATA KBLNK/' '/rKBORD/./,KAL/+1/,KPLOT/'*/. PLT 70T
--- - PLT2 80
C--PLOT2 GENERATES TWO OVER/UNDER GRAPHS PER PAGE AND CALIBRATES PLT2 90
C--THEM. YI=VERTICAL VARIABLE 1, YMAXIt YMINI=VERTICAL PLOT LIMITS. PLT2 100
C--Y2. YMAK2, YMIN2=SIMILAR FOR SECON VARIABLE, NP=NUMBER OF POINTS, PLT2 110
C--XAX=X AXIS (COWMON TO BOTH VARIABLES). PLT2 120
WRITE (KPRNT,2) YNAM1,YNAM2,XNAM PLT2 130
2 FORMAT('1' / TS,'*'/ T5,*',T25,'**8T80,'*'/ T
S I*,T 2 5 ,*** * PLT 2 140
1,T80,***'/ T3,******,T180******9**** *9A4,T73,************ 'PLT2 150
2,9A4/T4,9***',T25, t***', T80O***/T5,**%,tT25,'*,T8O et**/1x,5A4)PLT2 160
C PLT2 170
C--GENERATE SCALE FACTORS PLT2 180
SKAL1=50.5/(YMAXI-YMINI) PLT2 190
SKAL2=50.5/(YMAX2-YMIN2) PLT2 200
C--GENERATE CALIBRATION AND OUTPUT IT,. PLT2 210
CALOL = YMINI PLT2 220
CALO2 = YMIN2 PLT2 230__
CAL1 = YMAXL PLT2 240
CAL2 = YMAX2 PLT2 250
CAL51=YMAX1-(.5*(YMAXI-YMINI)) PLT2 260
CAL52=YMAX2-(.5((YMAX2-YMIN2) 1 PLT2 270
WRITE (KPRNTt) CALOI,CAL51,CALICALO2,CAL52,CAL2 PLT2 280
1 FORMAT (' ',FL4.4,F24.4,F23.4,FI2.4,F23.4,F24.4) PLT2 290
C--GENERATE VERTICAL AXIS AND OUTPUT IT PLT2 300
DO 10 L = 1,111 PLT2 310
10 LINE(L) = KBORD PLT2 320
LINE(1) = KAL PLT2 330
LINE(26) = KAL PLT2 340
LINE(51) = KAL PLT2 350 --
LINE(611 = KAL PLT2 360
LINE(86) = KAL PLT2 370
LINE(1111= KAL PLT2 380
DO 23 L=52,60 PLT? 390
20 LINE(L) = KBLNK PLTZ 400
WRITE(KPRNT,4) LINE PLT2 410
4 FORMAT(10XIttIA PLT2 420
C PLT2 430
C--DECIDE HOW MANY LINES BETWEEN POINTS PLT2 440
NWIDE = 32/NP PLT2 450
C PLT2 460
C--LOOP FOR NUMBER OF POINTS, EACH TIME PLOTTING A POINT AND NWIDE SPACEPLT2 470
DO 30 LP -- L NP PLT2 480
C . --- PLT2 490
C--CLEAR LINE AND GENERATE GRID POINTS PLT2 500
DO 40 L = 1,111 PLT2 510
40 LINE(L) = KBLNK PLT2 :12
LINE (11=KRORD PLT2_ 530








C--TEST FOR OVER OR UNDER RANGE AND TRUNCATE OUT-OF-BOUNDS VALUES PLT2 600
IF (Y1(LPI-YMAX1I 2000, 2000, 2100 PLT2 610
2100 YA = YMAXI PLT2 620
GO TO 5100 PLT2 630
2000 IF(Y1(LP)-YMIN1)5000, 5200, 5200 PLT2 640
5000 YA = YMINL PLTZ 650
GO TO 5100 PLT2 660
5200 YA=Y1(LP) PLT2 670
5100 IF (Y2(LP)-YMAX2) 200, 200. 210 PLT2 680
210 YB = YMAX2 PLT2 690
GO T3 510 PLT2 700
200 IF (Y2(LP)-YMIN2) 500,_ 520, 520 PLT2 710
500 YB = YMIN2 PLT2 720
GO TO 510 PLT2 730
520 YB=Y2(LP) PLTZ 740
C PLT2 750
C--NOW GENERATE POINT INDEXES PLT2 760
510 KI = (VA -YMINI)*SKALI+1.0 PLT2 770
K2 =(YB -YMIN2)*SKAL2+61.0 PLT2 780
LINF(KI)= KPLOT PLT2 790
LINE(K2)= KPLOT PLT2 800
C PLT2 810
C--OUTPUT HORIZONTAL SCALE--VA LUE -AND LINE PLT2 820
WRITE (KPRNT .3) XAX(LP,LINE PLT2 830
3 FORMAT (1X,F 8.4, IX,111Al PLT2 840
C PLT2 850
C--CLEAR LINE AND GENERATE BLANK LINES FOR SPACE PLT2 860
IF (NIDE) 30.30,110 PLT2 870
110 00 95 L=t,111 PLT2 880
95 LINE(L )=KBLNK PLT2 890
LINE (1)=KBORD PLT2 900
LINE(511=KBORD PLT2 910





C--OUTPUT PLAIN LINE PLT2 970
00 90 LOOP=1.NWIOE PLT2 980
90 WRITE (KPRNT,4) LINE PLT2 990
30 CONTINUE PLT21000
"C PLT21010
C--GENERATE RIGHT BGRDER ANO OUTPUT PLT21020
00 50 L = 1,ll PLT21030
50 LINE(L) KRORD PLT21040
LINE(L) = KAL PLT21050
LINE(26) = KAL" PLT21060
LINE(51) = KAL PLT21070
LINE(61) = KAL PLT21080
LINE(86) = KAL PLT21090
LINE( 111)= KAL PL T21 100
xci
DO 80 L= 52,60 PLT2LIO0
0 LITNE (L) = KBLNK PLT2tt20




c TOTH .. _ _ _ T 10 ._.
C TOTM 20
SUBROUTINE TOTAM(X,NNPEAK, ISAVEMPHASEBAMPI TOTM 30
DIMENSION X(1),ISAVEI1) ,PHASE(l),B(1) TOTM 40
C TOTM 5
C *************************************** ******** ******* TOTm 60
C _ TOTM 70
C * SUBROUTINE T 0 TAM * TOTM 80
C T * TOTn 90
C .... TOTAM COMPUTES THE RESULTANT AMPLITUDE OF THE SUM OF NPEAK SJIN- ' TOTM 100
C * SOIDS WHICH HAVE THEIR AMPLITUDES AND PHASES DETREMINED BY THE * TOTM 110
C * CALLING PROGRAM.. TOTAM SIMPLY SELECTS THE APPROPRIATE SINE * TOTM 120
C * AND COSINE WAVES FROM X, WEIGHTS THEM, SUMS THEM AND THEN COM_ * TOTM 130
C * PUTES THE AMPLITUDE OF THE SUM. * TOTH 140
C W A R N I N G ------- THIS WILL DESTROY ROW I OF X WHICH * TOTM 150
C * CONTAINS THE ORIGINAL DEPENDENT VARIABLE. * TOTM 160
C ** TOTM 170
C **************************************** TOTM 180
C TOTM 190
C-LOOP THRU THE FOLLOWING NPEAK TIMES TO CREATE THE RESULTANT WAVE INX TOTM 200
C TOTM 210
DO 100 LP=1,NPEAK TOTM 220
K=ISAVE(LP) TOTM 230
KC=K*2 TOTM 240
KS-KC+ 1 TOTM 250
C TOTM 260
C-THE FOLLOWING COMPUTES THE PROPER AMPLITUDES FOR THE COSINE AND SINE TOTn 270
C-COMPONENTS, BASED ON PHASE AND AMPLITUDE ESTIMATES. TOTM 280
C TOTH 290
PC=1. 0 TOTM 300
PC=PC/(TAN(PHASE(K))+ PC) TOTM 310
PS=PC*TAN(PHASE(K) ..... TOTM 320
C _TOTM 330
C-SELECT SINE-AND COSIND VALUES FROM X A TOTM 340
C-SELECT SINE AND COSINE VALUES FROM X, SUM AND PUT INTO X. ROW 1. TOTM 350
C TOTM 360
00 100 L=1,N TOTM 370
CALL LOC(KCL,J,M,N,O0 TOTM 380
CALL LOC(KSL,I,M,N,0) ______ ___ TOTM 390
100 X(L)=K(J)*PC + X(I)*PS TOTM 400
C TOTM 410
C-COMPUTE APLLITUDE,OF RESULTANT TOTM 420
C TOTM 430
SX=0. 0 TOTM 440
00 10 L=1,N 4__ _ ____ TOTM 50
10 SX=SX+X(L) TOTM 460
SX=SX/FLOAT( N) TOTM 470
SXS=0 O0 TOTM 480
00DO 20 ,L=1,N ___ ___ TOTM 490











Three Examples of Use of SPECT
45
NOTE:
In 'Ist 1, as in other tests, it will be noted that
the final amplitude spectrum has values around the maxima
which are not zero. However, the t-spectra always have
only two (or the correct number) of peaks. Amplitude spectra
should be interpreted by considering the t-values.
[ ? S T 1.
THE FOLLOWING IS & LISTING OF THE CCVTRCL AND DATA CABDS POR TEST 1.
OUTPUT FOLLOVS.
0 0 20 100 0 1 0 3 2
2 .0 1.0,_..
S2.>0 1.0
-318e -7990-13340 1.13910 3820 733) 6530 2190 -6810 11290
'2-13770-12570 
_0950 -1?90 -840 u4280-13220 
-3150 -7320-13_480
3 23M40 -3370-19550 
-6360-13180 
-4330 5450 4280 -2970 2760
4- 11360 6020 34360-16670 5070-11730 -3550 350 3597 9300
5 4100 -110 6660-11320 
-4100-10770 7340 14840 -3400 7890
6 -4940 36u0-12370 -440 -1110 -2100 9310 6160 -3770 -4310
7 10480 370 7590 6090-20430 -2900 4040 -5430 4860 8690
8 3 R 28e160 -_Q_321.3-6. 1. _0_1720_ .7__q _160. 0 ._-380
9 6370 5630 -1070 1310-18080-11260 3790 6100 -3640-26260
10 21760 3930 -920 19110-10400-11680 4850 760 -7690 16070
- - - - -
* * * * 0 PROGRAN PARAMETERS * * * * *
0 20 o00 0 1 0 3 2
P 0 T E C A R L O SIMULATED DATA
BIAN PERT0. 2D6 -FRFOJECY* E 5S nGiTfUDE* .obo0
BAND 2 - PERIOD- 25.0000, FREQUENCY. 0.0400. AMPLI ETUDE 10000
RANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE AMPLITUDE- 1.0000
SUPR TIME---1:12.r
SUPR -TIME 0--68 O 3
0 g/so
~6F~ 
---------- --- --- -
M A T RI X n F C OR R E L A T I O N S
VAPRIALE 1 IS THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE, ALL OTHERS ARE COSINE AND SINE WAVES OF VARIOUS PERIODS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
I 1.000
2 -0.389 1.000
3 0.056 0.000 1.000
4 -0.453 0.658 0.631 1.000
5 0.299 -0.597 0.686 0.035 1.000
-6 -0.339 0.113 0.714 0.739 0.594 1.000
0.556 -).658 0.104 -0.559 0.706 -0.000 1.000
48 -0.231 -0.073 0.591 0.486 C.716 0.935 0.306 1.000
9 0.639 -0.527 -0.103 -0.689 0.441 -0.302 0.936 0.004 1.000
10 -0.100 -0.171 0.414 n.2ZZ 0.718 0.757 0.551 0.937 0.306 1.000
it 0.689 -0.366 -0.212 -0.704 0.192 -0.530 0.774 -0.277 0.944 0.025 1.000
12 0.036 -0.186 0.238 0.001 0,.626 0.520 0.697 0.774 0.544 0.944 0.309 1.000
13 0.7C6 -0.215 -0.232 -0.628 -0.007 -0.664 0.555 -0.502 0.794 -0.250 0.947 0.034 1.000
14 0.161 .-0.144 0.103 -0.145 3.490 0.283 0.742 0.563 0.690 0.803 0.532 0.952 0.297 1.000
15 0.686 -0.097 -0.182 -0.491 -0.138 -0.699 0.314 -0.644 0.578 -0.479 0.799 -0.240 0.947 0.023 1.000
16 0.269 -0.075 0.024 -0.213 0.347 0.082 0708 .7 0.346 0.748 0.615 0.677 0.828 0.510 0.957 0.22
17 0.63C -0.025 -0.094 -C.328 -0.195 -0.645 0.093 -0.694 0.337 -0.631 0.587 -0.469 0.804 -0.245 0.950
18 0.357 -0.000 0.000 -0.216 0.221 -0.067 0.616 0.149 0.726 0.407 0.741 0.650 0.657 0.840 0.484
19 0.551 -0.000 -0.000 -0.176 -0.192 -0.533 -0.078 -0.662 0.116 -0.697 0.358 -0.623 0.607 -0.463 0.820
20 0.419 0.063 0.020 -0.169 0.124 -0.157 0.486 -0.011 0.641 0.205 0.727 0.443 0.729 0.664 0.638
21 0.463 -0.011 0.077 -0.061 -0.148 -0.400 -0.186 -0.578 -0.056 -0.689 0.150 -0.700 0.399 -0.614 0.646
22 0.454 0.104 0.068 -0.092 0.065 -0.189 0.344 -0.121 0.512 0.031 0.649 0.235 0.726 0.458 0.719
- 23 0.377 -0.043 0.127 0.010 -0.086 -0.271 -0.234 -0.468 -0.171 -0.629 -0.017 -0.709 0.205 -0.696 0.457
24 ).463 0.119 0.126 -0.008 0.041 -0.175 0.212 -0.178 0.370 -0.098 0.531 0.054 0.663 0.254 0.731
25 0.2;7 -0.086 0.146 0.039 -0.021 -0.161 -0.233 -0.349 -0.230 -0.533 -0.134 -0.663 0.042 -0.713 0.271
26 0.454 0.112 0.179 0.065 0.046 -0.130 0.109 -0.190 0.238 -0.177 0.402 -0.083 0.566 0.077 0.690
27 0.225 -0.127 0.137 0.031 0.037 -0.077 -0.193 -0.236 -0.238 -0.417 -0.201 -0.573 -0.083 -0.674 0.t03
28 0.435 0.090 0.220 0.119 0.070 -0.072 0.040 -0.168 0.133 -0.210 0.281 -0.173 0.455 -0.059 0.614
29 0.161 -0.159 0.104 -0.004 0.078 -0.024 -0.128 -0.138 -0.205 -0.295 -0.221 -0.456 -0.164 -0.588 -0.035
30 0.410 0.059 0.244 0.149 0.104 -0.012 0.006 -0.126 0.059 -0.206 0.180 -0.217 0.346 -0.152 0.519
31 3.1Cq -0.176 0.057 -0.052 0.100 -0.001 -0.054 -0.064 -0.145 -0.182 -0.201 -0.328 -0.201 -0.474 -0.133
32 0.363 0.025 0.249 0.156 0.141 0.042 0.001 -0.073 0.017 -0.174 0.104 -0.223 0.247 -0.204 0.417
33 0.069 -0.173 0.007 -0.104 0.103 -0.004 0.016 -0.018 -0.074 -0.090 -0.156 -0.209 -0.202 -0.350 -0.191
34 0.354 -0.007 0.237 0.143 0.173 0.083 0.021 -0.016 0.004 -0.123 0.054 -0.197 0.164 -0.217 0.315
35 0.04? -0.167 -0.039 -0.149 0.091 -0.023 0.073 0.003 -0.004 -0.025 -0.097 -0.109 -0.176 -0.235 -0.212
36 0.29e -0.052 0.173 0.073 0.209 0.120 0.099 0.077 0.046 -0.001 0.029 -0.087 0.061 -0.156 0.143
37 0.014 -0.124 -0.099 -0.204 0.041 -0.086 0.135 -0.01? 0.100 0.028 0.018 0.012 -0.084 -0.062 -0.177
38 0.250 -0.061 0.092 -0.012 0.202 0.100 0.183 0.119 0.127 0.096 0.071 0.036 0.039 -0.042 0.047
39 0.00C -0.071 -0.108 -0.204 -0.015 -0.145 0.129 -0.068 0.139 0.002 0.096 0.036 0.014 0.019 -0.086
40 ).223 -0.043 0.030 -0.074 0.168 0.052 0.236 0.115 0.201 0.142 0.138 0.122 0.071 0.063 0.025
41 0.01? -0.027 -0.075 -0.158 -1.056 -0.175 0.074 -0.129 0.116 -0.065 0.119 -0.009 0.082 0.018 0.013
16 17 13 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
16 1.0Cr
17 0.005 1.000
18 0.959 0.251 1.000
19 -0.246 0.956 0.000 1.000
20 0.842 0.465 0.959 0.246 1.000
21 -0.451 0.844 -0.233 0.963 0.013 1.000
22 0.670 0.624 0.845 0.459 0.961 0.254 1.000
23 -0.557 0.683 -0.428 0.863 -0.207 0.966 0.034 1.000
24 0.473 0.714 0.684 0.616 0.856 0.457 0.965 0.261 1.000
HAT rE oF co R E L ATIONS
VARIbLt IS tH E DEPENDENT VARIABLE. ALL OTHES ARE COSINE AND SINE WAVES OF VARIOUS PERIODS
' 2 3 4 s 6 1 S 9 10 11 1i 13 14 15
I 1.000
2 -0.221 1.000
3 -0.047 0.028 .000oo
4 -0.306 0.892 0.415 1.000
5 -0.01o -0.376 0.880 0.010 1.000
6 -0.389 0.627 0.664 O.901 0.383 1.000
7-0.056 -C.63 -0.590 -0.1373 0.893 0.000 1.000
8 -0.445 0.298 0.731 0.641 0.642 0.902 0.311 1.000
q 0.165 -0.714 0.267 -0.623 0.644 -0.352 0.911 0.021 1.000
10 -0.453 0.012 0.637 0.320 0.733 0.658 0.631 0.912 0.373 1.000
* it 0.294 -0.640 0.003 -0.713 0.346 -0.597 0.686 -0.318 0.919 0.035 1.000
12 -0.414 -0.163 0.465 0.047 0.681 0.370 0.739 0.701 0.619 O.926 0.358 1.000
-i 70.438 -0.467 -0. 159 -0.6510.070 -0.699 0.390 -0.511 0.691 -0.303 0.918 0.020 1.000
14 -0.33; -0.22L 0.286 -O.t13 0.543 0.113 0.7L4 0.441 0.133 0.139 0.594 0.934 0.321 1.000
15 0.556 -0.263 -0.20? -0.488 -0.123 -0.658 0.104 -0.691 0.406 -0.559 0.106 -0.307 0.924 -0.000 1.000
16 -0.231 -0.185 0.143 -0.204 0.310 -0.0173 0.591 0.193 0.120 0.486 0.716 0.753 0.567 0.935 0.306
17 0.639 -0.097 -0.169 -0.299 -0.211 -0.527 -0.103 -0.682 0.134 -0.689 0.441 -0.549 0.737 -0.302 0.936
18 -0.100 -0.092 0.057 -0.185 0.205 -0.171 0.414 -0.025 0.605 0.222 0.718 0.501 0.103 0.757 0.551
19 0.699--0.001 -0.09 -0O. 139 -0.211 -:0.366 0.212 -0.581 -0.068 -0.104 0.192 -0.682 0.502 -0.530 0.714
20 0.036 0.013 0.031 -0.110 0.084 -0.186 0.238 -0.154 0.440 0.001 0.626 0.243 0.728 0.520 0.69?
21 0.7C6 0.031 -0.002 -0.035 -0. 152 -0.215 -0.232 -0.444 -0.185 -0.628 -0.001 -0.707 0.264 -0.664 0.555
t 22 0.161 0.096 0.050 -0.018 0.022 -0.144 0.103 -0.204 0.276 -0.145 0.490 0.030 0.669 0.263 0.742
< 23 0.686 0.005 0.067 0.010 -0.063 -0.091 -0.182 -0.288 -0.218 -0.491 -0.138 -0.640 0.035 -0.699 0.314
24 0.269 0.144 0.094 0.062 0.013 -0.075 0.024 -0.191 0.146 -0.213 0.341 -0.118 0.560 0.082 0.708
-25'.-- 0.630 -0.053 .105- o0.003--.024 -0.025 -0.094 -0.148 -0.185 -0.328 -0.195 -0.509 -0.099 -0.645 0.093
26 0.357 0.153 0.145 0.116 0.042 -0.000 0.000 -0.136 0.062 -0.216 0.22t -0.195 0.429 -0.067 0.616
Z7 0.551 -0.118 0.109 -0.038 0.090 -0.000 -0.000 -0.046 -0.113 -0.116 -0.192 -0.354 -0.187 -0.533 -0.078
28 0.419 0.128 0.188 0.137 0.093 0.063 0.020 -0.060 0.025 -0.169 0.124 -0.209 0.296 -0.157 0.486
29 60.463 -0.172 0.088 -0.091 0.125 -0.011 0.077 0.010 -0.031 -0.061 -0.148 -0.210 -0.215 -0.400 -0.186
30 0.454 0.080 0.212 0.126 0.148 0.104 0.068 0.018 0.029 -0.092 0.065 -0.173 0.179 -0.189 0.344
S- .-317 -20.206 0.052-0.1 i2 -0.131 -0.043 0.121 0.024 0.041 0.010 -0.086 -0.096 -0.197 -0.271 -0.234
32 0.463 0.024 0.215 0.093 0.194 0.119 0.126 0.081 0.060 -0.008 0.041 -0.10? 0.093 -0.175 0.212
33 0.297 -0.217 0.011 -0.180 0.11I -0.086 0.146 0.007 0.094 0.039 -0.021 -0.020 -0,.150 -0.161 -0.233
34 0.454 -0.028 0.201 0.048 0.223 0.112 0.179 0.122 0.105 0.065 0.046 -0.032 0.041 -0.130 0.109
35 0.225 -0.204 -0.028 -0.199 0.074 -0.127 0.137 -0.031 0.122 0.031 0.037 0.018 -0.086 -0.017 -0.193
36 0.435 -0.068 0.176 0.004 0.234 0.090 0.220 0.139 0.151 0.119 0.070 0.017 0.021 -0.072 0.40
-jT -O.I6 -0172 .08-.191-0.029-0.159 0.104 -0.018 0.124 -0.004 0.018 0.021 -0.019 -0.024 -0.128
38 0.410 -0.092 0.145 -0.035 0.228 0.059 0.244 0.136 0.191 0.149 0.104 0.092 0.028 -0.012 0.006
39 0.1C9 -0.127 -0.075 -0.177 -0.017 -0.176 0.057 -0.124 0.104 -0.052 0.100 -0.002 0.040 -0.001 -0.054
40 0.383 -0.099 0.113 -0.063 0.209 0.025 0.249 0.115 0.219 0.156 0.141 0.128 0.053 0.042 0.001
41 0.069 -0.080 -0.079 -0.144 -0.055 -0.118 0.007 -0.161 0.01 -0.104 0.103 -0.040 0.084 -0.004 0.016
S -. - 2 F 2 3 24 25 26 27 z Z9 30
16 1.OCO
17 0.C004 1.000
18 0.937 0.306 1.000
19'---o.2 1 1---0.9440 02, o5---1 .00oo
20 0.174 0.44 0.944 0.309 1.000
21 -0.SC2 0.794 -0.250 0.941 0.034 1.000
22 0.5e3 0.690 0.003 0.532 0.952 0.291 1.000
23 -0.644 0.576 -0.479 0.199 -0.240 0.941 0.023 1.000
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19.5000 • * . -
* * * , * - --




















******** *  ** 
* 
*
2 0 . - -.. ... -
. -: ------ - .. ............
* **** **e******** PHASE ESTIMATE. *.ee***oee T-VALUE.
PEA0RIOD
PRO -6.2832 0.0 6.2832 0.0 4.9338 9,1 76
19.0000 • .
20.0000 , *
20.5000 * , . 9 ,
21.0000 . . 9 . . * 9
21.5000 . . . . *
22.0000 , * • . , • •
'* 9 22 . .
•23.0000 . . 9
23.5000. * . .
24.0000 ._. .- .* .
24.5000 . .* 9 . *
25.0000 . *1-6 --- _25.0000.-*-- --__ _ _ 9----------
25.5000 . ** . ,. ,
26.0000 , * * * t *
* .5000 * 9 * *
27.0000 . . • * •
* * * * * *
26.5000. * . ..
..2..0000... .... *. ..
2-.5000 . . . * - . _ _ _
*... *....*.........,..............*......,* *99***,. *........***. **.*******9949*9S9 99..,
DETERMINANT * 0.998839259147644E 00
%UtTIPLE SCUAREO CORREIATIONO 0.4982
- lo k 0/FAt NPL TOot T-VJ ALUE
23.5000 1.7694 9.8676
DETERMINANT 0.99 929 1976071 00
MULTIPLF SCUAREO CORRELATION. 0.4618
PERICOO/FREC. AMPL ITUOE T-VALUE
23.00C 1.1620 9.4542
DETERMINANT * 0.999486804008484E 00





< __~_.._.. ------------- -- --------
COMPUTING SPECTRUM USING THE FOLLOWING BANDS IN MODEL
0 C - 23.5000
- DETERMINANT = 0.104510635137558E-01
S MULTIPLE SCUARED CORRELATION- 0.6675
PERtnO/FREQ. AMPLITUDE T-VALUE
23.0006 6o----1.363 - ~16.9soo
24.0000 6.6188 12.6390
OETERMINANT * 0.518697053194046E-01




DETERMINANT * 0.152032977496E 00





MULTIPLE SCUARED CORRELATIONs 0.6654 .. ... -.
-PERIOD/FREQ. AMPLITUDE T-VALUE
2Z.5 00 3.1382 13.9162
23.5000 1.7810 22.0729
DETERMINANT * 0.130248904228210E 00




DETERMINANT = 0.246585547924042E 00
MULTIPLE SlQAREC CORRELATIONs 0.6666
PElIOD/FREQ. AMPLITUDE T-VALUE
22.5000 3.1382 13.9762
25.0000 .3185 1. 0589
COMPUTING SPECTRUMN USING THE FOLLOwING BANDS IN NOOEL
22.5000
24.5000
MUL T I PL E BAND S P ECTRUM
PE RIO0 AMPLITUDE T-VALUE PHASE
19.000 .oit7 o.1i8 1.o090
19.500 0.021 0.202 -1.152
20.000 0.032 0.178 -0.436
20.500 0.051 0.299 0.144
21.000 0.086 0.3117 0.643
.21.500 0.16 0. 346 1.093
2Z2.000 0.438 0.418 1.510
22.500 1.980 13.695 0.433
23.000 0.851 . 0.381 -0.874
23.500 0.681 0.436 -0.512
24.000 0.991 0.4L4 -0.159
24.500 1.839 11.27 -0.544
25o.00 0.691 o.362 0.508
.25.500 0.3L3 0.483 0.836
26.000 0.197 0.402 1.156
26.500 0.144 0.146 1.470
21.000 0.115 0.413 -1.368
27.500 0.098 0.545 -1.076
28.000 0.088 0.536 -0.197
28.500 0.082 0.396 0.531



























26.0000 * * -
265000 .
27.0000 * * . _______
*700 .i_~ . .~~~__~~_~~__~_ ~_
* 9 - . ----
23.5000 . _ _
20.0000. * * *
. . .
x 28. 500 * * _ _. * _______




- --- ---- ----
* . .. .aa a a m m s a . **** AaL * t
26.5000 * 9 - - -- - - - - -- ___---
27.0000 ~ * * . -- - . ____ .9
* a * a
* ** 
***




-6.2832 0.0 6.2632 0.0 6.8476 13.6953




19.5000 * * . *
20.0000. * . . * - -




22.5000 • • .. ." . .
22.0000. * *
. . . .
24.0000 , _ . * "
24.5000 •
25.0000 • * S _
25.5000 . * .




27.5000 * * * .,






20.5000 * *26.5000 * 
0 - ." '
; ......................... *..* ...... .. *,...... . .................
**..*
maULTIPLE SCUAREO CORRELATION_ 0.6684
T IST 2.
TH FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE CONTROL AID DATA CARDS 
FOR TEST 2.
OUTPUT POLtOVS.
0 1 20 100 0 1 0 3 2
20.0 21.0 22.0
25.0 25.5 26.0 26.5 27.0 27.5 28.0 28.5





1 -3180 -7990-13340 13910 3920 7339 6530 2190 -6810 11290
2-13770-12570 4950 -1390 -8540 4280-13220 -3150 -7320-13480
3 23340 -3370-19550 -6360-13180 -4330 550 4280 -2970 2760
4-1136* 6420 30360-16670 5470-11730 -3550 350 3590 9300
5 .140 -110 6660-11320 -4100-10770 73140 14840 -3400 7890
6 -0940 3660-123
70 -440 -1110 -2109 9310 6160 -377_ -_ I0
7 10480 370 7590 6090-20430 -2900 4040 -5430 4860 890
B 3170 28160_-0640 -6320-16140 3720 -740 -9160 13140 -380
9 6370 5630 -1070 1310-18080-11260 3790 6100 -3640-26260
10 21760 3930 -9240 19110-10400-11680 4850 760 -7690 
16070
51PR
* * * * * * * PROGRA1 PARAMFTERS * * * * * *
S 20 100 0 I 0 3 2
-n N T E C A R I d SIMJlLATFU DATA
BAND I PEPlOn 22z.000), FREOUENCY- 0.0455, AMPLITUDE. 1.0000
. PRANn 2 - PFP1OD= 25.0')0, FPFQUENCY= n.04~D, AMPL ITUnE 1.0000
RANDOM GAUSSIAN NOISE AMPLITUDE* 1.0000
stPP TIPE---1:L4.4
-- ------- ----------------- ~--~-~~~  -' ~'~ ~4~
25 -0. 0.513 -3.51,74 0.118 -0.199 0.87) -0.182 0.9 9 0.45 .n000
26 0.?lI 0. 7? 0. 51 0.711 0.711 0.hr 0.811 .451 0. 10 o.7'6 1.000
27 -.. rCf 0. I4 -0. 1 0.o.,4. -0. 50 0.730 -C. 311 3.815 -0.111 0.9'13 3.04) 1.000
28 :.115 0.119 0. 1 o0.7 9 0.549 0.704 0.145 0.59s O.P89 0.415 0.911 0.2 8 1.000
.U. 29 -n.f1)3 .18. -'.6. 0.353 -0.14R 0.44 -0.51? 0.3 . -0.366 0.816 -0. 14 0.9.8 0.024 1.000
30 -3.018 0.660 0.110 0. ?38 0.35 0.747 0.596 0.691 0.711 0.516 0. 900 0.412 0.975 0.214 1.000
31 -0.5S6 -0.002 -0.674 0.173 -0.690 0.367 -0.6117 0.561 -0.471 0.13J -0. 161 0.q80 -0.185 0.910 0.006
32 -0.114 0.574 0.031 0.61 8 C.210 0.744 0.418 3.11 0.611 0.674 U.1') 0.553 0.905 0. 87 0.916
1 -0.4;92 -0.114 -0.6A1 0.019 -0.692 0.191 -0.699 0.383 -0.6b0 0.57711 -0.511 0.151 -0. 366 0.890 -0.19034 -1.173 1..73 -0.066 0.601 0.097 0.609 0o.? 0.74 ".473 0.726 0.648 0.655 0.1795 0.531 0.90635 -1. 12 -0.1P -0.525 -0.099 -0.631 0.041 -0.675 0.217 -0.699 0.412 -3.6L3 0.607 -0.510 0.777 -0.360
1A -0.1)9 0.7hl -0.115 0.394 -0.106 0.571 0.011 0.6?8 30.12 0.C07 0.333 0.11 n0.499 0.106 0.660
1? -0.184 -0.230 -Q0.314 -0.225 -0.486 -0.159 -0:61 -0.04 0.688- 0.12Z -0.70') 0.112 -0.618 0.506 -0.59938 -0.114 0.103 -0.172 0.192 -0.188 0.310 -0.154 0.439 -0.012 0.564 0.050 0.666 0.199 0.727 0.365
39 -0.052 -3.115 -0.168 -0.22 -1.109 -0.730 -0.452 -0.180 -0.572 -0.080 -0.h56 0.062 -0.697 0.233 -0.695
40 -0'C21 0.018 -0.109 0.059 -0.179 0.143 -0.211 0.260 -0.196 0.96 396 -. 133 0.532 -0.028 0.647 0.110
41 d0003 -0.071 -3.055 -0.146 -0.150 -0.196 -0.269 -0.210 -0.393 -0.181 -0.505 -0.108 -0.597 0.005 -0.659
11 32 3l 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
31 L.CCC
32 0.1S5 1.n00
33 0.974 -0.0.02 1.0 0
34 0.369 0.)76 0.187 1 .000
35 0.9C3 -0.185 0.917 0.003 1.000
36 0.628 0.801 0.538 0.910 0.361 1.000
37 0.6 2 -0.473 0.83 -0.374 1.923 0.033 1.010
38 0.737 0.534 0.697 0.694 0.614 0.926 0.360 1.000
39 0.411 -0.649 0.579 -0.560 0.724 -0.283 0,928 0.042 1.000
40 '1.723 0.272 0.754 0.442 0.738 0.751 0.594 0.941 0.335 1.000
41 0.146 -0.687 0.300 -0.675 3.455 -0.529 0.734 -0.21 0.930 0.019 1.000
SINGLE 9 AN 0 s PECTRUM
PERIOD ,I APL ITUDE -VALUE PHASE
70.000 0.916 4.220 -1.429
21.030 1.374 5.906 -0.987
22.000 1.b43 7.517 -0.547
2. 50 1. 72 8.547 -0.346
23.000 1.762 9.454 -0.144
23.500 1.781 9.868 0.051
24.000 1.784 9.467 0.230
24.500 1.75 8.491 0.4n0
75.000 1.662 7.549 0.515
25.500 1.593 6.907 0.716
26.000 1.495 6.461 0.877
26.500 1.194 6.0 6 1.007
27.100 1.284 5.543 1.112
21.509 1.175 5.048 1.216
28.000 1.015 4.583 1.311
28.500 0.93 4.157 1.391
29.001 0.901 3.7164 1.454
30.000 0.753 3.068 1.525
31.000 0.632 2.553 1.538
32.000 0.565 2.267 1.516
.5
*****,, **e****.** AMPLITUDE ESIMATF. ****.***e*o T-VALUE.
PFRIOD
0.0 0847 , t.0 _9139_ ....... .. 9 9.8676
70.010')0 . * A *
21.000 . . . *
22.000 . _ -- -- --
22.5 . *
23.0000 . . .
23.5030 • . * ,
24.0000 . .* . . .
24.500) . * * .
25.00o0 .O f • , , * 90_
25.5010. . * . . . *
26.0000 . . * .
, 27.000 . . * . . . *
27.500 . *
2..0000 . . *. . * .. . ._.
28.5000 . . * . . .
29.0,00 * . . •
30.0000 . * . . A . - _
31.0000 . * . . . A
32.0000 . • . _ * _ *
* + .. . . _ _ _ _ __... .... . ........ ... .
a.
**** *********ee* PHASE ESTrMATE. ****o****** T-VALUE.
PFRIOD
-6.2832 . 6.83 ,) 9.676
20.000 . ...
21.0100 .
27. . . .





26.5000 . . * - - - ,
*. . . .27.0003 . * . . .
28.5000 .*
29.0000. . . . .. •
30.0000 * *_
31.0000 . . * . .7. 0. _.  * • * * •
DOTFRMINANT - 0.998819259147644E 00
MUIYTPt.F SCUAREC CORRELATION- 0.4982
PERIO/FRE. ANPLITUDE T-VALUE
23.5000 1.7894 9.0676
OETERMINANT * 0.9993929862976C7F 00
PMp T I PI S CIJARF D C 0QRFL AT 104- 0.4,8 ?8
FFPOI r' /FFF Q. A OL I T U)f T-VALIJF
DFTFQ41NANT *0.9994468040flS484E 00 _P bUgTIPLE SCIIARED CflfRFLATI0d. 0.0*9115
PED)I OD/r-F 0. AP4PL IT!JE T-VALtJE
24. DW 1.7038 947
Wi
0 COMPUTING SPECTRUM USING THE FOLLOWING SANDS IN MODEL
23.50r0o
SDETFCMfNANT * 0.1045106381?7558F-01
MULrtPL SQUARED CODDFLATIO'4. 0.6675








DFTFRINAhT = 0.152032911777496F 00
MULTIPLE SCUARED CORRELATION* 0.6648
PERIOnl/FPQ, AMPL ITUDE T-VALUE
22.0000 -0.9963 -7.6555
__ 24.000 ....0. 66188___ 1Z.6390 ........... ...... ..
X ------- - ---- --- --- -----~- ~ --
X DETFQ'MINANT = 0.1294995244R3681E-01
MULTIPLE SCUARED CORRELATIn*- 0.6654
PER ODiFREQ. AMPLITUDE T-VALUE
22.5000 1.5817 8.0414
23.5000 1.7870 22.0129
DFTF QINANT - 0.13024890422R210E 00
MULTIPLE SCt:ARED CORRELATION=- 0.6680
PER IOl/FPqe__ AM PL ITU T-YVAIUE
22.5000 1.5738 7.7647
24.50CC 3.3893 13.4829
nrTr4y~! , T o,'* 06ss1479Z..!44 00 --
MUI TIPL SCIIARE COR4fILATIUN- 0.6666
PEQRIo)FRFO. A4PL ITUOE T-VALUE
2?.S)CO 1.4935 8.5166
25.0)CC 2.3185 12.0589
CnPtITIGC SPECTRUIN USING T*IE FLtLOWING RANDS IN 0O4EL
22.51no00
24.5100
M U I T I P L E 9 A ND ' P E C T R tU N
PFPtnO AMPLITUOE T-VALUE PHASE .
20.000 0.312 0.11 -0.436
21.000 0.086 0.311 0.643
22.0)0 0.438 0.413 1.510
77.50 1.989 13.6q5 0.433
23.00 0.851 0.361 -0.874
23.510 0.48l 0.41 -0.512
24.000 0.979 0.414 -0.159
74.5 _ 1.311 11.2?7 -0.544
25. : 0.691 0.342 0.508
75.5)0 0.31 0.433 0 36
26."0? 0.191 0.402 1.156
26.00 0.144 0.146 1.470
27.0 0 0.115 0.413 -1.368
27*500 0.098 0.545 -1.076
28.330 0.308 0.536 -0.797
28.500 ... 2 0.395 -0.531
29.010 0.079 0.553 -0.279
30.030 0.017 0.854 0.181
31.000 0.080 0.895 0.590
32.000 0.086 1.014 0.954
x -----~-- ---..- 
- ------.- ------- -. --- - ----
x 
- - --~- -~~~~ 
* 4 * * * ** oo000'4E
. ..-. c. o  o0 E
* * * * z
* * -* 4 C O
* o . .-
* * -COO .
SCCo0S' z
* * , * 000'Z
* .. - " o-o -
* * * * " ** cusifz
-0"O lz
S* 0000OZ
*. **.. *. *****.. ********* .......... ... 
......... ........................................ ......
-- - - 4----C--LZ---- -
* * * * x'
* S S 4 . S
569"C 91#089 - S --- -1 ZU6 0 _"0
*** .. *** *
*3oA1 * IS 30%1d ****o****
* * .








. .-b.2.z32 0., _O.. .. .6.8476 ................... 13.6953 .
23.0000 -. .. *27.0303 . . * .* . .
24.C'00 . *
2.50000 . _. _ . . *
Z .O000 • *, * . . * *
2.50 . * * * * -
*................................. ..
25.0)0 . C * *RA* 0 9
S*
25.50 )0 . _ _ _ _ ....... •.* -*-- *
26 .000* . . *
27.500 . • , ._ • .. . , *
*.000 . *
2.0000 . . .* .
27.5000 . * * *.. * *
2.000 . ,. * ,_
* * * * -
!0*0000 . a * ____*_ . -- - *
MULTIPLE SCUAREO CORRELATION. 0.6690
N'
THE FOLLOMUlG IS A LISTING OF TH9 CONTROL AND DATA CA DS FOR TEST 3.
OUTPUT VOLLOUS. .... ......






1 -3180 -7990-13340 13910 3820 7330 6530 2190 -6810 11290
2-13770-12570 4950 -1390 -854 4280-13220 -3150 -7120-13480
3 23340 3370
- 19550 - 6 36 0 -13180 -310 5450 42RO -2970 2760
4-11360 6420 30360-16670 5470-11730 -3550 350 3590 9300
5 4140 -110 6660-11320 -4100-10770 7340 14840 -3q00 7890
6 -Uaoo 3600-12370 -440 -1110 -2100 9310 6160 -3770 -430
7 10480 3170 7590 6090-20430 -2900 4040 -5430 4860 8690
8 3470 28160 -640 -6320-16140 3720 -700 -9160 13140 -380
9 6370 5630 -070 1310-18080-11260 3790 6100 -3640-26260
10 21760 3930 -9200 19110-10400-11680 4850 760 -7690 16070
- -- --- -S O----I-SOP.
. . . . . .
* * * * * * * PROGRAM PARAMETERS , * , * * 0 * *
S i t o oo 0 a 0 3 z
M n N T E C A R L 0 SIMULATED DATA
S RAND - PFRIOD= 22.2222. FREQUENCY= 0.0450, AMPLITUDE. 1.0000
AND - PERlOD= 25.0300_ FREQUENCY- 0.04.00 AMPLITUDE-. 
. o00C
...RANr)DOM GU~ISSIAN_NOISE AMPLITUDE-._ 0.5000
SOPR TIPE---:12.6
Xx
MAT R I OF C n0 R rFLAT ON S
-l IPARLE- i I iS-THE DEPEN4ENT VARIABLE, ALL OTHERS ARE COSINE A-4 SINE WAVES OF VARIOUS PERIlnOS
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 1.00a
2 -.. 142 1.000
-0.. " 2 O.t 2 1.01
-5.17 C .934 0.320 .1.00
-0.46 -0 0.71 0.939 .07 1.300
S -0. 39 -0.75 0.76 -0.2 16 0.935 0.023 1.0.0
8 -0.31. 0.i 7 0. 09 0.?71 0.564 0.941 0.31 10.0
9 -0.147 -0.670 0.504 -0.527 C.750 -0.281 0.932 0.006 1.100
1t -0.4n3 0.262 0.739 0.032 0.705 0.712 0.556 0.9\8 0.314 1.000
1 -03. 01 -.0.497 0.2?5 -0. 3 0.491 -0.535 0.749 -0.299 0.9q5 0.o00 I.000
12 -0., 5s 0.032 o.55 0.764 .729 0.571 0.71 0.759 0.554 0.934 0.109 1.000
13 0.03 -0.622 -3.012 -0.708 J.0?23 -0.631 0.5, -0.53 0.l63 -0.291 0.939 0.016 1. -000.
14 -7.536 -0.128 0.4n1 0.022 C.6 0 0.243 0.925 0.500 0.7 0. 0. 15 0.561 0.934 0.325 1.000
15 0.507 -3.492 -0.167 -0.639 -0.002 -0.713 0.244 -0.677 0.524 -C.530 0.172 -0.276 0.940 0.034 0.000
16 -0.5.3 -0.198 1.3n2 --. 144 3.481 0.n?3 0.644 0.16 0.713 0.49 0.709 0.757 0.56 0.938 0.332
17 0.362i -. 310 -0.227 -0.492 -0.152 -0.636 0.017 -0.0115 0.260 -0.672 0.520 -0.521 0.765 -0.269 0.935
18 -0.5nl -0.1q4 0.142 -0.715 3.306 -0.15- 0.499 0.00? 0.66__ C.74 0.4 0.2 O.19 0.12 0.77 0.567
q19 .55 -0(.149 -0.194 -. 305 -0.9 -0.474 -0.141 -0.617 0.019 -0.695 0.241 -0.668 0.504 -0.523 0.149
20 -n.408 -. 112 0.042 -0.198 3.157 -0.217 0.31 -0.146 C.519 0.020 0.669 0.264 0.839 0.534 
0.707
21 0.6rC -0.035 -0.102 -0.132 -3.IRC -0.290 -0.206 -0.49 -0.249 -0.607 -0.000 -0.695 0.223 -0.673 0.487
22 -0.262 -0.013 0.013 -C.115 0.06L -0.IB 0.176 -0.701 0.340 -0.129 0.514 0.034 0.654 0.766 0.728
23 0.778 0.0912 0.005 -0.015 -0.099 -0.11-0.0.199 -0.269 -0.22 -0.455 -0.165 -0.60O -0.013 -0.705 
0.250
24 -3.078 O.n76 (.046 -0.0"13 O.nq -n.095 0.049 -0.18 -0.01 -0.1 .0.320 -0.127 0.4801 0.02 0.637
25 0.83 -0.001 0.090 0.029 -0.003 -0.007 -0. 16 -0.116 -0.201 -0.286 -0.21L -0.41 -0.1b6 
-0.615 -0.003
26 0.115 0.127 0.114 0.093 0.054 0.016 0.026 -0.091 0.054 -0.165 0.14a -0.197 0.294 -0.144 
0.4
7 .850 -0.0517 0.129 0.006 0.015 0.025 -0.0.020.o02 -0.128 -0.13I -0.207 -0.306 -0.222 -0.487 
-0.150
28 0.214 0.131 0.183 0.145 0.111 0.105 0.01 0.018 0.031 -0.091 0.037 -0.194 0.140 -0.216 0.304
29 0.77 -0.125 0.113 -0.061 0.112 -0.018 0.065 0.001 -0.020 -0.037 -0.115 -0.145 -0.187 -0.299 
-0.203
30 0.442 0.095 0.229 0.145 0.173 0.148 0.05 0.096 0. ?5 -0.303 0.03J -0.113 0.043 -0.199 0.159
--
C.076 93 -0.125 -0.172----
31 0.64 -3.177 0-.057 -0.139 3.101 -O.20 0.111 -0.0 C.076 -C.500 -0.00 -0.01 -0.09 -0.125 -0.172
32 0. 72 0.034 0.233 0.099 0.713 0.135 0.159 0.10 0. 0.0 0.0d 911 0.331 -0.014 0.017 -0.116 0.067
33 3.513 -0.195-0.0 -0. 1 -0.195 0.055 -0.153 0.112 -0.106 0.1)0 -0.01 0.094 0.010 13 -O.n0 8 -)0.092
34 0.577 -0.373 0,193 0.074 O.M6 0.018 0.206 ).11 0.164 0.111 0.104 0.015 0.053S-O,00n 0.18
35 0.360 -0.179 -0.072 -0.214 -0.00C3 -0.203 0.015 -0.149 0.133 -0.070 0.14] 0.005 0.095 
0.017 -0.000
36 1.557 -0.069 0.129 -0.O.7 O.I84 0.003 0.219 0.I06 0.20 0.|11 0. IL 0,126 0.12 .0.093 0.063
3? 0.218 -0.1 .-1 101 -0.190 -0.054 -0.211 0.018 -0.189 0.091 -0.129 0.135 -0.050 0.131 0.0 5 0.014
38 0.503 -0.079 0.067 -0.090 0.133 -0.060 0.200 0.000 0.240 0.073 0.235 0.132 0.189 0.147 0.111
39 0.100 -0.072 -0.090 -0.129 -0.080 -0.173 -0.040 -0.189 0.021 -0.170 0.619 
-0.119 0.113 -0.053 0.107
40 0.434 -0.058 0.024 -0.095 0.082 -0.093 0.156 -0.051 0.220 0.020 0.249 0.091 0.232 0.148 
0.175
41 3.021 -0.018 -0.049 -0.056 -0.074 -0.105 -O.076 -0.151 -0.049 -0.117 0.000 -0.171 0.054 
-0.132 0.094
16 1l t1 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 21 26 
29 30
16 1.000
17 0.~ ?9 1.000
18 3041 0.3 2 .000
q19 -0.24 o.01 0.008 1.o0o
20 n.714 0.s5R 0.919 0.304 1.000
21 -0.533 3.746 -0.298 0.934 -0.001 1.000
2Z 0.523 0.701 0.760 0.551 0.914 0.307 1.000
23 -0.678 0.499 -0.531 0.76 -0.295 0.939 0.013 1.000
24 0.244 0.723 0.499 0.702 3.746 0.560 0.9)33 0.324 1.000
,?' -1. 7r 9 0.747 -0.A77 0.52 -. 5 0 0.717 -n., ,1v 1.94) 0.017 I.90'
2'. .CC) 0.. 41 0.7-6h (.711 0.416 0.710 .0. V, 0.l2 3.000
21 -,. 50 0.01 -U.') 0.763 -0.669 0.521 -0.520 0 .o65 - .7 70 C. 'i 0.0 1' 1 ,00
8 C*I 0. 411 0.000 n.h,64 0.)S 0.745 0.5 0. 114 0. 172 0.5 ,9 0.941 0.)3 1. 00029 -0.467 -0.131 -0.609 0.020 -0.689 0.748 -0.666 0.505 -0.5 7 0.149 -0.28, 0.932 0.008 1.000
304 0.218 0.314 -0. 4I r 0. ,?. .0.0 _.A , A.71.5 .745 .. 1 0.10 0. C.. 9)9 0.O,5 .00
31 -0.172 -3.272 -0.44 -0.147 -0. 60 -0.C0 -0.6'I1 0.2 2 -P.6b1 0.481 -0.5)2 0.147 -0.2S91 0.)34 0.03037 -0.188 0.18. -0.200 0.350 -0.178 0.524 0.016 0.,661 0.b69 0.734 0.525 0.705 0. 60 0.556 0.914
31 -0.104 -0.1I'6 -3.251 -0. 23 -).449 -0.1-8 -0.61I -0.016 -0. 70 0.219 -0.619 0.500 -0.136 0.163 -0.292
34 -0.394 0.078 -0.166 0.10O -0.185 n.330 -0.7?4 0.496 0.075 0.64) 0.744 0.728 0.499 0.706 0.11435 0.C02 -0.113 -3.110 -0.213 -0.283 -0.240 -0.480 -0.117 -0.640 -0.005 -0. 113 0.744 -0.6717 0.527 -0.526
36 o.o 0P 0.334 -0.078 0.061, -3.162 0.15. -0.195 3. __ -0.143 0.482 0.902 0.645 0.225 0.137 0.41437 0.034 -0.027 -0.016 -0.139 -0.137 -0.220 -0.312 -0.237 -0.496 -0.155 -0.639 0.019 -0.104 0.265 -0.668
38 0.107 0.146 O.031 0.nll -).089 0.040 -0.184 O.142 -0.217 0.307 -0.158 0.i0 -0.002 0.668 0.237
39 -0.001 0.155 0.010 -C.033 -0.038 -0.130 -0.151 -0.199 -0.109 -0.210 -0.416 -0.139 -0.615 0.023 -0.690
S40 0.150 0.095 0.0 0.024 -0.000 -0.001 -0.115 0.042 -0.203 0.16 -0.221 0.3.3 -0.149 0.529 0.070
41 -0.0?4 0.101 -0.022 0.063 -0.002 -0.013 -0.036 -0.104 -0.133 -0.160 -0.218 -0.205 -0.446 -0.147 -0.600
31 32 33 34 35 36 31 38 39 4C 41
31 .C.00
32 0.310 1.000
33 0.940 0.019 1.000
34 0.565 0.932 0.332 1.000
35 0.776 -0.770 0.941 0.043 1.000
36 0.714 0.755 0.571 0.918 0.342 1.000
37 0.532 -0.514 0.767 -0.259 C.936 0.040 1.000
38 0.748 0.519 0.718 0.774 0.575 0.942 0.327 1.000
39 0.251 -0.662 0.505 -0.515 0.747 -0.275 0,930 0.013 1.000
40 0.678 0.267 0.746 0.540 0.712 0.778 0.562 0.940 0.306 1.000
41 . .000 -0.689 0.22n -0.667 0.482 -0.528 0.742 -0.296 0.933 -0002 1.000
s i nGLE_ 8 AND 5 P E C TRRUM
•s FRFrOlfrCY ANPLI TUDE T-VALUE PHASE
0.035 0.958 4.778 1.523
0.336 1.131 5.852 . . 1.374
0.017 1.318 6.995 1.198
0.0)8 1.499 7.972 1.014
.039 1.644 8.699 0.813
0.040 1.158 10.351 0.588
0.041 1.851 12.978 0.157
0.347 1.8;1 16.019 A.135
O.043 1.866 15.533 -0.092
0.044 1.810 12.56? -0.325
0.045 1.129 9.9A6 -0.547
0.046 1.601 8.333 -0.762
O.047 1.438 7.465 -0.983
0.048 1.26 6.630 -1.702
0.049 1.085 5.552 -1.401
0. o_ 0. 8.8 4.36.1 .567
0.051 0.17.03 3.) 1 1.421
0.05 0.518d 2.483 1.328
0.053 0.407 1.859 1.321
0.054 0.311 1.438 1.419
* * e
................. ....... ... . ..... .............................. ...
0.0e -VUE.
0.041)
0.040 . . .
qFPFOUE C.
*.0, 54 . ... O _ 16 190





. 431 Of * •
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